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The VARIS™ concept –
flexible power based on
a modular concept

VARIS™ – the modular inverter system
The modular and flexible design of VARIS™ offers compelling benefits. The
desired power can be easily achieved via parallel connection of the modules.
You are also free to choose your preferred cooling type. And the use of

Visit us at
PCIM Europe.
19-21 May 2015

standard components makes VARIS™ both cost-efficient and sustainable.

in Nuremberg.

Talk to the House of Competence, because VARIS™ fears no comparison.

Hall 9, Stand 209
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IGBT classes: 1200 V or 1700 V, up to 1400 A
Parallel connection
engineered by
Air or water cooling
Compatible rectifier VARIS™ R
Compact and powerful with VARIS™ XT

GvA Leistungselektronik GmbH | Boehringer Straße 10 - 12 | D-68307 Mannheim
Phone +49 (0) 621/7 89 92-0 | www.gva-leistungselektronik.de | VARIS@gva-leistungselektronik.de
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IGBT driver links I Galvanic Isolation I Optical Ethernet
• drop-in compatible with industrial
fiber standards
• highly reliable Resonant Cavity LED
• extended temperatures and lifetimes
• data rates: DC to 1, 5, 10, 50 Mb, 125 & 250 Mbps
• excellent EMI
immunity
• cost effective,
simple field
installable solution
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Got a Craving for 150°C?
Let us create a package that suits your direct film capacitor needs.
Electronic Concepts makes it easy to reach your temperature goal of up to 150°C. As a
vertically integrated film capacitor manufacturer, we are able to fabricate capacitors in a
wide variety of standard packages with Thermakon™ Technology.
Don’t see exactly what you are looking for? We have the
engineering expertise to create a custom solution for you.
Drawing on our extensive experience, we have developed
products to satisfy the most demanding of requirements.
Call us today or visit our website to learn more about
Electronic Concepts’ 150°C film capacitor, our full line of
quality products, and our innovative design capabilities.

US HEADQUARTERS

526 Industrial Way W.
Eatontown, New Jersey 07724
Tel: 732 542-7880
150-vend.indd 1

Our innovative capacitor design capability
offers the flexibility to meet your most
demanding film capacitor requirements.

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS
Film Capacitor Innovation without Limits

www.ecicaps.com

Oughterard
Co. Galway, Ireland
Tel: 353(91)552432, 552385
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Events
SMT Hybrid 2015,
Nuremberg, Germany, May 5-7
http://www.mesago.de/en/SMT/home.htm
CWIEME Berlin 2015,
Berlin Germany, May 5-7
http://www.coilwindingexpo.com/berlin

Nuremberg, now
a Tradition
The first PCIM I remember back in the late
80s was in a hotel in Munich and the exhibition was on table tops in the parking garage.
Can you imagine? Since then, we have been
coming together annually in Nuremberg and
the importance of power electronics has
grown immensely. The IGBT replaced bipolar
transistor and thyristor designs as the work
horse for inverters, and energy has become
a crucial subject. Back in the day we looked
forward to nuclear sources for a cheap and
limitless energy supply, but we now recognize the uncalculated risks of nuclear power.
Our lives are too short to understand and
accommodate the cooling down of nuclear
waste. Moving to renewable energy is the
smartest alternative to living with this waste.
The world must wake up to this fact.
Energy efficiency has now become a key
focus for any kind of design. We have moved
from the functionality of electronics, to efficient functionality. As engineers, we can
deliver a reduction of energy consumption
through technical innovation. This includes
the reduction of losses in the switching elements of the now ubiquitous energy-saving
inverter. Wide band gap materials, such
as SiC and GaN, are paving the way to
enhanced designs that meet the challenge of
improved efficiency. Surveying contributed
articles for my May issue, I see that the majority are based on wide band gap materials
and their applications.
With nearly 30 articles and 116 pages this
May edition is another highlight for our
publication which, like the industry, continues
to grow. Those who have contributed to this
strong issue are all leaders in technology. I
hope my readers get a great impression of
the changes that are happening, possibly
triggering you to visit the PCIM in Nuremberg. It is always my pleasure to meet friends
from around the world and have a chat.

Power Analysis & Design,
Eching/ Munich, Germany, May 6
http://www.omicron-lab.com/event

I look forward to seeing you at my traditional
podium discussion at the Fach Forum, Hall
6, Booth 345, on Wednesday May 20th from
11:00 to 12:00. This year’s headline is: “Reliable Volume Production of Wide Band Gap
Semiconductors“. Respected innovators from
the industry will provide background to help
with the decision to start designs with a WBG
based switch.
For several years now, articles in Bodo’s
Power Systems magazine have detailed
the generational change we are experiencing, from established silicon to GaN and
SiC. Such communication is the only way
to progress. We have delivered four issues
this year. All technical articles are archived
on my web-site and are also retrievable at
PowerGuru. Bodo’s Power Systems reaches
readers across the globe. If you speak the
language, or just want to have a look, don’t
miss our Chinese version: www.bodospowerchina.com.
My Green Power Tip for May:
White asparagus is the vegetable of the
season here in Germany. Look for a local
producer to limit transportation pollution and
ensure it’s been freshly harvested!
See you in Nuremberg
Best Regards

PCIM Europe 2015,
Nuremberg, Germany, May 19-21
http://www.mesago.de/en/PCIM/home.htm
Sensor + Test 2015,
Nuremberg, Germany, May 19-21
http://www.sensor-test.com/press
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A breakthrough in the tradeoff between performance, cost, size & mounting versatility.
Whatever current you need to measure, mounting constraints or performance required, the
HO current transducer range offers you the perfect solution.
6 families cover nominal currents from 2.67 A to 250 A, PCB-through-hole, surface-mount
or multiple panel mounting versions, and offer an aperture or integrated primary conductor.
LEM ASIC technology brings Open Loop transducer performance closer to Closed Loop
transducers, providing you with better control and increasing the efﬁciency of your system,
but at a signiﬁcantly lower price.
• Single +5V or +3.3V power supply
• Up to 8 mm creepage and clearance
+ CTI 600 for high insulation
• Half the offset and gain drifts of previous generation
• Overcurrent detection on a dedicated connection

•
•
•
•
•

www.lem.com

At the heart of power electronics.

Fast response time from 2.5 to 3.5 µs
Over-drivable reference voltage
Fault reporting function
Versatile panel mounting version (3 ways)
-40 to +105°C operation
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Designing an Efficient Amplifier for a Wireless Power Transfer System
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Efficient Power Conversion Corporation announced the publication of
a practical engineering handbook designed to provide power system
design engineers valuable experiences and points of reference critical to understanding and designing highly efficient wireless power
systems using gallium nitride-based transistors. As a supplement
to EPC’s GaN Transistors for
Wireless Power Handbook
Efficient Power Conversion, this
A Supplement to GaN Transistors for
new practical guide provides
Efficient Power Conversion
step-by-step analysis on the use
of GaN transistors in wireless
power transfer.
Highly resonant wireless power
transfer using eGaN FETs has
proven to be a viable path to
efficient, convenient wireless
power. The use of magnetic
fields contributes ease of use
and robustness, but most importantly, it is considered safe.
However, the implementation
Michael A. de Rooij
of this technology poses many
SUPPLEMENT
challenges to power system de-

signers. At the heart of highly resonant wireless power is the amplifier,
which drives the coils that generate the magnetic field. eGaN FETs
have, in part, driven the wireless power revolution by offering high efficiency, robustness to operating conditions and are easy to use.
This handbook addresses the many design aspects needed for a
wireless power transfer system. Topics covered include how to effectively compare component devices, such as eGaN FETs and MOSFETs, when used in an amplifier design. This comparison, complete
with experimental verification, illustrates the superiority of eGaN FETs
over MOSFETs. Wireless power solutions rely on ease-of-use for
consumer convenience and eGaN FET performance ensures that the
requisite challenges associated with ease-of-use can be met using
the simplest and most cost effective solutions.
Alex Lidow, Efficient Power Conversion CEO points out that, “Magnetic field technology may have caught up with the concept of wireless power, but the implementation poses many challenges to power
system designers. Based upon experimental results, this handbook
shows that the ZVS Class D topology, fitted with eGaN FETs, exhibited superior performance as compared to the other amplifiers.”

www.epc-co.com

Call for Paper for CIPS 2016

The 9th International Conference on Integrated Power
Electronics Systems – March 8-10, 2016, Nuremberg, Germany
Experts from industries laboratories and institutes wishing to make
a presentation on the results of their recent research are cordially
invited to submit an abstract. Accepted papers will be presented in
either oral or poster sessions.
Please create a pdf formatted abstract in English, 2 pages, including
figures, tables & references showing summary, motivation and results.
The paper should be headed by: Title, Author‘s names, Affiliations.
Please register your paper using the EDAS online registration at
www.cips-conference.de . If you have already a personal account,
please login with your username and password. Otherwise first create
a new account, then register your Paper.
Conference focus
In the next decades, power electronic system development will be
driven by energy saving systems, intelligent energy management,
power quality, system miniaturization and higher reliability. Monolithic
and hybrid system integration will include advanced device concepts
(including wide bandgap devices), dedicated ideas for system integration, new ideas on packaging technologies and the
overall integration of actuators/drives (mechatronic integration).

CIPS is focused on the following main aspects:
• integration of hybrid systems and mechatronic systems with ultrahigh power density
• systems and components operational behavior and reliability
Basic technologies for integrated power electronics systems as well
as upcoming new important applications will be presented in interdisciplinary invited papers.
Conference topics
Components to be integrated - General aspects of packaging Package types - Mechatronic systems and their applications Reliability - Clean switching and EMC
Important Dates
Submission of Abstracts...........................June 15, 2015
Notification of acceptance.........................July 31, 2015
Submission of full papers..........................October 2, 2015
Notification of acceptance Full Paper........November 16, 2015
Deadline for early registration...................January 31, 2016
Conference Begin......................................March 8, 2016

www.cips-conference.de

2000V Power MOSFETs to High Voltage Product Portfolio
IXYS Corporation a manufacturer of power semiconductors and
integrated circuits for energy efficiency, power management, and
motor control applications, announced an expansion of its high voltage Power MOSFET product portfolio, the 2000V N-Channel Power
MOSFETs. With a current rating of 1A, they are specifically designed
for high voltage, high speed power conversion applications.
Due to the positive temperature coefficient of their on-state resistance, these high voltage Power MOSFETs can be operated in parallel, thereby eliminating the need for lower-voltage, series connected
devices and enabling cost effective power systems. Other benefits
include component reduction in gate drive circuitry, simpler design,
improved reliability and PCB space saving.
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These new Power MOSFETs are suitable for a wide variety of power
switching systems, including high voltage power supplies, capacitor
discharge circuits, pulse circuits, laser and x-ray generation systems,
high voltage automated test equipment and energy tapping applications from the power grid.
The 2000V Power MOSFETs are available in the following international standard size packages: TO-247, TO-247HV and TO-263HV. The
latter two have increased creepage distances between leads, making
them possible to withstand higher voltages. The part numbers include
IXTH1N200P3, IXTH1N200P3HV and IXTA1N200P3HV.

May 2015

www.ixys.com
www.bodospower.com

electrical engineering soft ware

THE SIMULATION SOFTWARE PREFERRED
BY POWER ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS

KEY FEATURES

Electrical

Fast simulation of complex systems

Control

Code generation

Thermal

Frequency analysis

Magnetic

Available as standalone program

Mechanical
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State-of-the-Art Facility in Chennai, India
Alpha has recently opened a new, advanced manufacturing and training facility in Chennai, India. The building is an addition to their existing 16,000 sq mtr campus and will meet the growing needs of Alpha
customers in the Indian sub-continent, Middle East and Africa. The
new facility will have the capability to produce the vast ALPHA® product line including bar solder, cored wire, solder paste, wave solder flux

and cleaners. This world-class facility will now also provide training
capabilities to our customers to enhance our product offerings, in a
number of industry segments, such as automotive, lighting, industrial
electronics, mobile devices, power supplies and telecom.
In addition, the Chennai facility will manufacture product lines from
Enthone, another Alent plc company focused on high performance
specialty chemicals and coating. This move enables Enthone to
expand customer technical support and technology innovation, while
ensuring quick delivery of high performance functional and decorative
coatings that provide wear and corrosion resistance to the automotive, building hardware, energy and electronics industries.
“Localizing production in India enables us to more effectively serve
our customers,” said Raji Koshy, General Manager – Alent India. “Our
ability to be proactive and responsive with shorter lead times will provide added value to our vast product technologies and services.”

enthone.com.
www.alpha.alent.com

Sonoscan’s Steve Martell Wins IPC President’s Award
Steve Martell, Manager for Advanced Applications Support at Sonoscan, received the
IPC President’s Award during the IPC APEX
EXPO® at the San Diego Convention Center
on March 3.
Soon to celebrate his thirtieth year at Sonoscan, Martell was honored for his service
to the electronics industry and to the IPC. His
years among Sonoscan’s innovative engineers, alongside the world’s largest acoustic
testing laboratory for components (SonoLab®), let him make unique contributions
to component and assembly standards,
technology and education.
Over the years he has brought Sonoscan’s
technological expertise to a number of IPC
committees, and currently is a member
of nine IPC committees that focus on the

standards and applications for acoustic micro
imaging of MEMS devices, silicon wafers,
3D ICs, HB-LED devices, plastic chip carrier
cracking, counterfeit components and other

areas. He is the chairman of two of these
committees.
Because he deals with applications where
Sonoscan’s C-SAM® technology solves
problems, Martell’s work covers the entire
spectrum from the Front End environment
(wafers, ingots) to Mid End (3D ICs) to Back
End (electronic components) to populated
printed circuit boards.
In addition to serving as the liaison with
organizations concerned with standards
within the electronics industry, Martell is also
responsible for Sonoscan’s applications
support and especially for automated in-line
Acoustic Micro Imaging Systems used in
manufacturing.

www.sonoscan.com

SENSOR+TEST, Attractive Program of Sensor, Measuring
and Testing Technology
The 22nd international SENSOR+TEST Measurement Fair is to be
held from the 19th to the 21st of May 2015 on the fair grounds of
the Nürnberg Exhibition Center under the motto “Welcome to the
Innovation Dialog.” A multitude of opportunities to obtain first-hand
information on the state of the art in sensor, measuring, and testing
technology – not only at the stands of the 550 exhibitors from all over
the globe, but also at various technical forums and thematic stands.
Thus, visitors can go to one of the special forums in hall 12 to get an
overview of the latest developments in “Environmental Monitoring”,
this year’s special topic. Also in hall 12 and dealing with environmental protection as well is the presentation forum with such topics as
Perceived Air Quality or Noise Measurement of Racing Vehicles to be
held on the first day of the fair.
Exhibitors at SENSOR+TEST will continuously hold brief presentations about their products, applications, and solutions at the open
technical forums in Hall 11 and hall 12. At the “Innovative Testing” fo-
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rum on the second day of the fair, experts from industry and research
will present particularly innovative sensor technologies and measuring
processes of the future. The popular vehicle testing ground located
between hall 11 and hall 12 will again let visitors experience measuring and testing technology in automotives in live demonstrations.
Image processing also relies on sensors and sensor systems and
these are to be shown at the SENSOR+TEST as well. To emphasize
their significance, enterprises and institutes will present interesting
product novelties at a community stand for “Vision Sensors and Systems” as in previous years.

May 2015

www.sensor-test.de
www.bodospower.com

Now
more
powerful
• Industry’s largest reference
design library
• Over 1,000 power management
reference designs
• Enhanced search tool: Parameters,
topologies, keyword, application,
or product
• Direct access to fully tested analog,
embedded processor, and
connectivity reference designs

This robust tool offers complete
solutions across the board.

Check out the NEW TI
Design TIDA-00194 for
Embedded Computing
using TPS62180, the
world’s smallest 6A Buck
Converter Solution

Jump start your design with TI Designs for Power Management
www.ti.com/powerlabtidesigns

The platform bar and PowerLab are trademarks of Texas Instruments. © 2015 Texas Instruments
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Little Box Challenge to design
cooling of a kilowatt-scale inverter
Mersen has accepted Google’s “Little Box Challenge” to design a
power inverter that is about 10 times smaller than what is available
today. According to Google “shrinking an inverter from the size of a
cooler to the size of a laptop will help to revolutionize electricity for the
next century.”
Google and the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)
are offering a US $1 million prize to anyone who can design a >3W/
cm3, 2kVA DC-AC power converter with the required power density,
efficiency (>95%) and overall dimensions (<655 cm3). Making a
smaller inverter would enable more solar-powered homes, more efficient distributed electrical grids, and could help bring electricity to the
most remote parts of the planet.
Working with extreme requirements will require using state-of-the-art
technologies across several core competencies to design and complete this challenge. Mersen will offer its internationally recognized
competence in liquid and air cooling to design a best-in-class thermal
management solution that perfectly fits our partner’s component. TM4
will bring its expertise in inverter design and transistor gate driver
know-how. PRIMES will be the key partner for power chip integration
and packaging. The project will also benefit from Griset patented iTBC

material to optimize thermal behavior of the semiconductor chips.
Such a synergic development will enable size optimization and electrical operation improvement.
The team will submit the technical approach and testing application
document by July 2015, the results of the contest being reported in
January 2016.

ep.mersen.com/
www.littleboxchallenge.com/

EMC Service Receives Positive Customer Feedback
Recom’s recently opened headquarters has a well-equipped EMC
laboratory that can be used by customers and students to solve EMC
issues in their own applications. The first projects have already been
successfully concluded.

One user of the new facility was a large international manufacturer of
water pumps who needed to modify a product for EMC certification.
The customer’s developer came to Recom after suspecting that the
DC/DC converter might be causing the EMC problems.

Firstly, the Recom lab reproduced the results from TÜV, the German
technical watchdog, by making a reference measurement in the 3m
SAR chamber. The customer then used the room set up specifically
for outside visitors to develop potential solutions in close consultation
with Recom’s own experts. In actual fact the culprit turned out to be
a ribbon cable and they managed to reduce the interfering emissions
to the required level using ferrites. The tests also found weaknesses
in the electrical circuit that they solved by switching to a four-layer
design. The customer is currently working on redesigning the circuit
board as a result with a much higher chance of passing the TÜV
tests.
Other cases included customer issues that were solved without the
customer being present – the applications were sent to be evaluated
in the lab. The experienced Recom team even managed to solve
some problems by remote diagnosis – such as one application where
the client had opted against wiring unused pins on a converter.
Recom intends to expand on its EMC services in the future by providing customers with the ground expert assistance and consultation in
preparation for certification. Universities and other higher education
institutions are welcome, especially as they often lack suitable measuring equipment. Recom not only provides a place to work, but also
apartments for outside visitors to stay the night.

www.recom-electronic.com

Meter Asset Management 22-23 June 2015
SMi is pleased to announce the return of its Meter Asset Management
conference taking place on the 22nd - 23rd June 2015 in London, UK.
This conference will cover issues relating to new smart meters as well
as focus on looking at the retention of traditional metering and the
many processes involved in switching them over.
Currently, utilities across Europe face the prospect of meeting the
EU’s goal of installing smart meters for 80% of consumers by 2020
(European Commission, 2015). Whilst each country is meeting these
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goals within different time frames, many are in the same position as
the UK and are in a crucial stage in the road towards full roll outs.
Additionally, gas, electricity and some water suppliers face similar
challenges in managing existing meter assets and planning for the roll
out and maintenance of smart meters.
Location is the Holiday Inn Regents Park Hotel, London, UK

www.meterassetmanagement.com/bodo

May 2015

www.bodospower.com
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Innovation Award 2015 and Young Engineer Award
SEMIKRON Foundation and ECPE honour Mr. Otto Kreutzer and Mr.
Alexander Wirth just as Mr. Mickey Madsen with the Innovation Award
2015 and Mr. Marco Denk for his work with the Young Engineer Award
This year the jury has decided to equally share the SEMIKRON Innovation Award among two projects. On one hand the SEMIKRON
Innovation Award 2015 is given to
Mickey Madsen from Technical University of Denmark, in Lyngby,
Denmark for his outstanding work on an ´Efficient and Cost Effective
Gate Drive for Resonant Converters Enabling Small Low-Cost Power
Converters with long Lifespan´.
The innovation is a novel self-oscillating resonant gate drive for power
converters enabling high efficiency at switching frequencies in the
very high frequency range (30-300 MHz). The gate drive constituted
by an inductor and the parasitic capacitances of the power semiconductor can be utilized for control of both low and high side switches,
as well as for synchronous rectification. The gate drive has been used
to implement the world’s first discrete half bridge converter operating above 30 MHz. The developed very high frequency switch-mode
power supplies will boost LED lighting because it enables 80% reduction in size and weight as well as 50% reduction in costs compared to
the corresponding commercial product. Therewith, the innovation will
contribute to the energy saving by highly efficient LED lighting.
And on the other hand to
Otto Kreutzer and Alexander Wirth from Fraunhofer Institute IISB in
Erlangen, Germany for their innovation on a ´Full SiC DC/DC Converter with a Power Density of more than 140 kW/dm³´.
With the non-isolated bidirectional full Silicon carbide 800V/200kW
DC/DC converter power stage for electric and hybrid vehicles a new
region of power density has been entered with > 140 kW/dm³ at a
switching frequency of 200 kHz. These outstanding results in power
density but also in efficiency (98,9%) could be achieved because Mr
Kreutzer and Mr Wirth optimised the system in all aspects starting
with the choice of SiC MOSFETs in combination with a clever topology where the power is subdivided on six interleaved phases. Latest
packaging & interconnection technologies have been applied where
the power devices were sintered on custom-made Si3N4 DCB-substrates. Completely new developments of all peripheral components
have been made to fully exploit the performance of the wide bandgap
MOSFETs, e.g. for the drivers, the highside capacitors assembly with
extremely small parasitic inductivity and a special multicore inductor
layout.
The traction DC/DC converter is a key power unit in an electrified vehicle used to connect and convert electrical energy between different
energy storages, battery charger and drive inverter. Since the whole

Photo: (l to r) Peter Beckedahl (SEMIKRON), Stefan Matlok
(Fraunhofer Institute, in representation for Otto Kreutzer and Alexander Wirth), Mickey Madsen (Technical University of Denmark), Marco
Denk (University of Bayreuth) und Prof. Leo Lorenz (ECPE)
drive power has to be handled by the converter, highest efficiency is
essential, apart from low volume and weight.
The SEMIKRON Young Engineer Award 2015 is given to Mr Marco
Denk from University of Bayreuth, Germany for his contributions to
the development of an ´IGBT Junction Temperature Measurement
within a Working Voltage Source Inverter´.
The junction temperature of an IGBT power module is a key parameter for its optimal operation and for reliability. The developed
TJ-IGBT gate driver measures the temperature of the on-chip internal
gate resistor by superimposing the negative gate voltage with a highfrequency identification signal. The sensor system enables real-time
junction temperature measurement of conventional IGBT power
modules during the regular inverter operation. The innovation is using
the gate driver for junction temperature measurement which does not
require additional contact pads on the power semiconductor module.
Therefore, the proposed method is easily applicable also in series
production. The integrated junction temperature measurement will
enable converters with increased power density and efficiency and
especially with improved reliability.

www.semikron-stiftung.com

www.ecpe.org

MOST® Technology to Power BMW 2 Series Infotainment System

Microchip Technology Inc. announced that the BMW Group is continuing to broaden the proliferation of MOST® technology in its vehicle
infotainment networks, using Microchip’s Intelligent Network Interface
Controllers (INICs). The BMW 2 Series Active Tourer is BMW’s latest volume car model to implement MOST technology, following the
company’s wide deployment among its premium models, which began
in 2001.
To date, more than 150 million MOST devices have been installed in
over 180 car models since 2001. BMW and a host of other automakers have consistently chosen this technology for their infotainment
networks because it provides high-bandwidth transport and streaming of Audio, Packet/Internet Protocol (IP) and Control data with zero
processor overhead and proven electromagnetic-compatibility (EMC)
behavior. Additionally, MOST technology offers dedicated channels
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for this data with dedicated, application-specific hardware interfaces,
to simplify communication system designs. For drivers and their passengers, MOST technology provides ultra-fast startup for immediate
access to their multimedia systems.
The MOST Cooperation standards enable automotive OEMs and
their Tier 1 suppliers with a proven and well-supported methodology
for defining and implementing their infotainment systems, including
a standard physical layer and a robust method for system management and control with superior reliability and Quality of Service (QoS).
Using MOST technology also results in reduced weight for easier
compliance with environmental regulations.

www.microchip.com/INICs-041415a
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Get The Drift? We Don’t.
Apex Microtechnology High-Precision Voltage
References Deliver Better Accuracy With
Extremely Low Temperature Drift
The Apex Microtechnology VRE product family delivers voltage reference accuracy for the most demanding of systems. Best-in-class performance for low temperature drift minimizes the impact of operating
conditions on voltage delivery over time. The VRE series of precision
voltage references perform “at temperature” with low initial offsets,
improved temperature coefficients and reduced thermal hysteresis.
For operation over the hi-reliability temperature range (–55°C to
+125°C), the VRE204M provides an ultra stable +4.5V output with
up to ±0.8mv initial accuracy and temperature coefficient as low as
1.48ppm/°C. These references are specifically designed to be used
with successive-approximation type Digital-to-Analog Converters
(DACs). Specify a DAC with exceptional temperature drift, which can
only be as good as the external reference used. The VRE204 combined
with the right DAC will provide the lowest drift data conversion
obtainable.
Applications:
• Precision A/D and D/A converters
• High accuracy ATE
• Accurate comparator threshold references

apexanalog.com/bpsvre
© 2015 Apex Microtechnology, Inc. All rights reserved. Product information is subject to change without notice.
The Apex Microtechnology logo is a trademark of Apex Microtechnology, Inc.BPS0514

20-TERMINAL CERAMIC LCC

Power up at www.apexanalog.com/bpsvre
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Industry’s First 18-V Multi-Channel
Synchronous Buck Converter with
PMBus™ Digital Interface
Highly integrated DC/DC converter for space-constrained automotive
and communication applications features up to 95-percent efficiency

Texas Instruments introduced a four-channel buck DC/DC converter
with PMBus/I2C digital interface for applications in space-constrained
equipment that experience high ambient operating temperature without cooling, such as small cell base stations, infotainment and solid
state devices. The TPS65400 dual- or quad-output configurable DC/
DC converter integrates eight power MOSFETs and features industryleading efficiency at up to 95-percent in the smallest footprint. For
more information, samples and an evaluation module,
visit www.ti.com/tps65400-pr.

The TPS65400 includes four high-current synchronous buck switching regulators with integrated MOSFETs. Each switching converter
supplies a 2-A or 4-A output to efficiently power digital circuits such as
the processor, FPGA, ASIC, memory and digital input/output. Switching frequency for the converter is independently adjustable up to
2.2 MHz. The TPS65400, which can be powered from a single-input
voltage rail between 4.5 V and 18 V, supports applications running off
a 5-V or 12-V intermediate power distribution bus.
TPS65400 key features and benefits
• Flexible power up/down sequencing control increases system
reliability. Read a blog on sequencing for performance processors
and FPGAs.
• Parameter configuration and status monitoring via PMBus enhances system intelligence.
• Dynamic voltage scaling optimizes processor performance.
• Phase interleaving reduces input capacitance and ripple.
• Current sharing supports higher output current and enhances
design flexibility.
• Small 48-pin VQFN package measures 7 mm by 7 mm by 0.9 mm.
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Availability, packaging
and pricing
Available in volume now from TI
and its authorized distributors, the
TPS65400 is offered in a 48-pin,
thermally-enhanced VQFN package and priced at US$3.68 in
1,000-unit quantities. Order the
TPS65400EVM-678 evaluation
module for US$199.

About TI’s digital power products
Texas Instruments offers the broadest portfolio of digitally enabled,
configurable and fully programmable power controllers, providing
customers with flexibility, efficiency and integration to meet dynamic
system needs and reduce total cost. TI’s digital power solutions support various communication protocols, including PMBus, SMBus, I2C,
SPI, UART and CAN.
Find out more about TI’s power management portfolio:
Design a complete power management system online with TI’s WEBENCH Power Designer.
Search for solutions, get help and share knowledge in the Digital
Power forum in the TI E2E™ Community.
Download power reference designs from TI’s PowerLab™ Reference
Design Library.
Texas Instruments Incorporated is a global semiconductor design and
manufacturing company that develops analog ICs and embedded
processors. By employing the world’s brightest minds, TI creates innovations that shape the future of technology. TI is helping more than
100,000 customers transform the future, today. Learn more at
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curamik®
USA
+1 480 917 6000
Europe +49 9645 9222 0
Asia
+86 512 6258 2730

ROLINX®
+1 480 917 6000
+32 9235 3611
+65 6747 3521

Visit us at PCIM Europe May 19 – 21, 2015 Exhibition Center Nuremberg, Hall 9, Booth 406

POWERFUL PRODUCTS
FOR POWER ELECTRONICS
Best in class efficiency, performance and
thermal management for next generation
power conversion modules and devices

curamik® CERAMIC SUBSTRATES

curamik® offers the most innovative solutions for your
power electronic applications.

curamik® offers the most innovative solutions for your
power electronic applications.

curamik® high temperature / high voltage substrates
consist of pure copper bonded to a ceramic substrate
such as Al2O3 (Alumina), AlN (Aluminum Nitride), HPS
(ZrO2 doped) or silicon based Si3N4 (Silicon Nitride).

curamik® high temperature / high voltage substrates
consist of pure copper bonded to a ceramic substrate
such as Al2O3 (Alumina), AlN (Aluminum Nitride), HPS
(ZrO2 doped) or silicon based Si3N4 (Silicon Nitride).
Advantages
> Great heat conductivity and temperature resistance
> High isolation voltage
> High heat spreading

Advantages
> Great heat conductivity and temperature resistance
> High isolation voltage
> High heat spreading
www.curamik.com

ROLINX® Busbars are designed and manufactured
RO-LINX
® Busbars
for high reliability and advanced power systems.
Our industry
ROLINX®
series feature
RO-LINX®
Busbarsstandard
are designed
and manufactured
UL
listed
constructions
for
safety
and long life
for high reliability and advanced power delivery
performance
.
systems. Our industry standard RO-LINX® series
With
powder
coating insulation
feature
ULits
listed
constructions
for safety our
and new
long
ROLINX® Compact is developed to offer you the
life performance.
optimal Hybrid
connection
solution
for high power
Our most
new RO-LINX®
and RO-LINX
PowerCircuit®
distribution
when
the
available
space
is very
Solution deliver both power and circuitry
limited.
functionalities in a single innovative footprint for
emerging applications in the (H)EV, Solar, Wind and
www.rolinx.com
Variable
Frequency Drive (VFD).

www.rogerscorp.com/pes
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Shunt-Based ILF Current Sensor for
Low Currents Ideal for Frequency
Converters and Solar Inverters
Measurement technology specialist Isabellenhütte has developed
a current sensor in the low-amperage range. The new ILF current
sensor covers a measurement range of up to 60 amperes and displays the flowing current via the corresponding voltage value on the
analogue output. Thanks to its compact IC housing, the ILF current
sensor is ideal for SMD mounting. The new ILF is primarily suited
for use in frequency converters for industrial applications and solar
inverters. The ILF’s current measurement is based on Isabellenhütte’s
proven shunt technology. Conventional current sensors from other
manufacturers in the same measurement range are largely based on

Compact plug-and-play solution
The ILF is designed for two different current ranges: ± 60 amperes
und ± 30 amperes. It is compatible with supply voltages of 3.3 V or 5
V. The pins of the ILF sensor consist of two load current contacts as
well as four signal and supply communication contacts. Isabellenhütte
designed the ILF to be a ready-to-use solution consisting of shunt and
semiconductor technology in one-chip housing. The ILF is available in
a compact IC housing with standard SOP20 dimensions. The current
sensor is compatible with any A/D converters, and the circuit board
mounting can be carried out automatically.
Technical details ILF:
Supply voltage
3.3 V or 5 V
Current measurement range
± 60 A / ± 30 A
Power loss
<3W
Current accuracy
1.0 %
Temperature measurement range
-40 °C to +125 °C
Reference voltage Vref
1.8 V to 2.5 V
Solder temperature		260 °C

the magnetic principle. Using this method, a current is detected by
the magnetic field of a live conductor. Compared to products that use
the magnetic principle, shunt-based current measurement results in
greater accuracy. “We are comparable to magnetic sensors in terms
of price. However, with shunt technology, we measure current according to Ohm’s law. That means we don’t have to rely on a magnetic
field, which is prone to interference. Isabellenhütte sensors are
therefore much more precise,” says Jens Hartmann Sales Director
ISAscale at Isabellenhütte. ILF’s relative error amounts to deviation
from the measurement value of less than one per cent over the entire
measurement range. The ILF also ensures high continuous output,
outstanding long-term stability and high continuous load and pulse
capacity.
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About Isabellenhütte Heusler
Isabellenhütte Heusler GmbH & Co. KG has been owned by the Heusler family since 1827. Today it is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of low-ohmic precision and power resistors. The company also
produces precision alloys and measurement technology products.
Isabellenhütte’s measurement technologies are leaders in the field
of shunt-based power measurement. Its precision measurement
systems are marketed under the ISAscale® brand. The company
employs some 720 people at its headquarters and production location
in Dillenburg (Hesse, Germany).
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Safe and Reliable ICs for EPS Systems

DC/DC Regulators,
Motor Driver, and
Current Sensor ICs
Motor Angle
Sensor ICs

Angle, Linear, and
Digital Position Sensing

Allegro MicroSystems provides a full array of integrated circuits (ICs) for use in Electric Power Steering (EPS) systems. Allegro has a long history in the
automotive industry (more than 4 billion ICs shipped) and provides cutting edge sensor and power IC solutions that meet the needs of advanced EPS
systems. Allegro is a high volume supplier of Hall-effect sensor ICs for torque, steering wheel position, motor current, and motor position sensing
applications. Allegro’s power ICs are designed for safety and include advanced features to diagnose IC performance to ensure that system safety is never
compromised. Allegro’s complete line of power management ICs is designed specifically for automotive safety systems and complements Allegro’s motor
driver ICs and sensor ICs for a robust and reliable EPS system.

Features/Benefits:
• AEC-Q100 Grade 0 qualified.
• Power Management ICs provide
multiple output voltages from wide
Vin, with buck or buck-boost preregulator for battery voltages including idle-stop/load-dump conditions.
• Angle sensor ICs integrate a
steering wheel turns counter, and
a micropower mode of operation.

• Sensor ICs can be operated from
a 12 V battery.
• Sensors support a wide range of
output formats: analog, SPI, I2C,
SENT, high speed SENT.
• Diagnostic and redundant die
options to support ASIL compliance.
• Gate driver ICs include redundant
high-performance low side current
sense amplifiers.

• High accuracy current sensor IC
solutions support low or high side
current sensing with near zero
insertion loss.

• Development process is certified
to the requirements of ISO 26262.

• Advanced diagnostics and bridge
control parameters can be
programmed via industry standard
serial interface.
• Supports systems using both DC
brushed and brushless motor types.

Representatives
ALLREM
94616 Rungis Cedex, FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0) 1 56 70 03 80
E-mail: info@allrem.com

Allegro MicroSystems Germany GmbH
Adlerweg 1, D-79856 Hinterzarten, GERMANY
Phone: +49-(0)7652-9106-0
Fax: +49-(0)7652-767
Email: info.germany@allegromicro.com

Consystem S.r.l.
I-20144 Milano, ITALY
Tel: +39 02 4241471
Website: www.consystem.it
E-mail: support@consystem.it

www.allegromicro.com/camp1237
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The Hidden Importance
of Power Electronics
By Dr.-Ing. Frank Osterwald, Director Research, Danfoss Silicon Power GmbH and
Prof. Dr. Ronald Eisele, Professor for Mechatronics, University of Applied Sciences Kiel
A great time has come to an end for the
partner consortium in the German publically
funded research project BMBF-ProPower.
These three years of intense work in close
relation to many partners have been a sometimes challenging but always fruitful and
powerful time for us. Have you ever made
the experience of working in a team of 21
partner companies and institutes? If not, it is
hard to explain how it feels. It is even harder
to explain what it means, when the collaboration comes to an end. If you have managed
to make friends within the consortium, e. g.
by good contribution to the project or by volunteering in organizing the frequent project
meetings which are rather project meetings
but conferences, you will be wishing, that the
story goes on.
The ProPower project started in the beginning of 2012 most likely as the biggest
BMBF-funded research project in the last
decades. It was set up to develop compact
power electronic packaging of new automotive traction modules as
well as LED light engines including new materials development and
process equipment. Basic research work packages linking the two
main application work packages generated additional value. Even
though the project came to a formal end in December 2014, some key
partners prolonged the project period until end of March 2015. Aiming
for finalizing the long lasting reliability and durability tests required
more time, as the power electronics turned out to be literally unbreakable. The very good technical results and the very good collaboration
within the big consortium has been a surprise to some of the critics.
Particularly, in the beginning it was expressed by many people in the
funding landscape that a multi-million Euro project with 21 partners
will never ever fly. To be honest, some of the core team partners including ourselves were sceptic as well. However, we can assure you,
that well established team spirit and well organized project leadership can overcome the natural hurdles of such a big organization. If
the cost related to organization and administration is covered by the
funding, the technical outcome per partner in a project like this can be
much more than an individual partner can reach for. As the challenges
in modern power electronic packaging are so big, this is a very promising way to create great solutions. So, don’t be afraid of big projects.
Unfortunately, even though we wished to do more, a series of joint
project applications failed. Even worse: we were told by other consortia, that they were experiencing the same. In some of the project
calls, we were told, there was just a 5-10% probability for getting the
funding granted. Statistically, this would need 10 to 20 project application of a consortium to get a project funded. Obviously, this is not a
realistic scenario!
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Often, we found it not easy to navigate in the funding landscape:
Calls were released, where e. g. materials development in renewable
energies was addressed. We applied for challenging power electronics packaging materials development and even though our project
application scored extremely high in the evaluation, after months we
were told that the call was not meant to be used for developing power
electronic materials for renewable energies. If we had had the information in the beginning, we could have saved much time and effort.
We were asking ourselves, what has happened? E-Mobility and
Energiewende are trends in Germany that you can read of in the daily
newspapers and power electronics is the key enabling technology to
make it happen. So why are our project applications failing in spite of
high evaluation scores? Do we need to demonstrate the beauty and
the power of power electronics to the public? Is raising of political
awareness for power electronics still an issue?
In the core team of the ProPower project, we decided to not sit and
wait. We joined a dialogue with BMBF, NPE (National Platform Electromobility) and other power electronic packaging specialists during
PCIM 2013 to find out, which direction funding will have to take.
We made an attempt on creating a new research agenda: Organized
and conducted by the ProPower core team, 150 top specialists from
industry and academia were setting up a power electronic packaging
and interconnection roadmap in a full day workshop at Siemens, Berlin in June 2014. The result is a more than 20 pages comprehensive
description of future needs in power electronic packaging.
As power electronics is not just a national trend, further internationalization of power electronic activities was initiated: the idea of a
Japanese–European Network concentrating on materials development around power electronics was born and it will lead to the first
workshop in Osaka, Japan these days.
Lessons learned from these activities were discussed: We asked ourselves, if raising of political awareness for power electronics is still an
issue. So, the ProPower core team set up an evening with members
of the German Bundestag and other political decision makers. The
evening was organized right after the public presentation of the final
project results in March 2015: VIP’s from the German Bundestag,
Ministries, the Economy Council and the European Center for Power
Electronics (ECPE) were invited to discuss about the meaning of
power electronics for Energiewende and E-Mobility and how to promote further development. It turned out, that particularly the invitees
from the very north of Germany were interested in the discussion,
because of their awareness of the important role of wind power for the
economy in the northern region.
As a key note speaker, Prof. Josef Lutz, TU Chemnitz has been asked
to present on “Power Electronics as the Key Technology for a sustainable society”. He pointed out, that the German translation of power
electronics: “Leistungselektronik” even though physically correct
(“Leistung” = P=U*I) does not convey the same message as “power
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electronics” and other translations like the Danish “Effektelektronik”
do. Having power and having an effect is much more characterizing
the benefit of power electronics as a technology that can make things
happen. He made the point that the public still does not regard power
electronics being a contributor to Energiewende, E-Mobility and sustainability. According to Josef, power electronics in Japan is recognized as “Green Electronics” having high reputation in the society. He
demonstrated that in the past 20 years, IGBT-based power electronics
helped to reduce CO2 emissions in the order of what 390 Giga watt
power plants would have blown in the air. Efficiency improvements by
power electronics made 390 big power plants redundant? Let’s aim
for making further 390 power plants redundant!
Besides the role of power electronics for E-Mobility and Energiewende, Josef explained that without power electronics, the 4th industrial revolution will not happen. He concluded, that who is actively
shaping the future of power electronics will be participating in the
economic growth. Therefore, for more economic growth in Germany
and in Europe, more basic research work in power electronics needs
to be initiated. This could be driven by public funding.
Josef’s presentation of the fundamental role of
power electronics as key enabling technology
surprised the VIP’s even though they were already promoting Energiewende and E-Mobility.
It was concluded, that it might be helpful to finding out what economic power is behind power
electronics in Germany and Europe. An example was found in a study for South Denmark
and northern Germany, where innovation within
power electronics has become an increasingly
important driver of economic growth. The study
revealed astonishingly high revenue and growth
figures for the power electronic companies in
the main wind power region. It is expected, that
power electronics will play the same important
role in the economy of Germany and Europe.
Shouldn’t this help to raise the political and
public awareness for power electronics?

In any case, for our power electronics community, it might be a good
choice joining the European Center for Power Electronics (ECPE)
as a way to express the willingness to shape the future of power
electronics by being part of a research, education and communication
community.
For us, it has been a great experience to turn a “big wheel” like this.
However it is good to be back to daily work, we miss the partners from
our ProPower project, already. We are looking forward to building
up new project consortia to face the challenges of the future. This is
definitely not to be dealt with as individual. The society needs power
electronics, even though they might not yet be aware of. And power
electronics needs all of us.

www.siliconpower.danfoss.com
www.fh-kiel.de

Complete Power Analysis
for 3 Phase Motor Drives
NEW! Motor Drive Analyzer MDA800 –
8 Channel, 12-bit, up to 1 GHz

What else could help to increase the prestige of
power electronics?
Is the Japanese way an option? Giving power
electronics an attractive name, which everybody
is using to show how he or she is contributing to
a sustainable society?
Do we need to create a more holistic picture
of Energiewende, E-mobility and their key
technologies?
Does is take making “E-” more visible and
tangible?
Is writing guest editorials in Bodo’s Power
Systems delivering a contribution? You, dear
reader, might tell us later, in how far that has
had a positive effect on the reputation of power
electronics …
And you, dear reader, might also get the flavor
of power electronics by joining the community
of PCIM visitors and contributors these days
in Nuremberg: Let’s carry the message back
home that power electronics is one of the most
important future shaping forces of today and
tomorrow.

www.bodospower.com	

350 MHz – 1 GHz
High Definition
Oscilloscopes –
The only ones with
12-bit hardware

Who’sdoingthat?
teledynelecroy.com
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Electronics Industry Digest
By Aubrey Dunford, Europartners

SEMICONDUCTORS
WSTS reports that the
world semiconductor
market showed a solid
growth of almost 10 percent up to $ 336 billion
in 2014, driven mainly
by double digit growth
of Memory product
category. All other major
product categories also
showed positive growth rates. The highest
growth rates are reported for the Memory
(18.2 percent), Discretes (10.8 percent) and
Analog (10.6 percent) categories.
Microsemi, a provider of semiconductor
solutions differentiated by power, security,
reliability and performance, has entered into
a definitive agreement to acquire Vitesse
Semiconductor for $ 5.28 per share through
a cash tender offer.
Infineon Technologies and Panasonic have
announced an agreement under which both
companies will jointly develop Gallium nitride
(GaN) devices based on Panasonic’s normally-off (enhancement mode) GaN on silicon
transistor structure integrated into Infineon’s
surface-mounted device (SMD) packages. In
this context Panasonic has provided Infineon
with a license of its normally-off GaN transistor structure.
Amantys, a British start-up created in 2010
by a team of former ARM executives, has
stopped trading as of March 2nd 2015. Its
objective was to bring a new approach to
power switching efficiency via IGBT control
and monitoring. Amantys has gone bust
despite raising around $ 20 M of investment
in under five years. Up to 40 employees have
lost their jobs.
Rohm announced plans to build a new facility
in Malaysia, to increase its production capability for discrete semiconductors, such as
diodes. The project is currently in the design
phase, with construction scheduled to begin
in July 2015 and completed by August 2016.
The Japanese group is investing 8.9 billion
yen (€ 69.4 M) in the project. This effort is
expected to more than double the production
capacity for diodes and help Rohm achieve a
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30 percent share in the small-signal discrete
semiconductor market.
Integrated Device Technology has surpassed
the 10 million shipments milestone of radio
frequency (RF) devices, less than 4 years
after entering the market. Since beginning
RF development in 2009, IDT has advanced
wireless infrastructure technology with a
stream of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)-enhancing innovations for RF developers.
Worldwide sales of semiconductor manufacturing equipment totaled $ 37.50 billion in
2014, representing a year-over-year increase
of 18 percent, so SEMI. 2014 total equipment
bookings were 8 percent higher than in 2013.
The global assembly and packaging segment
increased 33 percent; total test equipment
sales increased 31 percent; other front end
equipment segment increased 15 percent;
and the wafer processing equipment market
segment increased 15 percent. Spending
rates increased for all the regions, except
for Taiwan. Even with the annual decrease,
Taiwan remained the largest market for new
semiconductor equipment for the third year
in a row with $ 9.41 billion in equipment
sales. The North American market held onto
the second place with $ 8.16 billion in sales;
South Korea maintained its third position with
total sales of $ 6.84 billion. China moved up
in the rankings, surpassing Japan with
$ 4.37 billion in sales. The European market
grew by 25 percent, at $ 2.38 billion, representing less than 7 percent of the worldwide
market.
PASSIVE COMPONENTS
Total PCB sales in Germany were down by
4 percent yearon-year in January, so the
ZVEI. Incoming orders were down by 11 percent compared to January 2014. However in
January 2014, both turnover and order intake
were exceptionally high. The book-to-bill ratio
reached 1.06. The number of employees
increased by 3.7 percent compared to January 2014.
OTHER COMPONENTS
Nexeya, a French company which designs,
tests and maintains critical electronic systems for the defence, aeronautical, space,
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transport and energy markets, announced
the acquisition of Cabletest, a company
specializing in cable harness, backplane
and complex interconnect system testing
of electrical connection systems found on
planes, trains, satellites etc. Terms were not
disclosed. Nexeya employs one thousand
people.
Komax Systems LCF, La Chaux-de-Fonds,
has decided to implement cost-cutting
measures in order to safeguard the company’s long-term survival. Around 40 of
the 150-strong workforce are likely to be
affected. The site continued to suffer from the
strength of the Swiss franc and the postponement of investment decisions by a large
number of customers. As a manufacturer of
solutions for the wire processing industry
and systems for the assembly of selfmedication instruments, Komax helps its customers
implement economical and safe manufacturing processes, especially in the automotive
supply and pharmaceutical sectors. The
Komax group employs around 1 500 people
worldwide.
DISTRIBUTION
Mouser Electronics has entered into a global
distribution agreement and partnership
with CUI, a supplier of electromechanical
components. The company offers AC/DC
power supplies and DC/DC converters. The
company’s power group is complemented
by a portfolio of board level components,
consisting of interconnect, sound, motion
control and thermal products. Mouser also
announced the update of their Power Supply
Technology site which provides developers
with the resources they need to learn about
the latest advances in power supply technology, and the newest products available for
selecting and building power supply systems.
This is the comprehensive power related extract from the «Electronics Industry Digest»,
the successor of The Lennox Report. For a
full subscription of the report contact:
eid@europartners.eu.com
or by fax 44/1494 563503.

www.europartners.eu.com
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Securing global inductor supply
Inductor supply is a recognised challenge in this rapidly expanding business. Höganäs has the unique advantage of
managing the entire production chain, from manufacture of raw materials to production of cores and final inductors.
This enables us to deliver customised inductor solutions, optimised for our customers’ applications.
We are capable of high volume production and have established global logistics solutions in place to meet your
company’s needs for fast and reliable delivery. Höganäs’ high-performing Inductit® and Coolfix® inductor system
therefore gives your business the best prerequisites to grow with the market together with a reliable partner.

A cool solution
With endless mounting possibilities and several
cooling options, patent pending Coolfix® combined
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Looking toward the Second
Decade of Digital Power Technology
By Jeff Shepard, President, Darnell Group
Digital power technology has entered its second decade. Last year’s
Darnell Power Forum (DPF ’14) marked the tenth-anniversary of that
event. The first DPF a decade earlier kicked-off the commercial development of digital power and included the first meeting of what would
become the PMBus organization. As the world’s leading analysts in
the development of digital power technology, Darnell Group projects
that the emerging area of software-defined power architectures
(SDPAs) will be the defining aspect of the second decade of this important area of power electronics technology. One of several themes
for DPF ’15 will be; “Dawn of the Second Decade of Digital Power.”
Other themes at DPG ‘15 will include; emerging semiconductor materials such as GaN, SiC and GaAs; implementing smart grids, micro
grids, nano grids and related networking technologies; DC power
distribution architectures; and advanced power conversion, energy
storage and energy harvesting technologies.
Looking at anticipated trends in digital power, Darnell has developed
this definition for SDPAs: “Software-defined power architectures (SDPAs) are systems where elements whose performance has previously
been optimized on a local and relatively isolated basis are instead
globally and interactively optimized in real-time through software
control to achieve improvements in operational efficiency, availability,
reliability, and cost. SDPAs include the optimization of power distribution, power conversion, and power consumption on both a global and
granular basis.”
Successful development of SDPAs will demand technology advancements in all areas of power electronics, including the deployment
of new semiconductor materials such as GaN and GaAs to enable
advanced power conversion architectures as the “foundation” upon
which complex and comprehensive SDPAs will be built.
SDPAs will be required to support 100GB optical networking, and are
seen to be absolutely necessary to the successful launch of nextgeneration 5G wireless technologies. There are current (and early on)
development activities at Huawei, Ericsson, Bell Labs, Intel, Google,
the ITU, at various universities around the world, and in many other
organizations we have yet to identify. Developments in Smart Grid
technologies, Demand Management programs, Real-time Pricing
deployments, and so on, are also driving interest in SDPAs.
“The potential of software-defined power can be reached if the industry reaches a consensus on a solution with reference architecture and
common standards. This will help to provide power to data centers
based on demand consumption, rather than planning and provisioning
the power and cooling requirements based on preexisting knowledge of peak systems usage,” according to a white paper issued by
Cognizant.
This is a broad and expansive area of technology. No single company
is expected to dominate all aspects of SDPAs. These implementations
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will extend from “in package” power conversion based on new semiconductor materials to high-level “energy aware” designs stretching
across the world and using real-time dynamic energy management
schemes yet to be developed. In addition, we see continued advancements in metrology-related technologies for power management
applications. Plus the emergence of new semiconductor materials
such as GaN and GaAs is already enabling higher-frequency and
more compact converters and in next-generation designs these new
materials are expected to contribute to the continued development of
“in package” power conversion for finer granularity of power management for FPGAs, microprocessors, etc.
SDPAs are being enabled by continued advancement in digital
electronics, as well as by advancements in A/D and D/A conversion,
power conversion and power management technologies. The concept
will continue to evolve and expand as enabled by future generations
of the related technologies. There are already several trends/developments that at least “hint” at the emergence of SDPAs. One example
is:
A virtual energy consumption meter capable of estimating in real–time
the power consumption of networking devices by jointly exploiting
easily observable network statistics and empirical power consumption
models has been developed and demonstrated by a team of European engineers. The resulting “virtual power meter” gathers the network
statistics (such as browsing, video streaming, and background FTP
traffic) and estimates the power consumed by the wireless access
point in a given observation period. The median values of the actual
and estimated power consumption in a demonstration across the 10
runs were, respectively, 3.437W and 3.446W. The median absolute
error was 28mW. A network slowdown was generated between the
5th and the 15th seconds of the test, and the virtual power meter
closely tracked the actual power consumption during the slowdown.
Europe’s “Smart Energy Aware Systems” (SEAS) program is another
example of SDPA-related activities. According to the SEAS web site:
Environmental, economic and sustainability challenges of continuously increasing energy consumption are present all over the world.
Meeting the challenges requires cross-industry cooperation and the
means for consumers to influence their energy consumption in terms
of the quantity and type of energy consumed. The SEAS project will
address the problem of inefficient and unsustainable energy consumption, which is due to a lack of sufficient means to control, monitor, estimate and adapt the energy use of systems versus the dynamic
use situations and circumstances influencing the energy use.
The objective of the SEAS project is to enable energy, ICT and automation systems to collaborate at consumption sites, and to introduce
dynamic and refined ICT-based solutions to control, monitor and estimate energy consumption. An additional aim is to explore business
models and solutions that will enable energy market participants to
incorporate micro-grid environments and active customers.
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In a recent announcement, the IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in
Communications “ called this next-generation of digital power, “One
of the most urgent and critical challenges in the design of 5G wireless
communication systems is that of mitigating their energy consumption
in light of a greatly increased data rate. Indeed while it has now been
some years that the topic of energy-efficient design of communication
networks has gained a prominent role, due to both economic reasons
and environmental concerns on sustainable growth, it is expected
that in the 5G era, with millions more base stations and billions of
connected devices.” As a result, the topic of “software-defined power
architectures” (SDPAs) will be even more compelling.

opments related to the emergence of SDPAs. As I’ve point out, we
believe that the emergence of SDPAs will be the defining development in the Second Decade of Digital Power. We have a broad interest in the area of SDPAs and I want to ask you for your comments
and insights into this area. Please email me at jshepard@darnell.com
or call me at +1-951-279-6684. Thank you in advance. I look forward
to hearing from you and to the possibility to seeing you at DPF’15 and
the Dawn of the Second Decade of Digital Power.

www.darnell.com

“Given the required 1000x increase in offered data rates and throughput with respect
to current state-of-the art technology, the
network energy efficiency must be improved
by at least the same factor, in order to keep
the energy consumption at today’s level. This
special issue [to be published in the first-half
of 2016] will address research advances that
are instrumental in a 1000x capacity improvement with respect to currently deployed wireless networks, while achieving at the same
time increased energy efficiency levels,” the
IEEE announcement continued.
Ericsson announced new collaborations with
prestigious universities King’s College London
and Technische Universität Dresden (TU
Dresden). The collective efforts will focus on
5G research, addressing both the technical
implications and the societal challenges of
implementing the next-generation of communications technology. The collaborations with
the two universities will build on other leading
European research institute and university
collaborations in the 5G sphere, such as
those with the Royal Institute of Technology,
Chalmers University of Technology and Lund
University in Sweden.
“The Software-Defined Power Architecture
is being seen in the industry as the best way
forward to optimize energy utilization in data
networks and make them more energy efficient. The optimization of energy down to a
granular level was at the origin of Ericsson’s
digital power research, which was started in
2004,” stated the announcement.
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I expect that there are other developments
that we have not yet identified that will contribute to the emergence of SDPAs. As you can
see, several of these developments are either
very recent or are still pending. As a result, I
believe that we are only seeing a glimpse of
what will ultimately become SDPAs.
In addition to our usual comprehensive coverage at this fall’s Darnell Power Form (DPF
’15), we will be looking forward to the “Second
Decade of Digital Power.” One of the areas
we are actively investigating includes devel-
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We are now ready to start designing our compensators to stabilise our power supplies. In the next
few articles we will discuss voltage mode and current mode control strategies and go through the
compensator design procedures ®
in a step-by-step manner.
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Things to Try
1 - Down a copy of Biricha WDS PSU Design software from www.biricha.com
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More Power by IGBT5 with .XT
Enhanced power module performance with respect to the overall losses is an essential
requirement to fulfill the continuous demand for inverters with higher power densities.
The superior performance of the PrimePACK™ power module with the new generation
1700V IGBT5 and associated emitter controlled diode developed
by Infineon Technologies AG addresses these application requirements.
By Wilhelm Rusche, Andre R. Stegner, Infineon Technologies AG
The new 1700V IGBT 5 and Emitter Controlled diode generation 5
Improvements in silicon performance are the basis to achieving higher
power densities in modules used in inverter systems for a variety of
applications. Wind turbines are one example where the desired power
capacity per system has continuously increased. Compared to earlier
generations, improvement in the 5th generation 1700V IGBT and the
associated emitter controlled diode enable continuous operation at
Tvjop=175°C [1]. In spite of the higher thermal stress, power modules
using these devices have strongly enhanced power density yet are
rated for the same operating lifetime of the earlier generation. This is
made possible through the use of the previously published .XT technology [2], which features high reliability for die attach, Cu joint bonds
instead of Al bonds, and improvements to the final system solder and
alloy chemistry. Alternatively, if the power density is kept constant in
comparison to earlier generation modules, the .XT technology significantly enhances the rated operating lifetime of the module.
1700V 5th generation IGBT
A schematic of the cross section compared to the previous IGBT4
generation is depicted in Figure 1. Both devices are based on the successful trench-fieldstop technology. Furthermore, in order to handle
the higher level of power dissipation during a short circuit event a
thick copper (Cu) metallization on the front side is implemented. The
success of this approach in increasing the short circuit withstand time
was described at previous PCIM meetings [3, 4]. Additionally the Cumetallization is the enabler for the Cu-wire bonding implemented with
the new .XT joining technology. The drawing also indicates a reduced
active device thickness for the IGBT5 which results in decreased
static and dynamic losses.

In Figure 2, the resulting output characteristics of these two technology generations are compared at room temperature as well as at its
individual maximum operation temperature.

Figure 2: Output characteristic of the 1700V IGBT5-P5 compared to
the 1700V IGBT4-P4 depicted at 25°C and their Tvjopmax for the same
chip size
As with the previous technology generation, collector emitter saturation voltage (VCEsat) shows a positive temperature coefficient for the
5th generation IGBT (P5). Moreover, the improved vertical device
concept results in significantly reduced on-state voltage for a same
on-state voltage for the same Chip size. This offers the opportunity to
increase the current density in the same module footprint.
Besides the on-state losses the switching losses as well must be
taken into account. A comparison of the static and dynamic losses of
the 1700V P5 high power version with the corresponding 1700V P4,
for a scenario where the current on the same PrimePACK™ module
footprint is increased by 30%, is depicted in Table 1.

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the cross section though a 1700V
IGBT4 in comparison to the 1700V IGBT5
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Table 1: Comparison of the per unit values for the P5 with the predecessor P4 on the same PrimePACK™ module footprint
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Table 1 shows that even at 25K increased junction temperature, the
1700V IGBT5 has lower total switching losses per Ampere (Esw/A)
compared to the previous generation device. Compared at the same
junction temperature of 150°C, the IGBT5-P5, reveals the same
VCEsat and more than 10% reduced total switching losses per ampere
compared to the P4 in spite of the 30% higher nominal current.
One further important requirement that has to be considered in
the evaluation of new IGBT technology is a suitably soft switching
behavior, which provides EMI friendly operation. Figure 3 shows a
turn-off curve measured for the new IGBT5 PrimePACK™ which was
recorded at more than twice the nominal current and at room temperature where a very fast switching procedure is expected.

1700V 5th Generation Emitter Controlled Diode
For module design, maximum performance improvement for new generation power modules requires a power diode that is tightly matched
to the IGBT. As illustrated in Figure 4, the 5th generation 1700V emitter controlled (EC) diode has been further reduced in silicon thickness
compared to the former technology. This is the basis for the reduced
stationary and dynamic losses.
Similar to the IGBT, the forward voltage (Vf) and reverse recovery
losses (Erec) per Ampere match those within the previous diode generation. Silicon improvements also yield 30% higher current on the
same PrimePACK™ module footprint and at 25 K increased junction
temperature, just as with the IGBT5.
Despite the relatively huge reduction of the diode`s silicon thickness,
the switching softness of the 5th generation device is very similar to
its predecessor. This improvement was achieved by optimizing the
field stop design of the diode. In Figure 5, the commutation characteristics of the two diode generations at 5% of the nominal current are
compared. The measurements were performed at room temperature
for the PrimePACK™ module equipped with 5th generation emitter
controlled diodes.

Figure 3: Turn-off curves of the PrimePACK™ module equipped with
the new IGBT5-P5. More than twice the nominal current is handled at
Tvj=25°C
The turn-off curves impressively prove that the 1700V IGBT5-P5
achieved the design goal of providing a soft switching behavior in
power modules with nominal currents up to 1800 A. This is in addition
to the reduction of dynamic losses as listed in Table 1.

Figure 5: Comparison of the commutation characteristics of the (a) 5th
generation emitter controlled diode with (b) the 3rd generation emitter
controlled diode.
To avoid a loss of surge current capability in spite of the 25K increased Tvj,op, the next generation diode also is equipped with a thick
copper metallization on its front side [2] as illustrated in Figure 4.
Module performance – Inverter output current calculation
Based on this device-level data, an increase of the maximum inverter
output current for the same module footprint using the new 1700V
IGBT5-P5 is expected.
The IPOSIM simulation tool [5] from Infineon Technologies AG was
used to verify this hypothesis. For the calculation it was assumed that
the silicon placement in a module with the PrimePACK™ 3 footprint
remains the same. PrimePACK™ 1700V modules, introduced by
Infineon in 2006, are a standard for power modules in megawatt wind
mill applications. So the inverter output calculation considers the application in a generator-side wind power inverter.

Figure 4: Schematic drawing of the cross section through a 5th
generation 1700V emitter controlled diode in comparison with the
previous generation device.
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≠For the calculation a liquid cooled system with an Rth,ha of 0.015
K/W per module arm and an ambient temperature of Ta=50 °C is
anticipated. Furthermore, it is assumed that for this dedicated windmill
application, the diode is typically the most relevant device for dimensioning the inverter. Therefore, a DC-link voltage of 1080 V, a base
frequency of 15Hz, a modulation factor of 1.00 and a cos(φ) of -0.82
are assumed.
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Insulated Litz
The results of the calculations are summarized in Figure 6. Achievable inverter output current is plotted as a function of the switching
frequency. The black and blue curves depict the current calculated
for the 5th generation devices and the 4th generation devices at
Tvj,op=150°C. The red curve denotes the maximum achievable inverter output current for the IGBT5 at TvjopMax=175°C.

Figure 6: Improvement in inverter output current when replacing
IGBT4 with IGBT5, allowing up to 175°C junction temperature
The simulation results indicate that the maximum inverter output
current can be increased by approximately 30% using of the new
5th generation technology. The blue curve represents the maximum
output current calculated for the 5th generation module when Tvj,op
is limited to 150°C. Under these conditions, the .XT internal module
packaging technology improves module lifetime by 10% and the
maximum achievable output current is still increased by approximately
10%.
Summary
The 5th generation 1700V IGBT and emitter controlled diode from
Infineon Technologies are designed to operate at Tvj,op=175°C. The
increased usable operating temperature enables a massive increase
in power density for the well-established 1700V PrimePACK™ module
platform. Utilizing the .XT technology, these new PrimePACK™ power
modules fulfill the harshest requirements, lifetime and surge current
events, as well as EMI friendly operation. Alternatively, the .XT advantage can be employed to enable an unprecedented enhancement of
the lifetime along with a moderate increase in power density.
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A 10kW 3 level UPS Inverter
Utilizing a Full SiC Module
Solution to Achieve High Efficiency
and Reduce Size and Weight“
The following article intends to describe the application of full SiC module in a 10 kW
UPS inverter. 5-10kW is a widely used power rating for UPS and is also common for
power modules. A module has been used to optimize the inverter system with respect to
stray inductance and in order to use the full potential of the SiC devices.
Target switching frequency is 100 kHz. For this project ROHM collaborated with
Fraunhofer ISE in Freiburg, Germany to achieve a very high efficiency with best
performance to volume, power density and weight ratio at lowest total system cost.
Vincotech, a supplier of module-based solutions for power electronics has provided a Full
SiC, MNPC topology module utilizing ROHM’s SiC MOSFETs and SBD.
By Christopher Rocneanu, BDM Power, ROHM Semiconductor and
Andreas Hensel and Cornelius Armbruster, Fraunhofer ISE
To demonstrate the performance of the SiC devices on application
level ROHM has collaborated with Fraunhofer Institute for Solar
Energy Systems (ISE) in Freiburg for their expertise in the power
electronics world offering their experience on application level.

At 650 V 30 mOhm, 22 mOhm and 17 mOhm will be available. To get
more detailed information about ROHMs power products portfolio one
can use (www.rohm.com), below link or QR code:
http://www.bodospower.com/restricted/downloads/bp_2015_04.pdf, (p. 32-37)

The department of power electronics at Fraunhofer ISE is an internationally leading R&D partner for many industries with activities ranging
from a few watts up to megawatt level. The main development fields
are photovoltaic grid connected inverters, storage systems, e-mobility
and electricity grids. Approaches, technologies and solutions originally
developed for photovoltaic applications are adopted and applied to
other industries such as railway systems, automotive, etc. Since the
very beginning Fraunhofer ISE has promoted SiC technology and
demonstrated the advantages these devices offer for power electronics on system level by building up compact inverters with very high
efficiency.
ROHM Semiconductor is a leading company in Power Analog IC, Low
power MCU, Discretes and Power devices. To strive for excellence
and high quality products ROHM has vertically integrated its supply
chain for SiC. SiC MOSFETs, SBD, Modules and Gate Driver portfolio
have been introduced in Bodo’s Power magazine April 2015 in more
detail. Diodes are available with a breakdown voltage of 650 V, 1200
V and 1700 V and a current rating of 5
A-100 A in standard packages and bare die.
MOSFETs are available with 45 mOhm, 80
mOhm, 160 mOhm, 280 mOhm and 450
mOhm in bare die and TO-247. For the new
third generation MOSFET 1200 V, 40 mOhm
has been released for PCIM and 1200 V,
30 mOhm and 22 mOhm will be following.
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Technology comparison Si vs. SiC
Due to its high electric breakdown field, its high thermal conductivity
and its wide band gap, SiC is nowadays one of the most promising
semiconductor materials. New and better processing technologies
which have been developed during the last ten years make it possible
to produce different bipolar and unipolar power devices based on
SiC.1 The physical material properties of this material (see Figure 1)
lead to very good static and dynamic performance compared to Si
devices. Additionally the wide band gap combined with higher thermal
conductivity allows the devices to operate at very high temperatures if
the package allows it.
SiC components offer a great potential for reducing system costs of
power electronic converters and decreasing the size of the heat-sink
and the inductive components by increasing the efficiency and operating frequency. The higher efficiency results on the one hand in less
energy drawn from the battery and on the other hand in reducing the
size of the heat-sink. Furthermore, because of smaller switching energies of the SiC transistors, the switching frequency can be raised by
three to nine times compared to conventional inverters, which reduces
the size of the passive components by almost the same factor.2
Nevertheless the hardware designer is confronted with some challenges when designing such systems. The high di/dt and du/dt ratio
during switching requires careful design of all switching loops and
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nodes. Every additional parasitic inductance in the design leads to
voltage/current spikes that can, in a worst case scenario, lead to EMC
problems. Small and carefully designed switching paths are a premise
for a good SiC layout and are much more required for SiC- than for
Si-systems.
As the high switching speed does also have an impact on the gate
drive circuits the applied driver should provide a high immunity
against common mode noise.
In the last article (see
the link to Bodo’s
Power Systems) a
short description about
various UPS Systems
has been made. For
this project the input
voltage range is 700
V – 1000 V. The AC
output grid voltage
is 400 V with a RMS
current of ~15 Arms.
To have a good
comparison 10 kW is a
Figure 1: Physical material properties of Si
suitable output power
and SIC suitable for power electronic semisince the system will
conductors 3
be three phase, easy
to handle and is well suited to the power rating of available SiC devices. Also a breakdown voltage of 1200 V is usually needed. There
are various options to choose from different topologies and levels
e.g. Half-Bridge, Neutral Point Clamped (NPC) and Mixed Neutral
Point Clamped (MNPC) (see Figure 2). Table 15 shows a comparison
overview of half-bridge, NPC and MNPC and why a 3-level MNPC
(Mixed Neutral Point Clamped) topology has been chosen. Other
names for this topology that could be found in literature are “Neutral
Point Piloted” (NPP) and “T-type” topology. This topology offers the
possibility to achieve the highest efficiency compared to other threelevel topologies.4
Half-bridge

NPC

Complexity

low

medium

medium

Breakdown voltage

1200V

650V

1200V + 650V

MNPC

EMC

high

low

low

Cost

high

low

medium

Static losses

low

high

medium

Dynamic losses

high

low

medium

Efficiency

low

medium

high

Table 1: Topology comparison between half-bridge, NPC and MNPC 5

Choice of devices: For a 400-V-grid the blocking requirements of the
four transistors lead to the applications of two 650 V devices (S2206,
120 mOhm, 2. Generation MOSFET and S6206, 12 A, 2. Generation SBD) and two 1200 V devices (S2301, 80 mOhm, 2. Generation
MOSFET and S6301, 5 A, 2. Generation SBD). Simulations have
shown that despite the high switching frequency fs of 100 kHz low
losses can be achieved in the semiconductor. The simulations results
for one phase and for three phases are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Simulation results of the loss simulation of the
semiconductors at nominal load
(10kVA, cos (φ) =1, VIN =700VDC, 380VAC, fs=100 kHz)
The switching frequency is factor three times higher than in commercial systems and allows the application of small passive components for the output filter. The whole 10 kW system with all required
periphery, heat sink and safety features measures only 23 cm x 21 cm
x 10 cm which corresponds to less than 5 l of volume. The weight is
only 4,5 kg.
To evaluate the new third generation SiC MOSFET additional modules
have been ordered, including the S4007* MOSFET (650 V, 80 mOhm,
3. Generation MOSFET). The new Trench device features a double
Trench Gate structure which reduces the specific RDS,ON per area
by 50% compared to the second generation. For the third generation
the VF of the body diode could be decreased and the maximum VGS
has been increased from -6 V to -10 V while the threshold shift has
been kept stable. S4007 has a total gate charge of only 50 nC and an
input capacitance of 577 pF. This will lead to a higher efficiency at a
smaller chip size.

Figure 2: NPC and MNPC topology 7
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As mentioned above the high switching speeds require high common mode noise immunity to avoid failure signals in the gate driver
circuit. ROHM’s simple and complex gate driver portfolio features high
output current (3 Arms, 5 Apeak), small delay time (75 ns) and due to
the coreless transformer design there is no distortion since the turn
on and off delay time are independent of temperature compared to
photo coupler. All gate drivers are UL1577 recognized and featuring
a common mode noise immunity of 100 kV/us. To optimize space
BM60015FV was chosen which has the package size of 3,5 mm x 10
mm x 1,8 mm. Additionally BM60015FV has an isolation voltage of
3,75 kV (VDE 0884-10 reinforced) and samples as well as an evaluation board are available upon request.
Packaging: In addition to the topology, designers always have the
choice of which package to choose. The IGBT has been developed
roughly 35 years ago and has been improved by each generation
since. But there has been not a lot of innovation at discrete packages
as the IGBT is limited by switching frequency and thus there has
been no push from the market for further package development. One
can choose TO-247, TO-220 or Surface Mount Devices like TO-252,
TO-263 or TO-268. Those packages are widely used since they are
inexpensive but they have a large stray inductance (~10nH) in case of
the TO-247 and TO-220. Therefore they are not perfectly suitable for
SiC devices since the stray inductance will cause high dv/dt and thus
voltage overshoots or extra losses during switching event. Compared
to a Si IGBT the SiC MOSFET chip area is smaller by a factor of up to
~10 times (dependent on which chip you choose).
This increases the energy density and thus the need to cool the device
and dissipate the heat. High cost is involved with developing new packages and furthermore there is a danger that the power electronic market will not adapt to this package due to a missing second sourcing.

Important Author Dates
January 15th , 2015: Digest submitted via the website
May 1st, 2015: Notification of acceptance or rejection
July 1st, 2015: Final papers with IEEE copyright forms
Other Important Dates
February 16th, 2015 : Submission of Tutorial proposals
March 31, 2015: Submission of Special Session proposals
:
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For this project the choice was made to use modules giving the
advantage of easy and quick mounting, low and constant stray inductivity and flexibility for customized tailored solutions e.g. free choice
of pin position. In a MNPC topology a flow 0 package of Vincotech
has been chosen. One module contains one leg of MNPC topology.
Furthermore Press-fit Pins have been chosen enabling a solder free
assembly, design flexibility and easy PCB repair and re-use.8 This
module features a stray inductance of 5 nH (DC+/- vs. Neutral), a
Al3O2 baseplate and RTH of 0,7 K/W from chip to Heatsink. Optional
a phase change material can be used which is optimizing the thermal
interface (up to 20% RTH reduction) once it is heated up and is reducing the risk of DBC cracks.

Figure 4: 10kW UPS Inverter with size of 23 cm x 21 cm x 10 cm and
a weight of 4,5 kg
Outlook: A 10kW three phase UPS inverter has been developed by
Fraunhofer ISE with ROHM SiC and Gate driver devices and can be
seen in figure 4. The high switching frequency of 100 kHz leads to

The Seventh Annual IEEE Energy Conversion Congress and
Exposition (ECCE 2015) will be held in Montreal, Canada, on
September 20 - 24, 2015. ECCE 2015 is the pivotal international conference and exposition event on electrical and electromechanical energy conversion. To be held for the first time outside
USA, ECCE 2015, in Montreal, Canada, will feature both industry-driven and application-oriented technical sessions, as well as
industry expositions and seminars. ECCE 2015 will bring together practicing engineers, researchers and other professionals for
interactive and multidisciplinary discussions on the latest
advances in various areas related to energy conversion.
Please visit http://2015.ecceconferences.org for more information or contact the ECCE 2015 Technical Program Chairs at
ecce2015tpc@gmail.com.
For exhibiting at ECCE 2015, please contact Exhibition Chair,
Steve Sprague at ssprague@protolam.com.
For more about Montreal and its surrounding areas, please visit
http://www.tourisme-montreal.org/.
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small passive filter components at the output and small input capacitors which –apart from smaller size and weight – also leads to lower
system costs. Low losses in the semiconductors enable the integration of one small active heatsink cooling all three phases.
An external SBD has been chosen to optimize efficiency and thermal
heat management.
As an additional option one could also think about using the body
diode of the MOSFET - which is fully qualified and rated at the same
current like the MOSFET - as FWD. The high inverting efficiency of
the system reduces waste of energy during charging of the system
and can thus reduce costs over the whole lifetime of the system.
The small size and the low weight of the inverter show the benefits on
system level that can be achieved by the application of SiC devices in
the power range of 10kW in a MNPC UPS inverter.
UPS as application has been chosen because it is a growing market
and because it is well suited to demonstrate the advantages of SiC
devices. The future UPS market will also demand size and weight
reduction. The results can be easily adapted to drive inverters. At the
moment the system is being built up and tested. During ISICPEAW
taking place on May 26th - 28th 2015 in Stockholm the final results
and real measurement data will be presented.
*S4007 is under development. For further information contact your
ROHM Sales representative or the author.
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SEMIS – An Interactive Tool for
Selecting the Right Device for
Your Application
SEMIS is a web-based simulation tool available through the ABB Semiconductors
webpage. It helps its users to evaluate the performance of ABB semiconductor products
for common converter applications. The tool is compatible with all web browsers.
It is user friendly and allows for quick results through simple steps.
In this way, a preliminary component selection is possible. ABB provides the
semiconductor models for simulation based on data sheet values. This allows engineers
to get reliable results on the performance of ABB products.
By Vasilis Kappatos, Anup Kavi and Evgeny Tsyplakov, ABB Switzerland Ltd.,
Semiconductors and Madhan Mohan, ABB Global Industries and Services Ltd.
Features and functionality

Semiconductors Simulation (SEMIS) is a web-based tool developed
by ABB, which is using the PLECS software. It is intended to assist
engineers at an early design phase in selecting the semiconductor
device best fitting their application in respect to thermal losses. For
a system designer it is important to choose the appropriate semiconductor according to the parameters of the application without having
to spend too much time and effort.
SEMIS offers a user friendly interface for parameter set up and
provides a comprehensive steady state analysis for the selected ABB
semiconductors. Simulation results are obtained in both graphical and
arithmetical form. Time based graphs such as semiconductor current,
output voltage, output current and temperatures are presented. The
arithmetical results are listed in tables and among others indicate the
estimated semiconductor switching and conduction losses as well as
the junction temperatures. Input and output values for voltage and
current are also available. Multiple device selection and simulation for
the same conditions is possible for direct product comparison. Figure
1 provides an overview of SEMIS’ interface.

<< Figure 1: SEMIS interface overview >>

Figure 1: SEMIS interface overview
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Converter models
SEMIS aims to include the most common converter applications
where the ABB semiconductor products are deployed. The first beta
version is already available at the ABB Semiconductors website. It
is a 2-level Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) feeding an RL-load. ABB
HiPak IGBT modules can be selected for the simulation from a drop
list. In the near future new circuits will be introduced for 3-level VSI
<< Figure
1: IGCT
SEMIS
interface
overview
with
IGBT and
based
converters,
which >>
are currently under
development (Figure 2).

Figure
2: Upcoming
3-level inverter
model
<< Figure
2: Upcoming
3-level SEMIS
inverterthermal
SEMIS
thermal model >>
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Thermal Model
In order to calculate the thermal behavior and junction temperatures,
an accurate thermal description of the simulated semiconductor is
needed. The thermal chain network considers the different packaging concepts (modules or press-pack products). Figure 3 shows the
equivalent thermal model for IGBT modules available on the beta
version. The values that are attributed for thermal resistance (Rth)
correspond to the data sheet parameters of the selected product.

Working with SEMIS
SEMIS provides to the user a number of inputs for setting the conditions of the simulation similar to the actual application as shown in
Figure 1. Electrical values for the load and control parameters for the
switching of the semiconductor elements are such examples. The
system designer can set optionally a desired Real Power or phase
current rating as well as a Power Factor (PF) for the load on the AC
side. For the control part, different Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
strategies are provided. The selection is done easily by clicking the
various sections on the circuit and filling in the fields. The semiconductor selection is short listed depending on the selected blocking
voltage rating and desired electrical configuration (e.g. single switch
etc.). Figure 6 shows a functional flowchart of SEMIS.
INPUT SIMULATION
PARAMETERS

SELECT ABB
SEMICONDUCTOR(S)
<< Figure
3: Converter
semiconductorthermal
thermal model
model >>
Figure
3: Converter
andand
semiconductor

In SEMIS the thermal resistance between heat sink and ambient
temperature RTH(h-a) is provided for a single switch per heat-sink
position, therefore the user needs to properly adjust the value of the
thermal resistance of the selected heat sink to match the amount of
switches in the semiconductor package. For example, a heat sink
with an Rth(h-a) of 10 K/kW is used with a HiPak1 IGBT module. This
module consists of two switches as shown in Figure 4.

SIMULATE

<< Figure 3: Converter and semiconductor thermal model >>
IGBT
switch
<< Figure 4: Dual switch IGBTEach
module
HiPak1
>> will get only half of the

heat sink property and the effective Rth
should be doubled, i.e. 20 K/kW. In other
Switch1
Switch2
words the user needs to multiply the
heat sink value Rth(h-a)
with a factor
PIGBT
PIGBT
PDIODEof
PDIODE
2 to account for each switch separately.
Zth(j-c)
Zth(j-c)
Zth(j-c)
For ABB’s HiPak IGBTs the possible
<< Figure 3: Converter and semiconductor thermal model >>
electrical configurations are: single
Rth(c-h) half
Rth(c-h) switch module,
Rth(c-h) dual switch module,
bridge and chopper module. The above
consideration applies to the dual and half
bridge modules. Moreover, if multiple
Zth(j-c) : Thermal Impedance
modules are put in parallel to the same
junction to case
heat sink then the same consideration
Rth(c-h) : Thermal resistance
Zth(h-a)
case to heatsink needs to be accounted. Figure 5 shows
Zth(h-a): Thermal Impedance
how a>>
dual IGBT switch in a half bridge
Figure
Dual
switch
<< Figure
4: 4:
Dual
switch
IGBT IGBT
module
HiPak1
heatsink
to ambient
configuration is modelled in SEMIS.
module HiPak1

ARE THE RESULTS
WITHIN
EXPECTATION?

NO

YES
PRESS HOLD
BUTTON
Zth(j-c)

YES

COMPARE WITH NEW
SIMULATION?

NO

Rth(c-h)

SAVE RESULT*

* Use a snapshoot tool

Figure
6: SEMIS
functional
flowchart
<< Figure
6: SEMIS
functional
flowchart >>

Output results
SEMIS simulation results are time based graphs and tables with arithmetical values. The semiconductor losses are analytically calculated
as switching and conduction losses. They are also presented on converter level, accounting for the total losses on all elements. Having the
input power also available in the results, SEMIS calculates the total
semiconductor losses as percentage
of the absorbed power from the
Switch2
converter. In this way, the user gets an indication of the impact of the
semiconductor selection in the overall efficiency of the converter. The
semiconductor junction temperature Tj is another parameter included
in the results IGBT
allowing for assessing the thermal
limits of operation. If
DIODE
permissible limits are exceeded for the junction temperature Tj or if
the applied voltage is out of the recommended
Zth(j-c) limits of the product Zth(j-c)
Zth(j-c)
to be simulated, then alert messages are prompted. Figure 7 shows
the different types of representations for the simulation results in the
currently available beta version.

<< Figure 4: Dual switch IGBT module HiPak1 >>
<< Figure 5: Dual
switch IGBT thermal model >> Switch2
Switch1
PIGBT

PIGBT

PDIODE
Zth(j-c)

Zth(j-c)

Rth(c-h)

Rth(c-h)

PIGBT
Zth(j-c) : Thermal Impedance
junction to case
Rth(c-h) : Thermal resistance
case to heatsink
Zth(h-a): Thermal Impedance
heatsink to ambient

PDIODE

Switch1

Zth(j-c)

Zth(j-c)

Rth(c-h)

Rth(c-h)

PDIODE
Zth(j-c)
Zth(h-a)

<< Figure
5: 5:
Dual
switch
IGBT IGBT
thermalthermal
model >>model
Figure
Dual
switch

Rth(c-h)
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As mentioned, SEMIS is based on the PLECS software. Subsequently it adopts the ideal switch model for the semiconductor behavior
where the losses are calculated through a look up table based on the
ABB data sheet specifications for switching and conduction losses.
Figure 8 shows this concept (courtesy of PLEXIM).

ABB Device Models
SEMIS uses the look up tables, which have been created from the
ABB Semiconductor’s data sheets. For each product available for
simulation, a dedicated look up table has been prepared for referencing the switching and conduction losses. These files are in the XML
format and are available for downloading from the ABB Semiconductors website. An example on the content of such a look up table is
shown in Figure 9.
Turn-On Losses

Thermal Impedance

<< Figure 9: Indicative data in device look up table >>
Figure
9: Indicative data in device look up table

SEMIS next steps
The SEMIS simulation tool has been initially introduced through a
beta version, which is to be updated to the final version soon. The basic platform will be the same and it will only differentiate in the sense
that additional features will be included such as allowing for simulating
an active load.

<< Figure 7: SEMIS simulation results >>

<< Figure
7: SEMIS
simulation
results >>
Figure
7: SEMIS
simulation

results

Upcoming converter models will include:
• Thermal simulation of a 3-level VSC with ABB HiPak IGBTs
• Thermal simulation of 3-level VSC with ABB asymmetric IGCTs
• More ABB semiconductor models will also become available in
the XML format from the ABB website for PLECS users.
•
To start using SEMIS and downloading the available product models
visit the ABB Semiconductors webpage:

www.abb.com/semiconductors

<< Figure
Look
tableup
method
of PLEXIM)
<<8:Figure
8:
Look
up table
table(courtesy
method
(courtesy
of>>
PLEXIM)
>>
Figure
8: up
Look
method
(courtesy
of PLEXIM)
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Developing Embedded Controls
using PLECS/PIL
This article presents a methodology and product to help embedded controls engineers
develop and test sophisticated real-time power conversion algorithms.
By Beat Arnet, Plexim Inc.
Embedded microprocessors (MCUs) and digital signal processors
(DSPs) are found everywhere, from home appliances to portable
devices and automobiles. According to ARM, a leading supplier of
microprocessor technology, over 50 billion processors have been
sold with ARM cores, many of them for embedded applications. In the
future we expect MCUs and DSPs to become even more ubiquitous,
as they simplify complex daily tasks and become indispensible in collecting and processing the “big data” we now rely upon.
Embedded processors also play a crucial role in power conversion
applications. The continuous quest to make power converters more
efficient, compact, intelligent and less costly requires the use of
highly sophisticated control and signal processing algorithms. These
can only be executed digitally. An MCU can often replace multiple
discrete components, and in some cases even eliminate the need for
certain sensors. The price of specialized MCUs for power conversion
applications has fallen to the point that even highly cost-sensitive
products, such as compact DC-DC and AC-DC power modules,
benefit from their use. However, writing software for such embedded
applications is not trivial.
The challenge of using MCUs in power conversion applications often
arises from the difficulty of developing and debugging embedded
code. There are several reasons for this. Especially in cost-sensitive
applications, it is important that the limited resources of an MCU (i.e.
processing power and memory) are fully utilized by the application.
Consequently, there is often little room left to add debugging and
troubleshooting features. Furthermore, developers are often forced
to write very “compact” code, sometimes even still using assembly
language, to maximize the utilization of a given microprocessor. Such
code can be difficult to analyze and troubleshoot. Another challenge
associated with developing and testing embedded code for power
conversion is the high speed execution of such code, often 10 – 500

kHz, to control the powerstage. This prohibits the use of traditional
debuggers, which halt and step the application, and limits the applicability of hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulators.
Processor-In-the-Loop (PIL) Co-Simulation
With PLECS 3.6, Plexim introduced a new PIL module, specifically
geared towards assisting power electronics and embedded controls
engineers to test, verify and validate embedded code. The approach
is based on joining the MCU and the PLECS circuit simulator in a
processor-in-the-loop (PIL) co-simulation. In other words, actual code
running on the real MCU hardware is tied to the virtual world of a
PLECS model, and execution of the simulation and the embedded
code is synchronized.
In PIL mode, instead of reading physical sensors, values calculated
by the simulation tool are used as inputs to the embedded algorithm.
Similarly, outputs of the control algorithms executing on the processor are fed back into the simulation to drive the virtual environment.
This approach can expose platform-specific software defects such as
numerical overflow and casting errors.
The PLECS PIL approach is independent of how code is written/
generated and does not require the use of model-based development
methods. It simply relies on probes, embedded in the code, to read
and override variables. This is analogous to placing test points on
printed circuit boards to allow signals to be injected and measured,
e.g. for in-circuit testing (ICT) or network analysis.

Figure 2: Nested embedded control code execution in pseudo realtime PIL operation

Figure 1: Principle of PIL simulation
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During PIL operation, execution of the control code must be synchronized with PLECS to allow exchange of probe information and
updates of the simulation model. During synchronization, execution
of the control code is completely frozen, including all timing-related
MCU peripherals such as counters. Once synchronization occurs, the
control code executes at normal speed for one complete sampling
period. This concept is further illustrated in Figure 2 in the context of
a multi-threaded application. The synchronization periods are identi-
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fied by “stop” and “go” signals. As can be seen, the code executes in
a normal and nested fashion between the synchronization steps.

30MHz screened Rogowski probes
measure faster rise-times

This mode is referred to as “pseudo real-time operation.” It is capable
of detecting and analyzing potential problems related to the multithreaded execution of control algorithms, including jitter and resource
corruption. It also offers visibility into processor utilization for latency
and margin calculations.

The new CWT MiniHF is an AC current probe featuring:
• Novel electrostatic shielded Rogowski coil
provides excellent immunity to interference from fast local
dV/dt transients or large 50/60Hz voltages

Application of PIL
There are many use cases for PIL. For example, at the beginning of
a new power converter development, actual control code can be written and tested without the need for any control or power conversion
hardware. All that is required for PIL simulations is the MCU on a low
cost evaluation board.

• Extended (-3dB) high frequency bandwidth
30MHz for a 100mm coil
• Peak dl/dt capability up to 100kA/µs
• Wide operating temperature from -40 to +125°C
• Thin 4.5mm Rogowski coil with 5kV peak insulation
• Zero insertion impedance

The PIL approach facilitates bottom-up software development, allowing the implementation and testing of building blocks such as filters
and compensators in the controlled environment of a PLECS simulation. Individually tested and validated modules can then be combined
into a complete control application and, again, fully and thoroughly
tested in conjunction with PLECS before being applied to real hardware. Control code only has to be written once, and does not need to
be duplicated in the simulation tool.

HALL 7 - 122

During the validation and testing phase, PIL can serve as a complementary approach to HIL. Contrary to HIL, no specialized simulation
hardware is needed, and the complexity/fidelity of the simulation
model is unrestricted, as it does not have to execute in true real-time.
Also, as mentioned above, the PIL approach can handle very high
sampling rates as are typical in low power applications. Therefore,
the same plant model can be used for detailed offline analysis as well
as PIL simulations. Similar to only needing to maintain one control
code implementation, PIL allows the engineer to maintain and utilize a
single simulation model.
The PIL approach is also far superior to the software-in-the-loop (SIL)
approach with which multi-threaded operation and processor/compiler
specific behavior cannot be accurately reproduced.

VISIT US AT

CWT MiniHF
Please contact us
to discuss your
application

info@pemuk.com
Tel: +44 (0)115 946 9657

Power Electronic Measurements

www.pemuk.com/cwtminihf

Finally, PIL permits accessing the embedded software test points
(read and override probes) at any time, without requiring code recompiling. This makes PIL simulations a powerful tool for regression
testing and root cause analyses after product launch.

Figure 3: Schematic of the solar inverter with anti-islanding model in PLECS
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Peripheral Modeling
In PIL mode, operation of the control code is entirely isolated from
the actual digital and analog I/O of the MCU. It is therefore necessary
that MCU peripherals, such as ADC and PWM modules, are mirrored
in the PLECS simulation model. Consequently, Plexim has released
a collection of high fidelity MCU peripheral models as part of our PIL
offering. These models are behaviorally identical and bit-true to the
actual MCU peripherals. More information on PLECS MCU peripheral
models can be found in the July 2014 issue of Bodo’s Power Systems
magazine [1].

The following figure shows the results of a complete system simulation. As can be observed, once the phase locked loop has locked onto
the sensor grid voltages, the inverter is activated, supplying the exact
power consumed by the test load. As a consequence, the grid current
drops to near-zero amps. At t=50ms the grid is disconnected. The
anti-islanding algorithm (slip mode frequency shift) detects this and
shuts down the inverter.
Note the entire PIL system simulation takes less than 40 seconds on
a standard PC.

Sample Application: Three-level Solar Inverter with Anti-Islanding
Figure 3 shows the PIL method at work in a grid-tied solar inverter
application. The bottom half of the PLECS circuit shows the electrical
model of the plant, consisting of a PV array supplying the split DC
link of a three-level inverter connected to the grid via a three-phase
filtering element. Also shown is the anti-islanding test load per IEEE
1547. Consequently, this model provides a virtual test bench for all
aspects of inverter control, including methods implemented to prevent
unintentional islanding.
Modeled in the upper half of Figure 3 is the functionality of the control
hardware. To the left is a sensing block, representing the voltage
and current sensor characteristics, as well as the associated signal
conditioning. The sensing block outputs are fed into a high fidelity
model for a C2000 ADC, which provides the value to the PIL block to
be transmitted to the MCU. Values returned from the MCU are then
written into the bit-true C2000 ePWM module, generating the signals
modulating the power switch gates.

Figure 5: PLECS scope showing results of the solar inverter with antiislanding PIL simulation
Conclusions
The new PLECS PIL module is a powerful tool for embedded controls
engineers. It facilitates the development and testing of embedded
software by executing actual code on an actual MCU in the otherwisevirtual world of a PLECS model.

It is important to highlight that the PLECS model does not contain
any control algorithms. All control code associated with the solar
inverter sample application has been written in straight C language
and programmed into the TI C2000 MCU. The PIL operation will run
the actual embedded control code in conjunction with the abovedescribed plant model.
The PIL block between the ADC and ePWM peripheral models acts
as the interface between the PLECS model and the MCU. It offers
a simple graphical user interface (GUI), as depicted in Figure 4,
presenting a list of probes (software “test points”) available to override
or read signals. The PIL block extracts the list of available test points
directly from the debugging information contained in the compilergenerated binary file. Therefore, manual configuration is not required
to define and interpret the probes in PLECS.

Without the need for any specialized hardware, a standard PC running PLECS, in conjunction with an MCU evaluation board, can be
turned into a complete embedded code development and validation
station. The PIL approach is applicable throughout the entire product
development process, from concept to product release and maintenance, providing a high fidelity environment, with no practical limits to
the sampling frequency of the embedded code under test.
PIL simulation can be used to expose and analyze potential problems
related to the multi-threaded execution of control algorithms, including
jitter and resource corruption. The approach is independent of how
the control code is generated, and equally applicable to hand-coded
or generated code.

http://www.plexim.com/plecs/pil
Reference
[1] Prausse, F.; Ahmed, M., “Efficient Microcontroller Peripheral Modeling with PLECS”, Bodo’s Power Systems, July 2014 Issue, pp.
34-37

Figure 4: GUI for the PIL block showing the list of available probes
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Robustness of SiC JFETs
and Cascodes
United Silicon Carbide supplies a SiC vertical trench normally-on JFET, which features
the lowest specific on-resistance of any 1200V power device. This article sheds light on the
short-circuit and avalanche behavior of the standalone JFET, and how it is altered in the
cascode implementation.
By Anup Bhalla, John Bendel, and Xueqing Li, United Silicon Carbide
Trench JFET Structure
Figure 1 shows the structure of the trench
JFET. The low on-resistance derives from
the vertical channel that repeats with a high
cell density, creating a short path between
the source and drain contacts via the channel and drift regions. The drift region doping
and thickness are set by the desired voltage
rating. This device does not contain a body
diode, or any parasitic NPN transistor. It does
not have a gate-oxide or any surface conduction path.
A junction diode is formed as shown between the gate-source and the gate-drain
regions. A normally-on JFET typically has
a -6V threshold. To achieve full blocking
capability upto 1200V, usually a reverse bias
VGS of -15V to -20V is applied between the
gate and source. This depletes the channel
region, forming a potential barrier between
the drain and source. If a high drain voltage
is now applied, the device will block this voltage by depleting the drift region.

In the on-state, if the gate-source potential
is 0V, the channel region is undepleted. A
low resistance current path is seen to exist
directly from the source to the drain. As this
current rises, the potential at the drain side
of the channel increases. When this potential
at the drain side of the channel reaches the
6V threshold, the channel pinches off and the
current saturates.
Figure 2 presents the typical on-state characteristics of 1200V-80mΩ SiC normally-on
JFETs at different junction temperatures,
showing the rapid decrease in saturation current with junction temperature. This occurs
because of increase scattering of electrons
at higher temperatures driven by greater
lattice vibrations in the SiC crystal that in turn
leads to a drop in electron mobility.

in Figure 3b. Figure 4 shows the typical
on-state characteristics of 1200V-60mΩ SiC
co-packaged cascode. The cascode device
has a threshold voltage (VTH) of 4.5V and
is fully enhanced for the gate voltage (VGS)
values above 10V.
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Figure 2: Typical on-state characteristics
MOSFET of
1200V-80mΩ SiC normally-on JFETs.
Co-packaged Cascode Structure
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implemented by connecting a normally-on
Figure	
  3JFET
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  TO-‐247	
  
package	
  
(a)	
  and	
  SiC
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circuit	
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and
a low-voltage
normally-off
Figure
3: Co-packaged
cascode in TOFET in a cascode configuration. The cascode
247 package (a) and equivalent circuit (b)
can be constructed with a stacking structure
The cascode is turned on by turning on the
[1], a side-by-side co-packaged structure,
low voltage MOSFET. Since the MOSor
a
discrete
structure
[2].
Figure
3a
shows
Figure 1: Cell structure of SiC trench
FET drain-source voltage drop is small
the structure of the co-packaged cascode,
(ID*RDSON), the JFET gate-source voltage
where a customized Silicon low voltage
is near zero during on-state and the JFET
MOSFET is connected in series with a SiC
channel can conduct.
normally-on JFET to implement a normallyoff device. The equivalent circuit is shown
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When the low voltage MOSFET is turned off,
the drain potential rises. The MOSFET VDS
appears as a negative VGS on the SiC JFET,
turning it off.

JFET and Cascode in Short Circuit
Figure 5 shows the short circuit waveform
of the 1200V-80mΩ, SiC normally-on JFET
taken at 600V bus voltage, 25°C initial
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co-packaged
SiC cascode
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Figure 5: Measured short-circuit waveforms
of a 1.2kV-80mΩ SiC normally-on JFET at
a starting Tj of 25°C and a bus voltage of
600V.

Figure 6: Measured short-circuit waveforms
of a 1.2kV-100mΩ SiC cascode at a starting
Tj of 25°C and a bus voltage of 600V.

Figure 7: Blocking characteristics of 1200V80mW SiC normally-on JFETs at room
temperature.

www.bodospower.com	

junction temperature, and 0V gate-source
voltage. The peak short-circuit current of
the JFET depends on the cell density and
threshold voltage. More negative threshold
voltage translates to higher peak short circuit
current. This is equivalent to higher short
circuit currents with higher gate voltages
on IGBTs. The short circuit withstand time
depends on the peak current, and the device
is shown surviving a 10µs pulse in Figure 5.
As with IGBTs, there is a trade-off between
short circuit capability and on-resistance/
turn-on speed.
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Rapid self-heating during short circuit causes
the channel conductivity to decrease, and
the short circuit current decreases. This
negative feedback mechanism also ensures
that short circuit current flow in the device is
uniform. The die size of SiC JFETs is quite
small, given the excellent on-resistance per
unit area. The temperature rise is quite high
during short-circuit, but since the intrinsic
temperature of SiC is so much higher than
Silicon, and because the trench JFET lacks
a parasitic bipolar structure, it has excellent
short circuit robustness.
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Figure 6 shows the 600V 10µs short circuit
waveforms of the cascode at various gate
voltages. The Silicon LV MOSFET is chosen
with a much higher saturation current than
the JFET, so the JFET sets the saturation current, and therefore, the short circuit
withstand time. The designer can choose the
LV MOSFET gate voltage without worrying
about the short circuit trade-off. During this
event, the power dissipated in the Silcon
MOSFET is quite small, and does not limit
the cascode short-circuit capability.
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JFET and Cascode Avalanche Behavior
Figure 7 shows the blocking characteristics
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of 1200V-80mΩ SiC normally-on JFET. It is
apparent that beyond a gate voltage VGS of
-15V the device goes into avalanche breakdown. Figure 8 shows the measured unclamped inductive switching (UIS) waveform
of a 1200V-60mΩ standalone JFET, along
with the schematic of the circuit used for the
measurement [3].

	
  

Figure 9 shows the measured unclamped
inductive switching waveform of a 1.2kV SiC
cascode [2]. The cascode avalanche capability is found to be quite similar to that of the
JFET, and is not limited by the LV Silicon
MOSFET. Once the LV MOSFET is turned
off, and the SiC JFET drain voltage rises
to its avalanche breakdown level, current

Note that if the internal RG of the JFET
was zero, and the JFET gate was shorted
to the source of the LV MOSFET, all of the
avalanche current would flow in the gatedrain diode of the SiC JFET, which is simply
a Drain-Source current path in the cascode.
The SiC JFET can handle this mode of
operation as well, but some gate resistance
is built into the cascode to limit its maximum
switching speed.
As with the JFETs, USCI Cascodes are
100% avalanche tested at final test. During device development, tests are done to
ensure 106 cycles of UIS can be passed
by all sampled devices. In addition, the LV
MOSFET is qualified by burn-in with the
device biased into avalanche for 1000hrs at
a junction temperature of 150°C.
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The peak current is 25.5A, the avalanche
time tav is 23.7µs, and the energy dissipated
in the JFET is 489.1mJ obtained from the
integration of the instant power (Vds x Iav)
over the entire avalanche period. The device
has no change in its characteristics before
and after the UIS testing, proving its UIS
robustness. Once the device is driven into
avalanche, current initially flows in the gatedrain diode of the JFET. It develops voltage
across the internal Rg and external Rg.
This causes the gate potential to rise, until it
eventually crosses the -6V threshold voltage
of the JFET. The channel gets turned-on (in
saturation mode, since the drain voltage is
still high) to handle all the rest of the drain
current. This can be seen from the plateau
in the gate voltage VGS waveform in Figure
8. So, a considerable fraction of the current
during unclamped inductive switching is
actually diverted to the channel, rather like a
MOSFET used with an active clamp.
The high current and voltage during this type
of high energy avalanche stress leads to considerable temperature rise in the JFET. Since
the JFET has no parasitic bipolar structure,
and because the intrinsic temperature of
SiC is so much higher than Silicon, excellent
avalanche capability can be obtained even
with the small SiC die sizes.

Figure 9: Measured UIS waveforms without
failure of a 1.2kV SiC cascode at a starting Tj
of 25°C and an inductor of 1.5mH.
flows initially in the gate-drain diode. Again,
it develops a voltage across the internal RG
of the JFET. This voltage reaches BV(LV
MOS) – VTH(JFET). At that current, the JFET
channel is again turned on, and the rest of
the UIS current flows through the channel
as before. Again, the gate-drain diode takes
some of the avalanche current, depending
on the current level, and the channel handles
the rest. In this mode, the LV MOSFET is
also driven to avalanche, carrying the same
current as the SiC JFET channel region. The
LV MOSFET is specially designed with a
built-in avalanche clamp diode in every cell.
Due to its low breakdown voltage, the energy
dissipated in the low voltage FET does not
cause a large temperature rise at the current
levels used for the cascode.

Summary
SiC JFETs and Cascodes have excellent
short circuit and avalanche capability. The
reasons for this behavior are explained in
the article. Consideration was given during
the design of the SiC JFETs and cascodes to
ensure that the devices are capable of handling repetitive avalanche events within their
SOA, like most Silicon MOSFETs. The peak
temperatures handled by SiC devices on
the micro-second scale can be 2-3X higher
than for Silicon devices, and this is why good
avalanche and short circuit ratings can be
realized despite the small die sizes.
References
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USCI JFETs are 100% avalanche tested at
final test. During device development, tests
are done to ensure 106 cycles of UIS can be
passed by all sampled devices.
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6 th Generation IGBT Module NX-Package
– Excellent thermal conductivity by AlN substrate
– Superior power cycling capacity by optimized
bonding
– 6 th Generation IGBT with CSTBT ™ Chip Technology
– Integrated NTC for TC-sensing
– Comprehensive line-up for 1200V and 1700V
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The X-Series, the 7th Generation
IGBT Modules

Energy savings and CO2-emission reductions are today´s trends to decelerate and counter
global warming for our future. These trends are leading to more widely usage of power
semiconductor in power conversion systems and rapidly growing demands.
Since miniaturizations, respectively increasing power densities are always related to
rising temperatures and degradation of the reliability it is necessary to improve not only
the characteristics of the chips, but also the packaging.
By Thomas Heinzel, Fuji Electric Europe GmbH
Better heat dissipation and higher reliability need to be realized by
applying new innovative technologies. In order to achieve further
downsizing, the X-Series IGBT modules have been developed
considering simultaneously improvements of the chips as well as the
packaging. The X-Series IGBT module brings not only high compactness and high power density, but also the possibilities to work with
175°C operating condition. This capability enables higher output currents compared to the previous generations of IGBT modules which
are only able to cope with 150°C operating temperature.
The 7th generation chip technologies for 1200V
For the 7th generation IGBT modules, IGBT and diode characteristics
have been improved and at the same time die size reduced but even
though higher efficiency was achieved. These module technology
improvements are leading to a new generation of highly compact and
efficient power conversion systems.
The IGBT chip
The cross-section of the 7th generation IGBT is shown in figure 1.
In the surface of the 7th generation IGBT chip, basically a trenchgate structure was applied similar to the 6th generation IGBT. On
the backside of the chip a Field-Stop (FS) layer was adopted on a
thin FS-IGBT wafer. The drift layer thickness of the 7th generation
IGBT was reduced by applying a thinner wafer compared to the 6th
generation. Thus the trade-off relationship between on-state voltage
drop and turn-off losses was further improved by optimization of the
surface structure.

Figure 2: The output characteristics of 7th gen. IGBT and 6th gen.
IGBT. Tj=150°C, 175°C (7th Gen.), VGE=+15V

Figure 1: Cross-section of the 6th generation IGBT (left) and the 7th
generation IGBT (right)
The output characteristics of the 7th generation IGBT are shown in
figure 2. The on-state voltage drop of the 7th generation IGBT was
reduced by 0.5V compared to the 6th generation at the same current
density by a thinner drift layer and an optimized surface structure
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Figure 3: The trade-off relationship between turn-off losses and onstate voltage drop. Tj=150°C, VCC=600V, VGE=+15V/-15V, (same
current density)
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(Tj=150°C). If the 7th generation at Tj=175°C is compared to the 6th
generation at 150°C the reduction of the on-sate voltage drop is still
0.4V. The 7th generation IGBT´s turn-off losses were reduced by
10% compared to the 6th generation. This turn-off loss reduction was
realized by the thinner drift layer applied as well as by the enhanced
IE effect and the reduction of the miller capacitance. The trade-off relationship between on-state voltage drop and turn-off losses is shown
in figure 3. On-state voltage drop was reduced by 0.55V from the 6th
generation IGBT at the same current density and turn-off losses.

The 7th generation package technologies
Size reductions of the IGBT and diode chips are required in order to
achieve a higher current density of the IGBT modules. Actual result
of the chip shrinking is an elevated power density within the modules
which leads to increasing junction temperatures and related degradation of the reliability. For the 7th generation the packaging technologies were further improved developing a highly heat dissipation, reliability and heat resistant package. This package realized not only the
suppression of rising junction temperatures, but also enables 175°C
operating temperature at the same high reliability level.

The Diode chip
The forward voltage of the 7th generation diode was reduced by
reduction of the drift layer. Comparing to the 6th generation diode,
forward voltage was reduced by 0.15V at the same current density
(Tj=150 °C). The reverse recovery switching waveform is shown in
fig. 4. Compared to the 6th generation diode, the 7th generation diode
realized a much softer switching waveform by optimization of the local
lifetime control. This softer switching waveform contributed to 21%
reduction of the reverse recovery peak current and finally to a reverse
recovery losses (Err) reduction of 15%.
In recent years requirements for IGBTs are not only loss characteristics but also low EMI (Electro-Magnetic Interference) noise. By the
improving the trade-off between the dv/dt and the switching losses,
both low EMI noise and high efficiency of power conversion systems
can be achieved. The trade-off was improved compared to the 6th
generation due to the reduction of the dv/dt by softening the reverse
recovery current.

www.bodospower.com	

Figure 4: Reverse recovery switching waveforms of 7th gen. diode
and 6th gen. diode.
Switching conditions: Tj=150°C, VCC=600V, IC=100A (1x Inom),
VGE=+15V/-15V.
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New high power density AlN substrate
In order to improve the heat dissipation from the chip, the X-Series
IGBT modules are using an insulated substrate with highly improved
thermal resistance. The insulated substrate has the highest influence
on the total thermal performance of the module. The standard materials widely used as insulated substrate are the inexpensive Al2O3
substrate and high thermal conductivity AlN. Since such low thermal
resistance is necessary there is no way around the high performance
AlN. Furthermore the thickness of the AlN substrate needs to be
reduced in order to improve the thermal resistance and long-term
reliability. By enhancing the material bending strength of the AlN
substrate a thinner substrate compared to conventional AlN can be
realized. The thinner substrate achieves better thermal cycling capabilities by relaxation of the thermal stress and greater heat dissipation
compared to conventional AlN substrate [4]. Finally the thermal resistance of the IGBT modules was greatly reduced and heat dissipation
and reliability was increased by applying this new AlN substrate. The
thermal resistance of new AlN substrate between junction to case is
shown in fig. 5. Comparing to generally used Al2O3 substrate, the
thermal resistance of new AlN substrate was reduced by 45%. By applying the new AlN substrate in the 7th generation IGBT modules the
temperature rise due to the shrinking of the chip size was successfully
solved.

are the first to start deterioration. In the X-Series IGBT modules,
wire diameter and length were optimized and a new developed high
strength solder material was applied which significantly improved the
delta Tj power cycling capability. As shown in fig. 6, by applying these
new technologies, the X-Series IGBT modules could achieve 2 times
the capability against conventional technologies at Tjmax=175°C.
Thus even if the modules are operating at Tj=175°C the highly improved power cycling capability enable them to achieve equal or even
better long-term reliability.

Figure 6- 1: dTj power cycling capability curve

Figure 6- 2: Cross-section of solder (under chips) after dTj power
cycling test (at the same cycles)
New high heat resistant silicone gel
On the way to ensuring the long-term reliability of the new IGBT
modules the deterioration of the silicone gel at higher operating temperatures was the next challenge. Generally higher temperatures are
hardening the silicone gels and cracks start occurring. These cracks
will lower the isolating capabilities of the silicone gel. Therefore, a new
highly heat resistant silicone gel was developed so that a secured
continuous operation at a temperature of 175°C can be enabled. The
lifetime of new silicone gel at 175°C was further improved compared
to current silicone gel, and same lifetime of current silicone gel at
150°C was realized. But the new silicone gel is simultaneously
improving the hardening at low temperatures and thus a long-term
insulating capability at low temperature could be realized.
Figure 5: Comparison of the thermal resistance & main characteristics
at the same die size
Improvement of dTj power cycling capability
In order to achieve a long lifetime of the power conversion systems, a
high reliability of IGBT modules on the long-term is necessary. In particular the power cycling capability against repeating thermal stress
is very important. The X-Series IGBT modules expands the operation
temperature up to 175 °C which enables working with higher output
currents compared to previous generations. Generally, the higher
junction temperature reduces the delta Tj power cycling capability
by the accelerated degradation of materials around chip. In delta Tj
power cycling mode, the wire bonding contacts on the chip and the
solder under the chip are facing the greatest thermal stress so they
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Increasing current density of the IGBT modules
By further improvement of the losses of the 7th generation IGBT and
diode and by additional improvement of the heat dissipation performance, an enhanced power density could be achieved. For example,
modules rated at 1200V in an EP2 package could reach a maximum
rated current of 50A by using 6th generation technologies. By applying the 7th generation chips and improved package technologies, a
maximum rated current of 75A can be achieved. Comparing to the
6th generation (EP3 package), the X-Series EP2 could reduce the
inverter power losses by 10% and IGBT junction temperature by 11°C
(fc=8kHz). As the result, the rated current of the 1200V EP2 series
was expanded to up to 75A from conventional 50A and the footprint
size could be reduced by 36% against the EP3 module. Furthermore, the X-Series IGBT module realized the continuous operation
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at Tj=175°C by improvement of chip performance, dTj power cycling
capability and thermal performance of silicone gel.
Finally X-Series IGBT modules offer two directions which are a
smaller footprint providing same output current as previous generation
with higher power cycling capability or increasing the output current
with the same footprint up to 35% as shown in figure 7.

Line-up plan
As a result of the increased current density, Fuji Electric will be able
to offer new IGBT modules of the X-Series with higher nominal current capability at the same footprint size. Please see the modules
overview in Table 1.

Table 1: Module line-up for 1200V X-Series modules
Above product range is the first step of the product development with
our new 7th generation of silicon chips. Later on, further modules
types are under consideration.

www.fujielectric-europe.com

Figure 7: Comparison of output current dependency vs. IGBT junction temperature (fc=8kHz switching frequency)
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How to Reduce up to 20 Percent of
Power Loss in Cordless Power Tools
In recent years power tool manufacturers have continuously increased the power output
and improved the performance of cordless power tools. Traditionally, a brushed DC
motor was a preferred choice of motor, but advances in MOSFET technology have made
the use of Brushless DC Motors (BLDCMs) possible. In order to improve the performance
of the power tools, a better motor dynamic and higher output torque from the BLDCM is
required. Since the torque of the motor is directly proportional to the motor current, this
requirement can only be achieved if the power stage can deliver the necessary current.
By Elvir Kahrimanovic, Infineon Technologies AG
Cost optimization of BLDCM solution
The advantages of BLDCM over brushed motors are a higher output
power density, better performance, and no required maintenance.
These advantages, however, come with an increased cost. If it is
to compete with the low-cost brushed DC motor solution, a BLDCM
needs to be cost- and size-optimized in order to reduce the large price
gap.
Cordless power tool manufacturers who choose BLDCM technology often struggle to implement such low-cost and size-optimized
solutions. In the case of the associated MOSFETs, for example, a
TO-220 has been the package of choice due to its large size and
superior thermal performance over SMD alternatives. If smaller SMD
MOSFETs are to be used they have to be more efficient and make
the best use of heatsinks. The cooling of surface mount MOSFETs
presents the most challenging aspect in the implementation of the
SMD devices.
An effective cooling concept, combined with a best-in-class
BSC010N04LSI 40V/1mΩ SuperSO8 package with integrated
Schottky-like diode, allows designers to switch from TO-220 to SMD
packages, thereby reducing cost, increasing inverter power density,
and improving tool performance.

MOSFET current
Diode current

In the application of BLDC motors with block commutation, the
RDS(ON) of a MOSFET, as well as the body diode can significantly
reduce overall power losses. A lower body diode forward voltage drop
of the BSC010N04LSI reduces overall power losses.
In a typical 18V cordless power tool featuring a BLDCM a short burst
in excess of 200A phase current is possible. Only the lowest RDS(ON)
and a rugged diode can withstand such a high peak current. In order
to better explain the circuit operation, a typical phase current in a 3
phase BLDCM is given in figure 1.
By circuit analysis and the switching patterns of the switching devices,
we can identify the MOSFET’s body diode conduction portion (the red
triangle) and the brackets indicating the conduction time of the diode
(red bracket) and MOSFET conduction time (green bracket).
At the high output power of ~1kW, the diode conduction time can
reach several hundred µ-seconds. Due to its rather long conduction
time, the diode power losses are significant and can be reduced by
reducing the VSD as in the case of a Schottky-like diode.
Conduction power losses can be calculated using the following
formulae:
Pdiode=VSD x Is			
Diode conduction loss
PMOSFET=I2 x RDS(on)		
MOSFET conduction loss
Let’s assume that the instantaneous diode current Is=50A, and take
typical values for diode forward voltage drop VSD=1V for a standard
diode, and VSD=0.6V for a Schottky-like diode
Hence we get:
Pdiode=VSD x Is
Pdiode=1V x 50A=50W
In case of a normal body diode
Pdiode=VSD x Is
Pdiode=0.6V x 50A=30W
In case of a Schottky-like diode

Figure 1: Typical phase current waveform; 61.3A_RMS, 100% duty
cycle; red triangle – diode conduction
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PMOSFET=I2 x RDS(on)
PMOSFET=50A2 * 0.5mΩ=1.25W
In case of a MOSFET channel
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It should be noted, that the diode conduction current shown in fig.1
is present during the phase commutation (here PWM duty cycle =
100%). During the phase commutation the phase current, which is
turned off, has to decay to 0A through the body diode of the MOSFET.
Another occurrence of the body diode conduction is during synchronous rectification dead time (when PWM duty cycle < 100%), a mode
which will not be further discussed in this paper.
Implementation
The 3 phase inverter, which is required to drive a BLDCM, can be
implemented by using two parallel BSC010N04LSI MOSFETs per
switch (a total of 12 MOSFETs) on a surface area of 45mm x 36mm.

Using these copper plates eliminates the need for high-current copper traces on the PCB since the high current (in excess of 200A) is
conducted only through the copper plates.
A complete power stage, together with XMC microcontroller demonstrates the performance of this solution. A power level of 1kW
(20V/50A) can be easily achieved.
Experimental Results
The efficiency of the inverter is measured for both the BSC010N04LS
and BSC010N04LSI (see fig.3). Under same test conditions the
BSC010N04LSI power losses are reduced by up to 20 percent indicating a clear advantage due to the Schottky-like diode.

Overall System Power Loss vs. Input Power
35
30
Power Losses [W]

From the calculation above it is evident that the instantaneous diode
losses are much higher and that its prolonged conduction time contributes greatly to overall power loss. By reducing the VSD, we can
reduce the diode conduction loss.
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Figure 3: Power loss of the BSC010N04LS (blue trace) vs.
BSC010N04LSI (red trace)

8mm
36mm
45mm

Figure 2: 1kW power stage B6 built with 12 BSC010N04LSI underneath the copper plates cooling structure
The PCB uses a special copper plate arrangement that allows effective heat dissipation from the SMD MOSFETs, and at the same time
provides the required battery connections and motor output connections. The copper plates measure 8mm in height and are placed on
the same PCB area, thereby resulting in an overall volume of 13cm3.
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Conclusion
In this article we investigated the feasibility of replacing TO-220 package MOSFETs with a much smaller SuperSO8 package MOSFET.
A combination of low RDS(on) and a Schottky-like diode allows the
implementation of the SMD solution. It is shown that the Schottkylike diode at maximum output power can reduce power losses by
up to 20 percent. This reduced power loss is directly proportional
to a temperature reduction of the MOSFETs. Infineon’s OptiMOS™
BSC010N04LSI MOSFET with a monolithic Schottky-like diode is the
best choice for block commutated high-speed BLDC motors employed
in cordless power tools.
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Highly Reliable Transfer-Molded
Power Modules
Our society is facing a significantly increasing level of electrification. Along with growing
electricity consumption, waste of energy must be minimized. The key to energy savings lies
in highly efficient power semiconductor devices.
By Dr. Siegmar Schoser, Dr. Christoph Friederich, Dr. Eckart Geinitz and
Dr. Volker Weiß, Robert Bosch GmbH
Introduction
Electrification of the power train in vehicles is currently mainly
government-driven through subsidy programs or sanctions, and not
so much by end user demand. This will remain unchanged until the
cost for electrified driving is lower than driving conventional cars and
the possible range has been extended significantly.

All power semiconductors are contacted through a massive copper
substrate (a) and at the top through copper clips (b), with solder joints
from both sides (c). The substrate provides excellent heat spreading
and improves Rth significantly. It also allows for an extremely low
Zth in case of short power pulses. The clips effectively eliminate wire
failures. The entire stack is embedded in transfer mold compound (d).
<< Figure1: Bosch power module MH6560C (Source: Bosch) >>
A thin insulation layer (e) forms the electrical separation to the large
.pads at the bottom.

For highest efficiency in energy transformation equipment, it is crucial
to use ideally adapted power semiconductor devices and equally
important the appropriate first and second level packaging.

(b)

(d)

(c )

Different applications have their own key parameters for best system performance, and hence require power components that are
optimized respectively. In particular, automotive e-mobility systems
require a deep understanding of system details for defining the right
power devices.

(a)

(e)

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of Bosch 3rd generation power module
<< Figure1: Bosch power module MH6560C (Source:
MH6560C

<< Figure 2: Schematic diagram of Bosch 3rd generation power module MH6560C >>

Optimized IGBTs
.
Bosch IGBTs are based on state-of-the art Infineon chip however the
devices have been specifically modeled by Bosch engineers to meet
the desired automotive requirements in the best way possible.

This article describes a high power IGBT module for electric and
hybrid electric vehicle inverters.

(b)

<< Figure 3: low-loss IGBT (Source: Bosch) >>

A redesigned vertical chip structure further reduces electric power
(c
)
losses.
Chip layout, metallization and passivation
of the chip have
(a)
(b)
been adapted to perfectly match the assembly and interconnect technology, resulting in highest reliability, even in extended temperature
conditions. An integrated current sensor allows for faster over current
protection compared to classic protection approaches based on the
IGBT desaturation effect. Failures in the IGBT gate control (e.g. dead
time violations) are detected much faster. The current sensor can
serve as external measure (XM, ISO26262) for the functional safety
<<
Figue
4: Back
side
quality beforediagram
(a) and after (b)
(DT 70°C
of<<
an
inverter
system.
Figure
2: solder
Schematic
of>900.000
Boschactive
3rdcycles
generat

Figure1:
Bosch
power
module
MH6560C
(Source:
Bosch)
<< Figure1:
Bosch
power
module
MH6560C
(Source:
Bosch) >>
Many
automotive power modules in the market are based on conven.
tional industrial design elements and try to fulfil automotive requirements for
automotive
(b)reliability. In contrast to that, Bosch focused on
(d)
requirements, right from the start
of
the
concept
definition.
(c )
(a)

Tm=100°C). First signs of degradation visible underneath IGBT (white arrow) >>

(e)

Technical concept:
Key parameters for power modules in traction inverters are current
density, reliability and robustness. The combination of high current
Seite 1
density and high reliability allows for compact inverter assemblies or
Figure 3: low-loss IGBT (Source: Bosch)
<<inverter
Figure 2:
Schematicto
diagram
Bosch
3rd generation
power module
for
attachment
a motorofor
gearbox.
High robustness
simpli- MH6560C >>
Optimized package:
fies the module handling during inverter assembly. Good thermal
<< Figure 3: low-loss IGBT (Source: Bosch) >>
Solder degradation is a typical failure mechanism in power modules
performance and low stray inductances are sub criteria which allow to
and leads to an increased Rth. For this reason, the entire power stack
further improve the key parameters.
is embedded in a mold compound that stabilizes the soldered stack
(a)
and thus makes it extremely reliable against thermal cycles. The mold
The basic design of the module is shown in figure 2.
compound is also used to form a durable second level package.
<< Figure 3: low-loss IGBT (Source: Bosch) >>
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(e)

<< Figure 2: Schematic diagram of Bosch 3rd generation power module MH6560C >>

Figure 4 shows the quality of the solder joint before and after more
than 900.000 active thermal cycles of DT 70°C (at medium temperature Tm = 100°C). After 900k cycles, first signs of beginning degradation
could
be observed.
<< Figure
3: low-loss
IGBT (Source: Bosch) >>
(a)

(b)

<< Figue4:
4: Back
solder
qualityquality
before (a)before
and after(a)
(b) and
>900.000
active
(DT 70°C,
Figure
Backside
side
solder
after
(b) cycles
>900.000
Tm=100°C). First signs of degradation visible underneath IGBT (white arrow) >>
active
cycles (DT 70°C, Tm=100°C). First signs of degradation visible
underneath IGBT (white arrow)
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Application support
In order to evaluate the performance of the power module MH6560C
in customer
specific
use cases
to design in,for
a complete
<<
Figure
6: Life
time prior
calculation
powerap-module
plication kit is available which includes the driver boards for 3 half
bridge power modules, a cooling plate as well as a DC link capacitor.
Additionally, driver boards for half bridge modules are available, which
allow to test different building block configurations, for example in motor integrated inverter designs.

MH65

After more than 1.1 million active cycles, the quality of the solder
joints between chip, copper substrate and clips is still very good:
Seite 1

Top side contact
Chip
Figure 5: Solder
joint quality after
>1.1 million active
thermal cycles.
Top side contact
Similar observations were made with passive thermal cycles. Even
after
2000 passive
cyclesjoint
-40°Cquality
to +150°C,
no >1.1
soldermillion
degradation
<< Figure
5: Solder
after
active
could be detected.

Substrate

Figure 7: Application kit for the evaluation of MH6560C

<< Figure 7: Application kit for the evaluation of MH6560C
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Summary:
Application specific key parameters were successfully derived from
market.
All influencing
thermal
cycles.
>> parameters were adjusted for best performance. The combination of matching materials, low-loss power
Chip
semiconductors, a module architecture with low stray inductance and
1,E +09
Figure 6 shows a lifetime model calculated from experimental validaa thermally improved stack resulted in a power module with best-intion data based on the LESIT model [1]. For comparison reasons, the
class power density and extremely high reliability.
1,E +08
figure also displays the typical lifetime model for gel-filled case type
Substrate
power modules [2]. The significant improvement is obvious. Even
Bosch intends to continue the design of highly reliable automotive
1,E +07
with a medium temperature Tm of 130°C, the life time of the molded
power modules and is now preparing for the introduction of wide
<< Figure 5: Solder joint quality after >1.1 million active thermalTcycles.
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band gap materials into power modules. First test vehicles equipped
module is significantly higher than for case type module.
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Figure 6: Life time calculation for power module MH6560C
Notes:
<< Figure 6: Life time calculation for power module MH6560C (Source: Bosch)
>>
(Source: Bosch)
In 2009, Bosch and Infineon signed a long term collaboration contract
for power semiconductors.
Optimized thermal resistance:
www.bosch.com
Compared to alumina substrate based power modules, the thermal
path was improved significantly. The copper substrate acts as a heat
spreader before the heat passes the thin insulation layer, followed
by another thin copper layer and further thermal barriers outside of
the power module, like thermal grease and the water-cooled plate. In
comparison to standard power modules with Al2O3 DBC, the thermal
resistance Rth was improved by about 30% and Zth, relevant for short
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SiC MOSFET and Diode
Technologies Accelerate the
Global Adoption of Solar Energy
SiC MOSFET-based inverters deliver up to 15% inverter BOM reduction,
higher efficiency, and improved performance at one-fifth the size of Si-based inverters.
These improvements have a compound effect on the overall cost of PV solar installations
and, ultimately, the cost of the energy that such installations produce, supporting a faster
global rate of adoption for solar energy.
By Marcelo Schupbach, Technical Marketing Manager, Cree, Inc.
Solar inverters have also experienced important transformations
driven by price pressures. For example, power density has increased
from 0.08 kW/kg to 0.5kW/kg, which indicates a clear reduction in
material usage [2]. In Europe, however, solar inverters currently only
comprise 10–15% of the total cost of a typical 100kWp solar installation [1]. So, for solar inverters to meaningfully contribute to the
cost reduction of installations, they must contribute to the reduction
of other BOS costs (e.g., installation labor, wiring, etc.) in addition
to continuing to decrease in price while supporting higher levels of
functionality [3].

which is very common in PV inverters at this power level. The inverter
stage operates at 48kHz, and the complete system is controlled using
a TI 320F2812 DSP working at 150MHz.
All of the calculations for the following five inverters assumed that
Tj = 150°C, VDC bus = 800VDC, Vout = 480VAC rms, and
fout = 60Hz, and included the semiconductor loss. The 2L (IGBT)
inverter is a classic two-level inverter topology using the latest highspeed 1200V IGBT. The 3L-NPC (Si IGBT) is a three-level inverter
using the latest Si 650V IGBTs. The 3L-T (Si IGBT) is a t-type (or
MNPC) topology using both 650V and 1200V IGBTs. The 2L (Si MOS)
inverter is a classic two-level inverter topology using a C2M™ SiC
1200V MOSFET; and the 3L-T (SiC MOS) is a t-type topology using a
C2M SiC 1200V MOSFET.
Although the highest efficiency was achieved with the 3L-T (1200V
SiC MOS) topology operating at a switching frequency above 15kHz,
the largest efficiency improvements were achieved when SiC MOSFETs replaced Si IGBTs in any given topology. This indicates that the
high power density, efficiency, and cost improvements enabled by SiC
technology can be achieved using any inverter topology.

Figure 1: Average price of 10–100 kWp PV rooftop systems in Germany (2006–2013)
A SiC MOSFET-Based 50kW String Solar Inverter Demo
This demo illustrates the potential performance gains of switching
from Si IGBTs to SiC MOSFETs. It was not intended to promote
a particular topology for string inverters, as is proven by Figure 2,
which presents the simulated efficiency versus switching frequency
for five different 50kW inverters. The solar inverter topology used in
this demonstration is similar to other Si IGBT-based string inverters
in production today. As such, the booster stage of the SiC-based
string inverter is a four-channel interleaved boost converter operating
at a high switching frequency of 75kHz, with interleaving to reduce
the ripple current on the input and output. The 480VAC, three-phase
inverter stage is based on a three-level T-type topology (or MNPC),
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Figure 2: Efficiency comparison for five different 50kW inverters using
various high speed Si IGBT and SiC MOSFET devices as a function
of switching frequency
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Table 1 compares the key metrics of a commercially available, stateof-the-art 50kW Si IGBT string solar inverter to those of a full-featured
50kW SiC MOSFET string solar inverter demonstration unit developed by Cree, Inc. using power modules with C2M SiC MOSFETs and
CPW5 Z-Rec® SiC Schottky diodes. The contrast between these two
inverter technologies is striking. The SiC-based inverter is approximately one-fifth the weight and volume of the Si IGBT-based inverter
(Figure 3), and overall inverter losses are reduced by 40%, allowing
for a CEC efficiency of 98.5%.

Table 1: A comparison of the key metrics for 50kW string inverters
developed using Si IGBT and SiC MOSFET technologies

Figure 4: The relative costs of the main components within a Si IGBTbased and SiC MOSFET-based 50kW string inverter

Figure 3: (Left) A relative size comparison of a typical 50kW Si IGBT
string inverter and the 50kW SiC-based string inverter demonstration
developed by Cree, Inc. (pictured, front and back, on the right)
There are three fundamental reasons why such performance improvements are now possible. First, SiC MOSFETs have significantly
lower (6–10x) switching losses than Si IGBTs, allowing SiC devices
to switch at much higher switching frequencies with minimal cooling
demands [4]. Second, the recovery charge of SiC diodes is almost
negligible, virtually eliminating diode switching losses. Third, the higher operational switching frequency significantly reduces the size and
weight of key inverter components, including inductors and filtering
capacitors [4, 5]; and this reduction has a substantial compounding effect, enabling size, weight, and cost reductions for other components,
such as enclosures, wiring, and mounting hardware.
The Economics of SiC MOSFET String Inverters
The relative costs of the main components in a 50kW Si- and SiCbased string inverter are compared in Figure 4. The highest BOM
costs for Si IGBT-based inverters are the enclosure, inductors, and
heatsinks, rather than the IGBTs themselves. Alternately, although
the cost of SiC MOSFET devices is higher than that of Si IGBTs (this
example estimated a 4x cost increase), the SiC-based inverter effectively reduces the cost of driver components (e.g., the enclosure,
inductors, and heatsinks), enabling a 15% BOM reduction.
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As discussed in the International Energy Agency’s “Technology
Roadmap, Solar Photovoltaic Energy” [2], there is a strong correlation between power density and inverter cost, since less raw material
is required. Higher power densities can also reduce manufacturing
costs, allowing for more automated manufacturing methods. More
compact, lighter weight inverters can also significantly reduce installation and transportation costs — which can be especially steep for
rooftop installations — as they can be moved manually, without the
need for a forklift, crane, or structural reinforcements. Lastly, smaller
and more compact inverters with fewer boards and interconnections
are inherently more reliable.

Efficiency plots for the SiC MOSFET-based and the commercially
available Si IGBT-based 50 kW string inverter (Figure 5) show
that, under the same input voltage condition (Vin = 500V), the SiC
MOSFET-based inverter delivers approximately 1% higher efficiency
than the incumbent inverter technology. Although it may not sound like
much, a 1% efficiency gain has important economic implications. The
1% higher production of electricity accelerates the payback period of
the PV installation. Additionally, 1% higher inverter efficiency may be
used to reduce the size of PV modules by 1%. As previously noted,
PV modules account for close to 50% of the total system cost; so,
a 1% reduction in PV module size could translate into a 0.50% cost
reduction for the total solar installation [2].

Figure 5: Efficiency versus the percentage of output power for a Si
IGBT-based inverter and a SiC MOSFET-based inverter
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In addition to energy efficiency savings, SiC MOSFET-based solar
inverters can achieve 15% lower inverter BOM costs; and, since inverter costs are between 10–15% of the total solar installation, a 15%
lower inverter BOM cost could reduce the total installation cost by
up to 2.3% [2]. Moreover, the higher power density and lower weight
of SiC-based inverters can enable up to a 40% reduction of solar
inverter installation costs, which, along with other engineering costs,
is estimated to be as much as 5% of the total installation cost. Consequently, SiC MOSFETs may deliver as much as a 4.7% combined
total reduction of the overall costs of PV installation. As such, a string
inverter product capable of delivering competitive cost savings will
have a distinct advantage over traditional inverters.
Summary
SiC MOSFET-based inverters deliver a quantum improvement in
power density, achieving 1.5 kW/kg and beyond, in addition to higher
efficiency and improved performance. Such drastic improvements in
inverter performance have a compound effect on the overall cost of
PV solar installations, reducing the inverter, installation, and engineering costs, as well as the PV module count. As such, SiC MOSFET
inverter technology is poised to significantly reduce both the installation and operating costs for new PV installations and, subsequently,
the cost of the energy that such installations produce, improving the
global rate of adoption for solar energy.
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De-Risking the Route
to Silicon Carbide
For the fabrication of custom Silicon Carbide power semiconductors,
engaging with an experienced and independent foundry is the safest and quickest route
for CAD-, Lab- and Fab-to-Fab.
By David Clark, Principal Development Engineer, and Ewan Ramsay, Principal Engineer,
at Raytheon UK’s Semiconductor Business Unit
Silicon Carbide (SiC) power semiconductors are increasingly being
employed in many industry sectors as they seek to exploit the material properties and performance benefits of SiC-based components;
e.g. enabling higher power density, lower losses, higher operating
temperatures and faster switching, especially when compared to
silicon counterparts.

essary in light of significant differences between SiC and Si materials
and processing:

Components that are available off-the-shelf from a number of renowned semiconductor manufacturers include Schottky barrier and
PiN diodes and a variety of transistor types such as MOSFETs, JFETs
and BJTs.

Hot ion implants cannot be successfully masked using standard photolithographic techniques because normal photoresists are unstable
beyond 200°C. Instead, a hard masking material such as SiO2 is
required. Creating the hard mask requires a longer process where the
hard mask material is deposited then defined using photolithography
and etching.

The fabrication processes are longer and more complex for SiC,
requiring specialist equipment, such as high energy and hot (circa
500°C) ion-implanters and high temperature annealers.

Such devices are generic components intended to serve mass
markets. Increasingly, Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and
systems integrators alike are finding that no off-the-shelf component
will meet their requirements, without compromise, forcing them down
the custom route.
However, securing foundry time to develop a custom SiC component
from a company focused on serving mass markets with branded SiCbased power devices is difficult, if not impossible. They tend not to be
interested in custom projects. Conversely, a research-based foundry
which offers the characteristics of a laboratory, whilst probably welcoming the opportunity of fabricating a custom device, is unlikely to
offer an ongoing route for volume production. Starting in a researchbased foundry would require a further transition from that environment
to a production Fab for higher volumes, extending the time to market
and increasing the cost of taking the product to production.

The diffusion of useful dopants - such as Aluminium, Phosphorous or
Nitrogen – is very limited due to the low diffusion co-efficients of most
atoms in Silicon Carbide. Accordingly, to assist with dopant profiling
the ion implantation stage needs to be repeated several times and
at different energy levels. In extreme instances, for devices requiring
deep junctions, up to 10 implants have been utilised.

In sharp contrast to the above, Raytheon UK in Glenrothes, Scotland
has more than 12 years of SiC device fabrication experience and
does not compete in the branded SiC power device market, nor is it a
research only fab. It is Europe’s only independent production–qualified foundry, offering a highly capable SiC fabrication service. For
instance, the company was recently selected by a leading automotive OEM to fabricate a development SiC-based MOSFET - rated at
650V/60A which will ultimately be mass-produced cost-effectively - for
use in the powertrain of electric, hybrid-electric and plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles. The MOSFET manufacturing process is also to meet
the stringent ISO/TS 16949 automotive quality standard.
However, it is not just OEMs and systems integrators that are
interested in SiC foundry services. Several well-established Silicon
semiconductor manufacturers are seeking to add SiC-based devices
to their product portfolios but do not wish to invest in the equipment
and considerable expertise for SiC fabrication, both of which are nec-
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Figure 1: The point at which a SiC foundry might be engaged will typically depend on the level of maturity of the customer’s process. As a
minimum, a device structure and draft design are required.
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The oxidation of SiC is difficult and obtaining a good SiC/SiO2
interface with low density of interface traps (for MOS device gate
structures) often requires high temperatures (well in excess of those
used for Si), and the use of toxic gases such as Nitric Oxide.
Fabricating SiC-based devices is therefore a complex and lengthy
process, requiring the use of expensive and specialist equipment.
Also, epitaxied SiC wafers are expensive; circa two orders of magnitude more costly than Si wafers. However, as volumes increase prices
will fall, just as they did in the early years of the Silicon semiconductor
industry. Note: SiC is unlikely to reach the price of Silicon, but the system benefits of employing SiC-based semiconductors and particularly
SiC power semiconductors for very high voltage switching applications (see box ‘High Voltage Switching and Protection’), far outweigh
component cost differentials.
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With power efficiency, performance and price set to be key differentiators in the end application, it is essential to make the fabrication of
any SiC device as fast and pain-free as possible whilst keeping the
system’s cost-per-Watt low. Engaging with an experienced and independent production-qualified foundry is therefore the best option.
Engagement
There are several points where a company might engage with a
foundry – see Figure 1 – which will typically be governed by the
maturity level of the device and process design. For example, one
semiconductor manufacturer recently engaged with Raytheon for
the fabrication of SiC-based Schottky diodes for another automotive
application. That customer wanted a ‘lab-to-fab’ service and had a
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International Exhibition and Conference
for System Integration in Micro Electronics

top-level specification that included: the barrier voltage, breakdown
voltage, a draft process flow, device designs and results from preliminary lab-based process integration work.
Using Raytheon’s fabrication capabilities, design rules were established for the process including photolithographic minimum line widths
and layer-layer alignment tolerances. Work was then performed to
identify suitable equivalent process steps (such as Schottky metal

Nuremberg, 5 – 7 May 2015
The place to be!
smt-exhibition.com

High Voltage Switching and Protection
SiC’s ability to switch very high voltage is of great appeal in the
power grid distribution sector and for rail traction and other high
voltage DC applications. The breakdown electric field of SiC is
more than seven times that of Si, enabling SiC-based power
semiconductors to withstand and switch voltages well in excess
of 3kV. The reduction, by even just a few percent, of static and
dynamic losses during power conversion will improve overall
system efficiency, particularly in cases where conversion needs to
take place more than once. For instance, there is growing interest in storing the surplus power generated by wind-turbines and
solar-farms, and accessing it later to serve demand. Such systems
will incur conversion losses both supplying and delivering from the
storage node.
High voltage circuit protection can also be afforded through SiCbased devices. For example, Raytheon recently announced how
it is partnering on a project to develop a Current Limiting Diode
(CLD) to protect aircraft electronics from the secondary effects of a
lightning strike.
High Temperature

Raytheon is, under its High Temperature Silicon Carbide (HiTSiC)
technology, developing an advanced SiC manufacturing technology. The company has demonstrated the world’s first 400°C Celsius CMOS transistors and 300°C CMOS ICs. Much of what was
learned on the HiTSiC project is informing Raytheon’s SiC power
semiconductor manufacturing foundry processes.

Organizer:
Mesago Messe Frankfurt GmbH
Rotebuehlstr. 83 – 85
70178 Stuttgart, Germany
Tel. +49 711 61946-828
Fax +49 711 61946-93
smt@mesago.de

In addition, Raytheon is currently working with partners to develop
an extreme temperature 3-phase power switch module. Packaging
and internal interconnect technologies are being explored which
will allow the co-location of SiC switches (rated at 1.2kV / 50A)
with HiTSiC CMOS driver circuitry in order to maximise the module
performance and achieve high switching speeds.
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deposition) and modules (such as Ohmic contacts) available on Raytheon’s toolset. In some cases, entirely new process steps had to be
developed. Short loop process checks (where a short sub-set of the
full process is explored) were then conducted to de-risk sections of
the process that had been identified as being higher risk or requiring
further characterisation.
Finally, wafers were successfully manufactured to the full process
flow, characterised and tested using Raytheon’s high voltage/high
current wafer test capability. Following qualification testing and accepProperty – and what it enables

Si

SiC

GaN

Bandgap Energy (in eV)
– high temperature operation

1.12

3.26

3.45

Breakdown Electric Field (in kV/cm) –
high voltage operation

300

2,200

2,000

Thermal Conductivity (in W/cm.K) –
excellent heat transfer

1.5

4.9

1.3

Electron Mobility (in cm2/V.s)
– high speed switching

1,500

1,000

1,250

Saturated Electron Drift Velocity (x107
cm/s) – high switching frequency, low
reverse recovery

1

2

2.2

tance by the customer, the product is now in volume production. The
customer, through engaging with processing experts, has benefitted
from a cost-effective, low-risk and accelerated time to market method
of realising their designs in SiC.
Conclusion
For OEMs and systems integrators seeking a custom power semiconductor or circuit protection device – and for semiconductor companies
wishing to enhance their product portfolios - the route to Silicon Carbide can be de-risked through engaging with an independent foundry
with well-developed processes and proven experiences. Time-tomarket – and more importantly time-to-Return On Investment (ROI) is reduced, because development is conducted on the production line
(using production tooling) where non-recurring engineering costs are
minimised; both of which are ideal for CAD- and lab-to-fab projects.
In addition, process transfer is simplified for fab-to-fab projects where
capacity support is required.
However, irrespective of the engagement entry point, Raytheon’s
independent foundry services and experiences are flexible enough to
support short process loops (i.e. support development work) and are
sufficiently scalable to undertake turn-key volume work. Moreover, the
company can manage the supply chain from SiC substrate sourcing
through to wafer sawing and packaging, i.e. the fullest and quickest
CAD to ROI value proposition.

Above, Silicon Carbide’s high temperature operation combined
with its high voltage operation and heat transfer properties make it
the most suitable material for high power semiconductors.

http://www.raytheon.co.uk
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Packaging GaN in a TO-247
With the introduction of the first 600V GaN transistor in a TO-247
package, designers can now attain even greater efficiencies and other
system benefits for their power conversion applications
By Jim Honea, Liang Zhou, Zhan Wang, Don Kebort, Jenny Cortez and YiFeng Wu:
Transphorm Inc.
This article describes how Transphorm Inc. developed a 63 mOhm
600V GaN HEMT (high electron mobility transistor) to be packaged in
a TO-247. It also describes testing and results demonstrating how the
TO-247-packaged transistor can benefit power supply applications by
providing higher efficiency,

The basic building block for such circuits is a simple two-transistor
half-bridge. Assume a half-bridge is desired to convert 2.5kW of power at a switching frequency of at least 100kHz with a peak efficiency
of 99% at half load. A typical partitioning of the losses might be 65%
for the semiconductors and 35% for the magnetics. That would allocate 8.1W as the loss for the two transistors (65% of 1% of 1250W).

TO-247 Package Benefits
Transphorm considered packaging a GaN transistor in an industry
standard TO-247 package based on the number of its desirable features for power applications:
• Good thermal conduction directly to a heat sink
• Accommodation of large die size for higher current and lower onresistance devices
• Robust leads
• Minimal mechanical stress in mounting.

For optimized transistors this loss would further divide evenly between
conduction loss and switching loss. In practice, the optimization point,
where conduction loss equals switching loss, will likely be higher than
half load due to full-load thermal considerations. If we partition the
8.1W loss at half load as 5.5W switching loss and 2.6W conduction
loss and then divide 5.5W by 100kHz, we get a target energy loss per
switching cycle of 55mJ. The exact partitioning of losses depends on
the circuit detail, but this gives an idea of what is needed and will help
determine just how fast the switch needs turn on and off.

However, they also knew that along with these advantages come
unavoidable package inductances that must be considered if the
package is to be used with fast-switching devices. Since their GaN
HEMTs are the fastest switching transistors available in the 600V
range, the company posed the question: Can these GaN switches
even be packaged in the TO-247? They have now answered this
question in the affirmative with the introduction of a 63 mW, 600V,
TPH3205WS GaN transistor (Figure 1). Recently announced during
APEC 2015, engineering samples of the product are available now
and full production scheduled for the end of Q2, 2015.

(a)

Detailed loss analysis of GaN cascode switches has been provided
in several helpful references, such as the papers [1]-[3] referenced
at the end of this article. For our purposes in this article, a relatively
simple approach will suffice to indicate if the device is compatible with
the objectives. The key parameters for the TPH3205WS are provided
in Table 1.

GaN HEMT Specifications
Before describing the details of the device, it is helpful to consider
the benefits desired in the target applications and the performance
characteristics that are required from the switching device to achieve

Bodo´s Power Systems®

Symbol

Parameter

Value

ID 25C

Continuous Drain Current (@Tc=25C)

34 A

VDSS

Drain to Source Voltage

600 V

RDS(on)

Drain-Source On-Resistance (TJ=25C, typ)

63 mW

Qg

Total Gate Charge (@10V)

17 nC

EOSS

Energy stored on COSS (@400V)

15 mJ

QOSS

Output charge (@480V)

136nC

td(on)

Turn-on delay (0-10V, Rg=2 ohm, Id=11A)

7.2 ns

Qrr

Reverse Recovery Charge (@24A, 480V)

138nC

Table 1: Parameters from the TPH3205WS preliminary data sheet

(b)

Figure 1: (a) TO-247 package
(b) TPH3205WS internal cascode configuration
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those benefits. We’ll consider one of Transphorm’s primary goals,
which was to improve performance in applications that require continuous inductor current in alternating directions, such as inverters or
bridgeless totem-pole, power-factor correction circuits.

At turn-off, energy EOSS is stored on the output capacitance of the
switched transistor. This energy will be dissipated at turn-on. Also
at turn-on, the output capacitance of the freewheeling transistor will
be charged through the active switch. For a linear capacitance this
would result in dissipation of the same energy, EOSS . Because Coss
is nonlinear, slightly more energy (about 2EOSS) is dissipated in the
charging process. Additional loss occurs during the finite time needed
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a simplified schematic of this topology was tested and a photo of
the TPH3205WS used on 2.4kW evaluation board that tested by
Transphorm. S1 and S2 on the board are the GaN transistors, which
are mounted back-to-back on the heat sink. SD1 and SD2 are silicon
MOSFETS, which are switched at line frequency (60Hz) and incur
only a small conduction loss. The DC output voltage is 385Vdc. The
heat sink is sized to permit operation without forced-air cooling. Test
results are shown in Figure 4.

At higher switched current levels, ringing of parasitic inductances
does increase and use of RC snubbers can be considered. The efficiency data presented here was in fact from boards which included
8W/44pF snubbers across each transistor. These were not strictly
necessary for the power level tested, but it is significant to note that
the associated loss is included in the results shown.

Figure 4: Totem-pole PFC efficiency and loss at low line (115Vac) and
high line (230Vac)
A 3kW, full-bridge single-phase inverter was also built by Transphorm
and tested using the TPH3205WS. Figure 5 shows the simplified
schematic and PCB assembly for this circuit. Measured efficiency
for this circuit is provided in Figure 6. Consistent with our preliminary
analysis, which counted switching loss in a single half bridge, this
inverter was operated in a unipolar switching mode. Bipolar switching
would lower the efficiency by adding switching loss of the second half
bridge.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5: Single-phase inverter simplified schematic (a) and evaluation PCB (b).
As can be seen in the above graphs, the efficiencies peak quite close
to the 99% target. The differences can be accounted for by more
exact analysis of the transistors themselves, and by inclusion of additional loss factors in the circuit.

Figure 6: Single-phase inverter efficiency and loss
Conclusion
In spite of the inductances that must be considered with a TO-247, it
nevertheless has proven to be a robust package that brings the benefits of GaN technology in an immediately accessible form. By now
offering a 600V GaN HEMT in this industry-standard package, GaN
transistors can be extended to a wide range of applications, including
PV inverter designs with power levels ranging from a few 100 watts
(micro-inverters) to several kilowatts (residential central inverters).
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InFORMS® vs the Trimmed
Wirebond Technique to Achieve
Uniform Bondline Control
Between Substrate and Baseplate
Uneven solder bondline thickness between the substrate and baseplate of an IGBT module
causes stress concentration at the thinner sections1 (Figure 1), and can cause delamination and premature failure during the operational life of the module.
By Liam Mills, TT Electronics Power and Hybrid, UK, liam.Mills@semelab-tt.com and
Karthik Vijay, Indium Corporation, UK, kvijay@indium.com
in-house testing facility, as an alternate technique to maintain uniform
solder bondline thickness. InFORMS® are patented solder preforms
with a braided metal mesh embedded in the solder preform (Figure
3). The mesh-to-solder ratios (height, area, and volume) are designed
to maintain the required bondline and promote good solder wetting.
While the solder melts, the mesh does not, allowing for uniform bondline control. Also, since the mesh is present across the entire solder
area, there is increased certainty in the uniformity of the bondline
thickness across the entire solder area (as compared to 4 corners
with the trimmed wirebond technique).

To achieve uniform bondline thickness, wirebonds are traditionally
stitched and trimmed (to the required bondline) at the corners of the
substrate/baseplate (Figure 2), followed by regular preform soldering. This method, therefore, has to factor in the extra costs associated with the additional process steps of wirebonding, trimming, and
removal of the wirebond foot.

Figure 1: Uneven bondline thickness causing cracks at thinner sections due to stress concentration

Figure 3: InFORM® with braided metal mesh in the solder preform

The process of soldering an InFORM® is identical to that of a standard solder preform, providing a drop-in replacement with no process
changes (packaging, pick and place, soldering profile) or additional
process steps. The InFORM® is available in several alloy compositions – SnAg, SnSb, SnPb, and high-Pb.
Figure 2: Trimmed wirebond method to achieve uniform bondline - top
view
In this working partnership study to eliminate these additional process
steps, TT Electronics Power and Hybrid prepared test samples using InFORMS®, which were evaluated at TT Electronics Semelab
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For an aerospace application with thermal cycling reliability specifications of -55/+150°C, 1500 passive cycles; failure defined as delamination greater than 50% of substrate/baseplate area; and 200µm-thick
desired bondline thickness – two manufacturing techniques were
tested.
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TT Electronics Power and Hybrid Manufacturing Technique 1:
Solder Preforms followed by Trimmed Wirebonds
Wirebonds were stitched and trimmed to the required bondline of
200µm at the corners of the substrate/baseplate. A Sn63/Pb37 solder
preform was then placed and soldered to the substrate and baseplate. The modules passed the 1500 passive thermal cycles spec with
no delamination. Voiding was within the acceptable limits of less than
5% due to optimized process conditions. .
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Figure 4: Thermal cycling and SAM results with InFORMS®
TT Electronics Power and Hybrid Manufacturing Technique 2:
InFORMS®
A Sn63/Pb37 solder InFORM® with a 200µm embedded mesh was
placed between the substrate and baseplate and soldered. The InFORM® was packaged the same as the standard solder preform. The
process parameters for soldering InFORM® were identical to those
used for soldering standard preforms. The modules passed the 1500
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and saw the reliability of this interconnect increase to at least 3500
thermal cycles which exceeds the typical reliability specification of
1500 passive thermal cycles for -55/+150C. The required bondline of
200µm was maintained throughout. Voiding with the InFORMS® was
well under 5% and comparable to the standard solder preforms. No
additional steps or process parameter changes were needed when
soldering the InFORMS®.
References
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Power Supplies for
Datacom Applications
Before the advent of packet switching1, circuit-switched networks processed only
voice-band traffic using large numbers of analogue amplifiers, equalisers, and rotary
solenoid relays. The -48 V power supplies for these systems were compatible with the
large-capacity lead-acid battery systems necessary to meet high up-time requirements.
By Chester Firek, Vicor
Accentuate the Positive: The Move to +48 V
The mains-powered energy source was typically unregulated, resulting in system distribution voltages ranging from -75 V at mains high
line to -36 V at the end of the backup battery’s charge cycle. Systems
frequently overcharged the lead-acid batteries of the day, resulting
in the escape of acidic vapours. The crude charge-control systems,
humidity, and poor ventilation in the battery rooms of that era, exacerbated corrosion, so engineers preferred to use a negative distribution
voltage because it helped to minimise and localise corrosion products.
New architectures
Since the advent of packet switching and the conversion of telecom providers into datacom companies, central offices (COs) have
provided voice, video and internet communications through common
digital resources. The changes in network architecture resulting from
this trend, in combination with technology advances in power-subsystem components, have motivated shifts in power-subsystem design:
in particular, a switch from negative distribution voltages to positive.
New battery designs and a trend toward better environmental controls
in battery rooms have contributed to this trend. For example, the
majority of new facilities and central office upgrades at datacom companies such as AT&T (US), Deutsche Telekom (Germany), Orange SA
(France), and Verizon (US) will now operate from +48 V distribution
feeds.

Figure 1: The evolution of power-conversion modules: (Left to right);
Vicor VI-200 full brick; Mini (1/2 brick); IBC (1/8 brick);
Full
and half VI Chips and SiP (System in Package) plus ChiP (Converter
housed in Package)
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SELV savings
With tighter output-voltage tolerances, the high-line limit for telecom
+48 V distribution rails is 60 V, which allows them to qualify as SELV
(safety extra low voltage) systems. SELV power distribution systems
are less expensive to design and construct than equivalent systems
that allow higher voltages because they do not require additional
personnel safety features. In addition to hardware savings, installation and maintenance technicians do not require certification for
higher-voltage non-SELV circuits, so labour costs for these functions
are typically lower as well. SELV systems are also more compatible
with high-density design than systems that operate at higher voltages
because they require smaller creepage and clearance distances.
Within the CO, density is a keen concern. In the days of switched
circuits, power consumption was only a couple of hundred watts
per square metre, whereas today that figure is several kilowatts.
Moreover, consumer demand is driving network traffic at a compound
annual growth rate of 23%, projected until 2017 and, given the incremental cost of central office real estate, maximising throughput per
unit floor area becomes a priority2.
Narrow-range distribution
Narrow-range 48 V power distribution allows system designers to
specify more efficient and more compact converters for downstream
loads such as line cards and CPUs. Efficiency for its own sake may
not drive hardware selection decisions but, by enabling higher density,
energy-efficient converters are compelling for several reasons. Key
among these is that they allow designers to drive power and functional densities to the practical limits of current technology, minimise
the cooling load, and maintain high reliability.

This polarity shift allows datacom companies to take advantage of
economies of scale for power-distribution hardware already in heavy
use by server-class data-processing systems in other sectors. This,
however, is just the most visible shift in power-distribution strategies
that datacom companies are exploiting. The output voltage range of
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datacom AC to +48 V converters is substantially narrower than their
AC to -48 V predecessors. The narrower range of distribution voltage
brings with it several key benefits.

Early 48 V SELV power distribution systems maintained their output
voltages to ±20%. Current designs typically exhibit tighter output
ranges with tolerances of ±10% or better. As a result, for some
technologies, the same conversion topology that can source +48 V
distribution systems can also provide 54 V outputs and stay within the
60 V SELV high-line limit. Operating the power distribution apparatus
at 54 V reduces I2R losses by 26% compared to 48 V power feeds.
The higher distribution voltage also enables the use of Power over
Ethernet within the facility for on-site communication, remote sensors,
and physical-plant security functions.
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High power density
As power-conversion topologies, switching-device designs, and power
packaging technologies have advanced, per-package power capacity
and overall power density have also increased (Figure 1 and Table 1).
The raw power density, however, does not tell the whole story, particularly for 48 V input/1.x V output devices for CPU applications. These
power converters eliminate a conversion stage by replacing both an
intermediate bus DC-DC and the CPU’s point-of-load (PoL) regulator,
often in a smaller footprint than the original PoL. This approach allows
designers to route the 48 V supply on the CPU board, reducing PCB
I2R losses by a factor of 16 or more.
An example of this approach is the Vicor 48 V VR12.5 reference
design, which does away with multi-phase conversion topologies,

thereby reducing component count while maintaining full compatibility
with Haswell power requirements. The architecture also significantly
reduces bulk capacitance, increasing power density further. The
reduction in component count and lower energy-storage requirements
allows designers to locate the power train closer to the processor.
This reduces losses and parasitic inductances in those processor
supply traces that carry the board’s highest currents and exhibit the
largest current dynamics.
Conclusion
Datacom applications demand high-density low-loss power subsystems. Tight tolerance +48 V (nominal) power distribution allows systems to qualify as SELV designs, reducing installation and operating
costs. Narrow-range 48 V rails facilitate high-efficiency power converters to power line cards and processors. These power components
help power-subsystem designers minimise power losses and attain
maximum power density.
References
1 Roberts, Lawrence: The Evolution of Packet Switching, November
1978
2 Cisco Visual Networking Index: Forecast and Methodology, 20122017, Cisco Systems, May 2013

Table 1: Power density for various power converters with 48 V inputs
and 12 V or 1.x V outputs
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Cascode Switches - the Fast
Route to Higher Efficiency
The quest for higher efficiency as well as the appearance of power SiC and GaN JFET’s
have revived the cascode switch which offers the fastest and most cost-effective way to
improve the efficiency of SMPS.
By Dr. – Ing. Artur Seibt, Vienna
Cascode circuits
Please refer to the preceding article for an introductory description of the cascode in the March issue of Bodo’s Power Systems. A
cascode consists in the most general terms of the ac series connection of a grounded emitter/source and a grounded base/gate stage.
The name is a combination of “cascade” and “pentode” because its
output impedance is extremely high. The two transistors of a cascode
constitute an “ideal” transistor because the cascode combines the
best properties of a grounded-source and a grounded-gate stage. It
is the optimum solution from lf to GHz, and, realizing that any switch
is nothing else but an overdriven amplifier the fastest amplifier yields
the fastest switch. They are extensively used in hf, wideband amplifier
and pulse circuits and also early as switches. For some reason or
other they did not find as yet that widespread use in power electronics
they deserve.
Cascodes can be constructed of all combinations of all active components. Cascodes of dissimilar components are called “hybrid”; e.g.
Si MOSFET/ JFET cascodes are hybrids. Two transistors of different
polarity allow the construction of so called “folded” cascodes; input
and output may be on the same potential level.
Function.
The physical function of circuits is best understood if one first assumes an ideal behaviour and corrects for the deviation from the
ideal later. An ideal transistor is characterized by an infinite collector/
drain output impedance, zero emitter/source impedance and infinite
gain. This holds for bipolars and FET’s; only the output impedance
of JFET’s is fairly low. A collector/drain is thus a current generator,
an emitter/source an ac virtual ground as an input (e.g. here) resp.a
voltage generator if it is an output (e.g. emitter/source follower). Any
number of current generators can be connected to a virtual ground
without interference, the output will be the sum. In the following only
FET’s are considered. More precisely, the source impedance of all
active elements is equal to 1/S, S representing the transconductance
diD /dVGS which is dependent on the operating point. S is very high
for bipolars and power FET’s, so 1/S ranges from fractions of an ohm
to several ten ohms which is close enough to an ideal zero.
The basic grounded-source stage with a load impedance at the output
suffers from Miller effect. While a switch changes state from one
extreme state (cut-off) to the other (fully turned on) it has to cross its
linear range in which it is an amplifier. Miller effect is a highly unwelcome negative feedback, originating with every amplifier, if there is
an impedance between output and input. In most cases it is only a
capacitance. While the left side of the capacitor sees the input voltage, the right side sees the (mostly inverted) amplified input voltage,
hence, in total, the capacitor sees (1 + gain) times the input voltage,
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so the current through it is also multiplied by that factor. The effect is
the same as if there were a fictitious capacitor at the input of the size
(1 + gain) x Coutput to input , called the “Miller capacitance”. The general formula: CMiller = (1 - gain) Coutput to input requires the gain to be
entered with its appropriate sign, because, e.g. with a source follower,
the effective input capacitance will be decreased, with an ideal follower (gain + 1) it is reduced to zero. Precisely speaking: a negative
gain means that the driver has to deliver more current while a positive
gain means that there is positive feedback resp. energy fed back from
output to input. This causes a negative real part of the follower input
impedance; if there is some inductance in the input the circuit will
oscillate unless sufficient damping is provided.
The charging current for the input capacitance is equal to I = C x
dv/dt. While the nearly constant gate-source capacitance has to be
charged anyway, the additional charging current for the Miller capacitance is mostly much higher. Typically, the output-input (reverse)
capacitance of a power MOSFET is much smaller than the input capacitance, however, the transconductance S and hence the gain are
very high. This is the reason why the rise of the gate voltage is slowed
down markedly as soon as the linear region is reached, often called
the plateau, because all the current the driver can deliver is needed
for the Miller capacitance. As soon as the gain drops when the linear
region is left, the gate voltage rises again steeply. If short rise times
are desired, expensive high current low-impedance gate drivers are
necessary, otherwise the gate voltage rise time can extend far above
100 ns.
Here the cascode comes in: The lower drain sees the ac virtual
ground source impedance of the upper FET, hence its ac drain current
does not develop an ac voltage, the voltage gain is zero, hence there
is no Miller effect. In fact, the advantages of the cascode regarding the driving requirements are threefold: 1. The input capacitance
equals only the sum of the gate-source and drain-gate capacitances.
2. Instead of an input capacitance in the nF range and a high Miller
capacitance of a husky (hv) MOSFET only the very much lower
capacitance of a small 30 to 80 V ordinary MOSFET has to be driven.
3. The deleterious effect of source inductance which counteracts the
gate drive is reduced because the gate current is so much lower, on
the other hand it is faster. This speeds up switching and yields at the
same time a cost savings, because a cascode can be driven out of
standard SMPS ic’s or standard CMOS. Weak drivers can be boosted
for a few cents by adding a complementary emitter follower, standard
small signal types like BC 327/337-40 (807/817) switch in a few ns.
Also, last not least, the small lv MOSFET may be a low-threshold
type, i.e. it needs only 5 V or even less, which, by the way, is equivalent to a higher S. Hv MOSFETs for offline SMPS can not be made for
5 V drive.
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The upper transistor as a grounded-gate stage just passes the ac
current of the lower one along to the output; therefore, in case of a
bipolar, its much higher alpha or transit frequency applies. The stage
does not amplify; this may surprise at first sight and raise the question
what it is good for. The purpose is to eliminate the detrimental effects
of a drain ac voltage on the grounded source stage, it also effectively
separates input and output, it places so to speak a shield between
both.
The fast switching of the cascode comes about because, at turn-on,
the low resistance of the lower FET (some ten milliohms) pulls the
upper source to ground while the gate is hooked up to a fixed voltage
which is at ac ground. At turn-off the small FET turns off immediately,
and the high switch current charges the low node capacity fast, when
it reaches about 10 V, the upper FET will be turned off, no matter
whether MOSFET or JFET. With direct drive only a very low impedance, fairly expensive CMOS driver could match the cascode as far
as switching speed is concerned.
Consequently, the ac properties of the cascode are determined
predominantly by the lower transistor. This is also the reason why
cascodes made of a Si MOSFET and a GaN JFET make no sense
as normal unipolar switches, any other FET or even a fast bipolar in
place of the GaN JFET will be as good. It is important to realize that
the output impedance of the lower transistor functions as a feedback
resistor in the source of the upper one raising the cascode’s output
impedance towards infinity. It is therefore possible to achieve very
high stage gains: Gain = Slower x load impedance; in other words:

w w w. e l e c t r o n i c o n . c o m

the cascode achieves the highest gain x bandwidth product attainable
in a single stage.
The connection between both transistors carries only current, there
is no ac voltage, hence the capacitance to ground is ineffective, but
the inductance is critical. The real part of the input impedance of the
upper transistor may be negative, hence the stage may oscillate at
very high frequencies. While the connection should be short, the two
transistors must be placed sufficiently apart in order to minimize Miller
effect around the stage
The cascode is not limited to two transistors, several upper transistors may be stacked on top of each other in order to sustain higher
voltages.
Cascode switches in particular
Cascode switches have been used in SMPS, e.g. in the 80’s, consisting of two bipolar transistors or a small Si MOSFET and a hv bipolar,
also in combination with switch-mode ic’s: a lv power bipolar in the
ic and an external hv Si MOSFET made up the cascode. Hv bipolars suffer from very low current gain and are tricky to drive directly.
Today’s cascodes consist of a small lv Si MOSFET and 1. a hv Si
MOSFET or Coolmos, 2. a SiC or GaN JFET. There are also SiC
MOSFET’s, but their gate-to-source voltage spec of - 6 V is too low
for cascode operation. Obviously, the renewed interest came about
as it is the only practical way to use the new power JFET’s in SMPS,
with the additional advantage of much higher speed at no cost than
achievable from direct-driven JFET’s. The second reason is the drive
for higher efficiency which has become a major issue, norms pre-
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scribe minimum efficiencies - sofar only for external
SMPS, but it is only a question of time and these
requirements will be extended to cover all. JFET’s are
the most natural components to be made of SiC and
GaN, they are free from enhancement type gate oxide problems with their questionable reliability and are
free from parasitic components. The SiC MOSFET’s
on the market are primarily addressed to the huge lf Si
IGBT market because they allow operation at higher
frequencies with the benefits of saving cost and bulk
of the passive components, also they are probably
more reliable. Due to their high capacitances they
can not replace Si MOS or Coolmos at regular SMPS
frequencies > 100 KHz, whereas Si MOS/SiC JFET
cascodes shine.
In the author’s opinion cascodes with SiC JFET’s are
preferable to GaN for several reasons: 1. SiC JFET’s
are an established, highly reliable technology. 2. 1200
V non-avalanche-proof components are comparable
to 650 V avalanche-proof Coolmos; 1200 to 1700 V
and much more has been standard with SiC for years,
GaN with > 600 V has not been available sofar. 3.
GaN is mostly on Si and thus lateral; SiC is thermally
better off. 4. As explained it is the lower FET which determines the properties of a cascode, the upper FET’s
will mainly differ only in RDSon and output capacitance. GaN hv parts with lower resistance than SiC
have not been available. In fact, while 19 mohm Coolmos in TO-247 is a reality, no GaN part with less than
25 mohms is on the market although on resistances
“orders of magnitude lower” were announced. These
cascodes are ideally suited for bridge circuits. The
claims of those manufacturers presently offerring GaN
cascodes pretending this was new and only feasible
with GaN JFET’s are unfounded, any other Si MOS/
JFET cascode has the same properties, irrespective
of the material

Figure 1: Structure of the Si MOS/GaN JFET cascodes on the market. Probably, there is also a protective zener diode to ground. The picture shows that in
bridge circuits the reverse current flows through the
parasitic diode of the Si MOSFET which is low voltage
and hence fast. The circuit would be identical, if the
nJFET were made of SiC or even Si. Only the output
capacitances would differ.
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Si MOS/SiC JFET cascodes will become a serious
contender for Si Coolmos, either directly driven or
in cascode, especially for higher power SMPS and
related circuits. SiC JFET manufacturers should seriously consider to offer one-piece components.
Which are the main parameters affecting efficiency, and how do they pertain to cascodes?
1. Efficiency depends e.g. on the relationship of the
sum of rise and fall times to the period of the operating frequency, hence one way of improvement is the
shortening of the switching times. Changing from
a single transistor to a cascode is the simplest and
least expensive method because the additional small
Si MOSFET is cheap. As mentioned, if Si MOS/Si
Coolmos cascodes become available in one package,
only the 4th pin has to be connected to + 12 via an RD
combination. Si MOS/JFET cascodes with 3 pins can
even be directly inserted in place of a single transistor.
Naturally, the improvement by faster switching times
will the the greater the higher the operating frequency
is.
2. Raising the operating frequency beyond the
optimum range of 100 to 250 KHz for offline SMPS
impairs efficiency. Simple low voltage buck converters
may operate far into the MHz range. Also a high operating frequency is no value of its own, no customer
is willing to pay for it. Losses increase in all active
and passive components, mostly more than linear. In
principle, the passive components become smaller at
higher frequencies, but their losses rise which is only
partly offset by the size reduction. While high quality
ceramic capacitors can be used into the high 100 MHz
range, film capacitors or electrolytics find soon their
limits in the hundred KHz region. Inductive components use ferrites, the best MnZn ferrites allow flux
densities up to 0.3 T only in the optimum region, there
are types optimized for higher frequencies, but the flux
densities have to be drastically reduced. There are
more restrictions: emi norms are independent of the
size resp. output power of a SMPS and limit emissions sharply, starting at 150 KHz, between 500 KHz
and 5 MHz they are strictest; the upper limit has been
shifted from 30 MHz to 5 GHz. With regard to this it
is advisable to stay with the operating frequency just
below 150 KHz, so the third harmonic stays just below
500 KHz.
With cascodes switching times down to a few ns are
achievable even in high voltage switching, 5 to 20
ns are typical, but even with a careful layout emi will
suffer, secondly short times imply high hf currents
which stress all components including the e.c. board
material; the common FR-4 has high hf losses and
can heat up considerably, especially if conductors on
both sides and the material constitute a capacitor; this
is often not recognized because the heat generated
by SMD components is also sent into the board.
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Some aspects resp. advantages which are less obvious:
1. A precondition for fast switching, however, is insight into the properties peculiar of the transistor type used. With standard hv power
Si or SiC MOSFET’s there is a limit to the dv/dt at the drain, if it is
exceeded there is danger of turning the parasitic npn on which leads
inevitably to destruction. MOSFET’s proper are free from second
breakdown, but they only come with the npn. It is also very dangerous
to turn the parasitic diode on which is nothing else but the basecollector diode of the npn; if charge carriers are left they may turn the
npn on. Literature about Coolmos says that the npn can not be turned
on. With unipolar switches it is sometimes necessary to place a fast
diode with its anode at ground in parallel to the switch. JFET’s are
free from parasitic elements, do not suffer from second breakdown,
but lack an avalanche rating; in case of overvoltage, there will be
an ordinary D - S diode breakdown. This implies that they must not
be tested for breakdown voltage, because one breakdown equals
destruction!

MOSFET or Coolmos for a cascode is the quickest route to increased
efficiency; all that is needed is a small inexpensive Si MOSFET and a
few penny parts.
Selection of transistor types
The upper (hv) transistor is either a 650 V Si Coolmos (Infineon designation, others use the term superjunction) or a 1200 V SiC JFET; this
switch will be appropriate even for flybacks. If the switch is destined
for a PFC, a 600 V Coolmos or SiC JFET will do, here the CP series
is best. As outlined above, the properties of the cascode are mainly
determined by the lower transistor, hence it is by no means necessary to select the latest hv types, most older types like Coolmos C3
will do as well, offer lower prices, more second-sources, and, last not
least, the chip sizes will be larger, improving RTh , heat transfer and
the resistance to short overloads! The latest Coolmos have only half
the size of the former chips, as is obvious from the Rth spec of 2
degr./W. If the task is to raise the efficiency of an existing SMPS, the
Si Coolmos used sofar can remain in most cases.

2. Hv MOSFET’s “kick back”, i.e. current comes out of the gate
during turn-off, this can destroy bipolar and CMOS ic’s, because the
strict rule has to be obeyed that under no circumstances any input
or output must be pulled more than 0.3 V below ground or above the
actual (not nominal!) supply voltage, otherwise parasitic transistors or/
and thyristors may be turned on. This can only be prevented by two
husky Schottky diodes across the driver output. This is a dangerous
trap, because not all ic manufacturers point to the necessity of such
Schottky clamps - or only later in an app note. Of course, depending
on the fabrication method, some ic’s are more susceptible than others. This old problem is prevented by a cascode, because at turn-off
the current is diverted into the node capacitance as described, the
drain of the lower FET does not see the several hundred volts on the
output drain, but only a few ten volts, also, the reverse capacitance of
the small FET is much lower than that of the hv FET. Hv Si MOSFET’s
don’t look at all inside as simple as the symbol pretends: readers are
referred to the AppNote no. AN7260.2 of Sept. 1993 “Power switching
waveforms, a new insight” of Harris Semiconductor which contains
one of the best descriptions. Of course, this does not apply to all
manufacturers’ MOSFET’s.
3. Circuit rise and fall times are only partly determined by the switch,
the capacitances given in the data sheets bear little meaning in
practice. A minimum of two components are connected to any switch,
e.g. in a PFC the choke and the diode; in most other circuits there
are more, e.g. damping elements. Consequently, any changes in the
switch’s output capacitance become only partly effective. The output
voltage rise time after turn-off depends mainly on the current the
particular circuit is able to deliver to charge the capacitance. In a PFC,
e.g., this current is limited by the choke and the voltage at its lefthand
terminal. If fast switching is intended, simple and cheap chokes will
not do, because also the choke’s distributed capacitances have to be
reduced by a suitable winding construction. SiC diodes outperform all
other diodes, but their capacitances are fairly high, on the other hand.
Therefore the improvement in switching times is often mainly seen
during turn-on, i.e. in the output voltage fall time
How to design your own cascode
As long as there are no Si MOS/Si Coolmos or Si MOS/SiC JFET (for
appr. > 1 KW) cascodes available as one-piece components, designers will have to resort to designing their own. On the other hand this
allows maximum flexibility. This chapter is a guide to the practical
design. Because cascodes excel especially in high voltage switching
(offline SMPS), this application is chosen here. Exchanging a single
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Figure 2: Circuit diagram of a cascode constructed from discrete
components. The zener diode within dashed lines is an alternative to
the diode - zener combination. Both protect the gate from excessive
voltage stress during turn-off.
If the upper FET is a JFET, its gate is directly connected to ground,
i.e. the source of the lower one. MOSFET/JFET cascodes are particularly suited to all bridge circuits because they can conduct current in
both directions, making use of the antiparallel diode of the MOSFET.

In selecting the lower Si MOS transistor resist the temptation of
using a low RDSon type! As the total on resistance of the cascode
is predominantly determined by the upper one’s RDSon , it is fairly
immaterial whether the lower one is a 1, 10, 20 (or more) mohms
type. A relationship of 10 : 1 seems quite adequate. If the upper one
is specified for 200 mohms, the lower one will be fine with 20 mohms,
considering tolerances and the increase when warming up. As the
power dissipation in the lower transistor will be low, a SMD type will
suffice.
The higher RDSon types offer much lower capacitances and higher D
- S voltages. How much voltage will it have to take? At first sight, the
highest voltage on its drain will be the pinch-off voltage of the upper
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one in case of JFET’s and the gate voltage in case of MOSFET’s,
typically 12 V. The upper one will act as a source follower with respect
to the drain of the lower one, but this is only true steady-state. See
below.
The circuit
Figure 1 shows the completed circuit. RD combinations are required.
The value of the resistor depends on the input capacitance of the
respective transistor and is typically between 10 and 100 ohms. It is
necessary in order to dampen oscillations, but increases the turn-on
time resp. lengthens the output voltage fall time; if it is too small,
strong oscillations in the hundred MHz region will show up, depending
on the parasitic inductances and capacitances within the circuit. They
stress the components and cause emi. The resistor also limits the
turn-on gate current. One should stay rather on the high side.
The diode conducts the current out of the gate during turn-off past the
resistor, here, a 1 N 4150 (not 4148) is sufficient even for fairly large
chips, it takes several amps of peak current for some μs. This bypass
diode also limits the voltage drop across the resistor caused by the
turn-off current.
The RD components must be placed close to the gate terminals, and
a ceramic capacitor directly to ground. The board layout must be such
that the cascode is located immediately next to the choke or transformer, absolutely minimizing the length of conductors in the whole
circuit. The hf current return path will usually run through a capacitor
back to the source. Electrolytics should be bypassed and saved from
hf currents by placing PP or PE film resp. high quality ceramic capacitors in parallel, no worse material than X7R. It is important to keep
the lower gate (input) apart from the upper drain (output) in order to
prevent Miller effect; the two transistors may be set a bit apart if the
separation can not be achieved otherwise.
An important aspect in cascode design is seldomly mentioned: the
behaviour of the internal node, i.e. the connection of drain and source.
When the lower one turns off, the current coming out of the upper one
is diverted into the node capacitance. A MOSFET as the upper one
will be cut off as soon as its source voltage comes within about 2 V
of the fixed gate voltage. In order to turn off a nJFET with its gate at
ground, its source must rise above the pinch-off voltage which will be
also around 10 to 12 V. However, because the upper one needs time

to turn off, the node voltage will overshoot easily up to, e.g. to 80 for
some ten ns, which stresses the gate oxyde resp. the gate-to-channel
diode much above their limits. The drain voltage of the lower one
must hence be chosen adequately high in order to prevent breakdown, in practice between 30 to 80 V. As a rule, a diode plus a zener
diode between source and gate or a zener between the node and
ground are necessary, its value chosen so that the maximum gatesource spec is obeyed. Very short spikes can be ignored.
Unless the SMPS is a low power unit, the upper transistor must be
properly cooled. Two important items are often disregarded. TO-220
and similar styles must not be screwed or riveted to the heat sink,
but only mounted with a suitable spring clamp on the body, otherwise
they will loose thermal contact with time, overheat and be destroyed.
The importance of the insulating material is often not recognized. In
the first place, for most materials, the permissible voltage decreases
sharply with rising frequency; the popular polyester can take only 10
% of the 50 Hz voltage at 100 KHz! Depending on the safety class the
insulation must withstand up to 4 KVrms. But apart from the isolating
function the insulator is the dielectric of the capacitor consisting of
the transistor metal housing and the heat sink. The more hf current is
injected into the heat sink, the more emi is created which is difficult
and costly to keep within the limits of the norms. The capacity must
hence be minimized, that is a low dielectric constant is required. But
the material should also have low dielectric losses. In practice it is
not possible to find out how much heat is caused within the insulator because the transistor also becomes hot. Ceramic-filled silicone
rubber is a preferred material of reasonable cost; >= 0.4 mm material
is advisable for lower capacitance and considering the softness of
the rubber. Beware of materials not specifically designed for that
purpose, e.g. Kapton is our best insulator but its thermal conductivity
is extremely poor.
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When to Use Litz Wire
Throughout the design process for anything from inductors, transformers, and systems the
need to optimize efficiency and minimize heat rise is a concern. One of the key decisions
that need to be made is what type of wire to use.
By Kevin G. McGivern, DSEE
The choices of wire are solid wire, stranded wire, foil, and Litz wire.
An important fact to keep in mind is that when you move down 3 AWG
wire sizes the area of the wire decreases to one half of the original
wire area. For example: a Rubadue S8NC133ECC-10 wire has an
area of 8.37mm2, and a Rubadue S11NC133ECC-7 has an area of
4.17mm2.
Stranded wire is a number of small wires twisted together to form a
larger gauge wire. To a point, this works well – except when the operating frequency is at a level where too many small wires are required.
The term Litz wire is derived from the German term: litzendraht –
which means woven wire. Small gauge wire is literally woven to form
an equivalent wire area to a larger gauge. The area of the Litz wire is
within 5% of the equivalent solid wire.
Why is there a need for this? As the frequency is increased in a wire
the depth at which the current flows decreases. This is known as the
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skin effect. For those who are not familiar with the concept of current
flow through a wire - here is an analogy that may be useful. When
the speed of water is increase as it flows through a pipe the water will
form a spiral as it flows. This spiral causes the water to follow the curvature of the pipe – decreasing the amount of water flowing through
the center of the pipe. A similar event occurs with electrons as they
flow through a conductor.
There are two types of resistance that are associated with a conductor: DCR and ACR. Ideally the ACR and the DCR are equal, or the
ACR is less than the DCR. When the skin-depth is less than the
radius of the wire the ACR is substantially higher than the DCR.
The calculation of the DCR is quite simple: R=V/I. Where R is the
resistance of the conductor, term V is the voltage impressed across
the conductor, and term I represents the current through the conductor. The wire industry has standard tables for the ρ, (Ω/M), for the
standard sizes of wire that are manufactured.
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ACR is more complicated. The first step is to
determine the skin depth, δ, for the frequency, or one can refer to a standard table
that lists the maximum frequency for a given
wire size. To determine the ACR for the wire
simply subtract the area of the wire used by
the skin depth from the area of the wire being
used. This is done by determining the area
of the cylinder created by the skin depth.
The new wire area is now:
ANew= π*σ2. From one of the industry
standard tables the ACR can be determined
by finding the wire with approximately the
same area as the calculated area and then
finding the ρ. The resistance of the conductor
is then calculated by: R=L*ρ. Where R is the
resistance of the conductor, L is the length of
the conductor, and ρ is the resistivity of the
wire material. If the ACR is more than 1.5
times the DCR, then a smaller wire must be
used. Otherwise the frequency losses in the
wire will be result in a large thermal loss.
The optimal solution for this is the use of
smaller wires in parallel to form an equivalent
wire. There are several advantages to this.
The first and foremost is that both the DCR
and the ACR are inversely proportional to the
number of wires used to form the equivalent
wire.
When Litz wire is used in the windings of a
coil the proximity effect is minimized. When
multiple Filars are used in a coil the field is
not evenly distributed between the wires. The
use of foil is good for high current and high
frequency applications. However, it is limited
in the number of turns that can be used to
create a coil by the height of the winding
area of the coil former and the core. The
decrease in the proximity effect increases
the efficiency of the coil by decreasing the
fringing of the field between the windings.
Since the wires are woven together in Litz
wire the field is homogeneous throughout
the wire. An added advantage is the flexibility increases dramatically. Litz wire can
be readily formed into shapes that increase
the manufacturability of the end product. The
added flexibility makes routing or winding
wires improves the manufacturability of the
system.
The single drawback to Litz wire is the
packing factor. This is determined by how
many wires are used to create the Litz
wire and how tightly they can be packed to
form the wire. Thermally the mass of metal
that is used equivalent to that of the same
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solid wire. There is an advantage in that the
surface area of a Litz wire is greater than that
of the equivalent solid wire. The increase in
diameter is offset by the increase in flexibility
of the new conductor.
As with any wire, insulation is critical. There
are multiple insulation systems that are available. Of particular interest are the triple insulated wires that are available. This allows an
optimum insulation that maintains the flexibility of the wire. Single insulation performs the
task adequately. However, in order to obtain
the same insulation levels as a triple insulated wire a single thick layer of insulation
has to be drawn over the wire. This reduces
the flexibility of the wire. Rubadue uses
some of the best insulation materials found in
their triple insulation process. These include
Tefzel® ETFE, TCA, FEP, and PFA. Whether
the wire is being used in a harness, to form
a coil, or as a lead the triple insulation allows
the designer to use a wire that will meet both
the frequency criteria for the system as well
as the insulation requirements of the higher
voltages that today’s systems require. This
is available on individual wires as well as the
various types of Litz wire. The controls used
during the insulation process provide a consistent insulation on the wires that will allow
the end user full confidence that the system
will handle the operating voltages and peak
voltages that will be occurring throughout the
life of the system. When these are used in
mission critical applications the confidence
that the safety factor used by the engineer
will be consistently met throughout the life
expectancy of the system will minimize the
field failures and maximize the up time of the
equipment. The availability of these different
materials allow the designer to pick the material that best fits within the insulation system
that they are using.
The gains from utilizing Litz wire will increase
the efficiency as well as the manufacturability
of the system. When this is viewed from a
“Design For Excellence” point of view this
meets the Efficiency, Reliability, Economic,
Repeatability, and the Manufacturability
criteria.
Questions and comments should be directed
to John Schultz, V.P. Sales & MArketing john.schultz@rubadue.com

www.rubadue.com
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Improving Inverter Protection
with a Smart Coupler/Driver
When controlling high-power IGBT inverters used in applications such as motor control,
industrial welders or uninterruptible power supplies, optical gate drivers (photocouplers)
provide important galvanic isolation to protect the user and low-voltage control circuitry
from potentially damaging conditions on the high-power side.
By Matthias Diephaus, Toshiba Electronics Europe
However, additional protection is needed to prevent short-circuit
currents damaging the power transistors (figure 1), which can add
significantly to the overall size of the inverter.
Alternatively, integrating suitable protection within the photocoupler
itself, to create a smart driver, enables a more space-efficient solution
and also provides optimised protection that can be difficult to design
using discrete components. An isolated feedback path for fault indication can also be integrated, resulting in a smart coupler/driver that
saves component count and board space and also enhances system
reliability.

Alternatively, using the DESAT pin together with a high-voltage diode
to monitor the saturation voltage VCE(sat) of the IGBT incurs low
power loss and also allows the protection function to be implemented
on the IGBT side, resulting in fast response. In addition, it is relatively
inexpensive.
Figure 2 shows the external components needed to implement a
VCE(sat) monitor using a general-purpose driver coupler such as the
Toshiba TLP352. The VCE(sat) voltage is monitored. The controller
generates a gate signal that turns the IGBT off softly when an overcurrent is detected. Also, a 1 Mbps-class high-speed coupler is used
to transmit fault signals to the controller.

Figure 1: Short-circuit currents can damage the inverter power transistors
Over-Current Protection
The IGBTs of the inverter bridge can be exposed to excessive currents in the event of a short circuit at the load caused by incorrect
connection or by a fault such as failure of the winding insulation in a
motor-control application. Other causes of short-circuit current include
unwanted transistor turn-on, resulting in both upper and lower arms in
the same phase of the bridge conducting at the same time. This can
be caused by noisy circuit conditions, or by the action of the parasitic
Miller capacitance CCG between the IGBT gate and collector.
In the event of a short circuit, the over-current must be detected and
the transistor turned off within the short-circuit withstand time stated
by the IGBT manufacturer. This is typically 10µs. Moreover, a soft
turn-off of the device is desirable, since a rapid change in collector
current can induce a large collector-emitter voltage exceeding the
rated breakdown voltage.
It is possible to use current transformers to sense current flowing
at strategic points in the system. This provides a means of feeding
back current information to the controller without requiring additional
isolation. However, the current transformers themselves are physically large and may be too bulky for today’s applications. On the other
hand, a current-sense resistor may be used. Although the resistor can
be small, I2R losses can be high, and additional isolation is required.
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Figure 2: Conventional driver/coupler with external components for
fault protection and feedback
Integrated Protection
By integrating the external VCE(sat)-monitoring circuitry and feedback
coupler in the same package as the isolated gate-driver, a significant
saving in PCB size and circuit complexity can be achieved.
The TLP5214 smart gate driver monitors the IGBT Vce at the DESAT
pin through the external diode DDESAT, as shown in figure 3. When
the IGBT is conducting normally, VCE becomes the saturation voltage
VCE(sat) (under about 2V). When over-current occurs the device
desaturates and VCE(sat) rises.
When VCE(sat) rises above 6.5V, the TLP5214 generates a soft turnoff signal at VOUT to protect the IGBT and at the same time transmits
a fault signal to the controller using the 1 Mbps-class high-speed
coupler which is also integrated. Vout shutdown begins within 700ns,
thereby providing fast-acting protection. In the conventional circuit
of figure 2, the fault signal must be fed back to the controller: hence
a few microseconds typically pass before the driver output begins to
turn off the IGBT.
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Active Miller Clamp
The TLP5214 also integrates an active Miller clamp to prevent
unwanted IGBT turn-on causing a short circuit through the upper and
lower arms of the bridge.

gate voltage falls below around 3V and the MOSFET between the
VCLAMP and VEE pins turns on thereby clamping the gate to emitter
voltage (VEE). This causes the Miller current to bypass to the emitter
from the VCLAMP pin, thereby suppressing voltage rise at the gate
and so preventing short circuits on the upper/lower arms.

The IGBT’s parasitic Miller capacitance, CCG, can cause the IGBT in
the lower arm of the bridge to turn on when the upper IGBT turns on.
This happens because turning on the upper IGBT causes the VCE
of the lower IGBT to rise sharply, causing a displacement current, IS,
equivalent to CCG x (dVCG/dt) to flow in the direction of the photocoupler’s output. As the current passes through the gate resistor RG
of the circuit, the voltage drops and the gate voltage rises, generating
a false ON condition of the IGBT, which induces a short circuit in the
upper/lower arms.
This unwanted turn-on can be prevented using a negative power
source, which requires additional power circuitry. A less expensive
solution is to use a lower gate resistance, although this may increase
switching noise, and the amount by which the resistance can be
reduced is limited.
The active Miller clamp provides a more satisfactory solution by creating a short circuit between the gate and emitter of the lower IGBT.
However, configuring a suitable circuit using external components is
complicated and requires additional board space, as seen in figure 2.
The TLP5214 has an internal active Miller clamp that eliminates
the need for external clamping components. The Miller-clamp pin,
VCLAMP, shown in figure 3, is connected to the gate of the IGBT.
When the output of the photocoupler switches from high to low, the
Anz_ITPR_3_Blau.qxp

17.07.2009

17:00

Figure 3: The TLP5214 showing integrated desaturation protection
and active Miller clamp circuitry
By combining IGBT desaturation detection, isolated fault-status
feedback, soft IGBT turn-off, active Miller clamping and under-voltage
lockout (UVLO) in a single device, the TLP5214 smart gate-driver
photocoupler delivers a highly integrated solution for for driving IGBT
and power MOSFET used in inverter applications. These functions
are implemented efficiently and cost-effectively using two GaAlAs
infrared light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and two high-gain and highspeed ICs.

http://toshiba.semicon-storage.com/dezatop.html
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EMC Simulation of
Cable Interference in E-cars
Length and placement of the cables in electric vehicles (EV) can lead to serious problems
regarding the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). This article presents three geometry
simulation models of the basic components in an E-car (frequency-voltage converter,
cables, electric motor and high-voltage power source), so as to obtain the optimum length
of the cables and receive suitable EMC.
By G. Gospodinov *, P. Ivanov*, B. Nedev, University of Ruse, Bulgaria and
Ass. Prof.(BG) Dr. –Ing Frank Gräbner, IMG Electronic & Power Systems GmbH
Simulations have been made, for estimating the cables’ interference
both in and outside the car, in cases of shielded and unshielded
cables, as well as for defining the absorption rate of the cable shielding and the chassis. The analysis takes place in the frequency range
30MHz-1GHz, where special emphasis is put on the motor cable. The
different geometries are modelled and simulated with the software
product MEFiSTo-2D Classic. The EMC behaviour of an E-vehicle can
be improved, based on the simulation results.
The technological development, together with the fuel depletion, lead
to replacement of conventional cars and internal combustion engines
with E-cars and electric motors. Electrical drive systems are integrated into today’s passenger cars either to reduce the fuel consumption
-hybrid electric vehicles (HEV), or to create a full electric vehicle (.V)
with zero emission [6].
The electric drive system in an E-vehicle consists of four basic components: high-voltage power source (usually a Li-ion battery) which
provides power supply; frequency-voltage converter (more common
as AC controller), with implemented pulse width modulation (PWM),
which realises the speed control; electric motor -usually alternating
current (AC), for propulsion; shielded or unshielded high-voltage
cables for connection.
Disadvantages of E-mobility vehicles are relatively high price, small
amount of energy storage, low speed of charging, short distance
passed per charge, but scientific research in this field aim to improve
these characteristics. Apart from these aspects, there are strict electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) requirements, which have to be considered [5]. Each of the main components of an EV acts as a source
or path of electromagnetic interference (EMI), but some of them could
lead to substantial incompatibility problems [4]. This is the reason why
accurate equivalent circuits [1] and simulation models [2] have to be
done for proper and detailed analyzing.

established the best geometry placement, with optimum length of
cables and could be reduced the price of used cable shielding.
Simulation & Modeling Issues
The frequency-voltage converter is known to be the main source of
EMI within an E-vehicle because of its’ high speed switching transistors, which create electromagnetic noise disturbance and higher harmonics. These high frequency interference is emitted mostly through
its’ outgoing lines, which act as transmitting antennas. Special
emphasis is put on the Motor cable, which connects the F/V converter
with the AC motor, but noises are propagated over the HV-bus to the
battery as well. In order to receive good EMI levels of the high-voltage
cables is used multi-layer cable shielding structure, with implemented
absorption material particles (Nickel Zinc Ferrite), which dissipate the
EMI into heat energy [3]
The software product used for the EMC cable interference simulation
is MEFiSTo 2D Classic (Multi-purpose Electromagnetic Field Simulation Tool). For the aims of the simulation is recreated the form and
amplitude of the signal passing through the high-voltage cables. What
is taken into account is the low-frequency high-voltage PWM signal
(50-150 kHz, 140 V, used for the torque control of the AC motor) and
high-frequency low-voltage CAN (Controller Area Network) signal
(in GHz, 5 V, used for communication between the controllers in the
electric drive system) Figure 1.

In this article are given the results of cable interference simulation,
carried in three E-car geometry models. At other conditions being
equal, the basic components of an electric drive system are relocated
in the different geometries. Recreation of form and amplitude of the
signal passing through the high-voltage cables is done, for estimation of cables’ noise interference in and outside the car in cases of
shielded and unshielded cables, so as to define the common absorption of the E-car in the frequency range 30 MHz-1 GHz. This way is
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The first geometry simulation model is similar to the placement of the
main components in the electric drive system of Ford Fusion Hybrid
Figure 2. At the upper part is shown the model without used cable
shielding for the connecting cables. The black rectangle between
the two probes simulates the chassis absorption, the blue lines -the
reflection surface of the metal boxes of the main components in the
drive system. At the lower part is shown the model with used threelayer cable shielding structure (absorption material, metal, absorption
material).
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The second geometry represents the case of transferring a conventional internal combustion engine car into an E-vehicle Figure 3. The
F/V converter and the AC motor are situated under the hood at the
front of the car and the high voltage battery is placed in the trunk at
the back.



G = 20log  , 





(1)
where A2 is amplitude level, A1 - reflected amplitude level, GdB - gain
in dB. For each of the simulation models are made the following
calculations:
Cable shielding absorption - CableSA:
CableSA = Probe1N − Probe1S, dB

(2)

where ProbeN is probe in a model with no used cable shielding,
ProbeS - probe in a model with used cable shielding
Chassis absorption - ChassisA:
ChassisA = Probe1S − Probe2N = Probe1S − Probe2S, dB

(3)

Common absorption - Common:
CommonA = CableSA + ChassisA, dB

(4)

Results & Conclusion
The common absorption graphics of the three geometry simulation
models, in the frequency range 30 MHz-1 GHz, is shown in Figure 5.
So as to meet the EMC requirement limits of cable noise disturbance,
the common absorption rate of the E-vehicle is recommended to
be around 50 dB and should not drop below 30 dB. The simulation
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experiments and the calculations show that on average, for the whole
frequency range, the different geometries show different common
absorption results: first geometry -51,82 dB; second geometry 50,78
dB; third geometry -52,82 dB. Since in all models is used the same
chassis and cable shielding with equal absorption rate, these values
prove the different levels of cable EMI. As far as EMC is concerned,
the second geometry showed worst results, due to significant emission of excessive long cables, while third geometry obtained the best
cable EMI levels.
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Based on the simulation results, the used cable shielding can be
verified and optimized in terms of cost and flexibility (by reducing the
quantity on Ni Zn Fe particles in the absorption material), while still
covering the appropriate emission limits for the good EMI behaviour
of the whole system.
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Inrush-Current Limiting
Wirewound Resistors to Charge
the DC-Link Capacitor of an
Electric Drive System
When a drive system is powered up, a resistor is used to limit the inrush current during the
charging of the DC-link capacitor. Without such a resistor, the current could destroy the
drive input stage (the AC/DC converter) or trigger the upstream protection of the mains
network. Furthermore, the resistor shall assure a smooth and complete charging of the
DC-link capacitor.
By Dieter Burger, COMPOTEC electronics GmbH representing Ty-Ohm from Taiwan
Charging the DC-Link Capacitor with Inrush-Current Limiting
Resistors
When limiting inrush currents with an ohmic resistor in series to the
load, the resulting power loss decreases the power efficiency of the
circuit. After the DC-link capacitor has been charged, however most
power electronic circuits bypass the inrush current limiting component
with a switching element, e.g. with a relay or triac.

• By using a Wirewound Resistor, it is possible to calculate the exact
inrush currents and charging-times under all operating temperatures. It can be assured that the DC-link capacitors will be always
fully charged under all application conditions.
• With a correctly dimensioned Wirewound Resistor it is possible to
repeat the switch-on processes of the device more quickly than with
a PTC to achieve fully loaded capacitors. The suitable robustness
can be verified in a test where the Wirewound Resistor is stressed
Inrush current limiter
to charge the capacitor within a defined time. Then the capacitor
will be discharged within a defined waiting-time. These cycles are
Switch
repeated according to the requested cycle-number.
• In contrast to a Wirewound Resistor, the voltage-dependence of a
PTC must be respected when evaluating its resistance-temperature
D1
D3
characteristics. At a constant temperature, the resistance of a PTC
decreases as the voltage across the device is increased.
• The typical tolerance of the rated resistance of a PTC is -/+25%,
from a Wirewound Resistor it is -/+5% only.
D2
D4
Mains voltage
• In applications which can already be very warm during start-up (e.g.
C
circulator-pump for hot water) using a PTC could result in lower
charging currents and longer charging times.
• A Wirewound Resistor is more robust against transient impulses
than a sintered ceramic PTC.
• In case of failure (e.g. the switching element has a malfunction or
	
  
the capacitor short circuits) a PTC gets highly resistive, thereby
Figure 1: Bypass-system to limit inrush currents
protecting itself. After cooling down the PTC gets low ohmic and
In such a bypass-circuit, mostly PTC’s or Wirewound Resistors are
can be used again. However, the root cause of the failure in the
used to limit the inrush-current.
circuit still exists.
• A Wirewound Resistor with the correct fusing characteristics
Charging Resistors - Comparison between PTC’s and Wirewound
triggers in case of failure and gets highly resistive. This behavior
Resistors
corresponds to the so-called self-protection of a PTC. However, a
A PTC is a temperature dependent resistor. However, a Wirewound
triggered Wirewound Resistor disconnects the electronics continuResistor has a fixed resistance value and provides following advanously from the mains, independent from its body temperature after
tages when used as a Charging Resistor:
triggering. Subsequently, there is a chance to analyze the rootcause of the failure before more serious damage occurs.
• The energy amount which must be transferred to the DC-link ca• In case of high capacitances of the DC-Link Capacitor, several
pacitors during the charging-process could cause a PTC to heat up,
resistor-elements have to be combined to assure the required
thus increasing its resistance-value. In this case there is a risk that
Joule-rate. If the application needs the resetability function of a
the DC-link capacitors will not be charged completely.
PTC, it is possible to combine one PTC with several Wirewound-
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Resistors. In this way, more precise, quick and robust combinations
can be realized than by using just PTCs.
Ty-Ohm’s Full Range of Wirewound Resistors:
For the application as Charging Resistors, Ty-Ohm from Taiwan offers
a complete range of Wirewound Resistors:
• Axial, Radial, SMD, Cement potted in ceramic cases.
The resistance-range is from 0.1Ω to 2 kΩ, the rated power covering
a range from 1W to 12W.
Regarding the triggering characteristics, Ty-Ohm provides the following classifications:
• Standard Fusing:
Fusing in less than 1 minute with 5 to
16 times rated wattage (depending on the range). Note: The fusing behavior itself is not precisely defined.
• Fail-Safe Fusing I:
In a failure mode where the mains
voltage (90Vac – 280Vac) is directly applied to the resistor for 5
seconds, the resistor will trigger and will disconnect the electronic
circuit safely from the mains voltage. No flames, no explosion, no
sound and no arc occurs.
• Fail-Safe Fusing II:
As Fail-Safe-Fusing I. Additionally,
by integrating a thermal protection into the Wirewound Resistor,
it is assured that in failure mode the temperature of the resistor
doesn’t exceed the triggering temperature of the thermal fuse.
Fail-Safe Fusing of Wirewound Resistors
Generally, the safety of an electronic circuit is verified by applying
individual failures to detect the behavior of the complete device. This
means that each electronic component will be exposed to the failure
modes: short-circuit, high ohmic, few ohms to ground.

The solution to avoid this scenario is to integrate a thermal protection
into the Wirewound Resistor. Its purpose is to disconnect the resistor
safely from the mains once the temperature of the resistance wire
reaches the specified triggering temperature of the thermal protection.
The current rating and the triggering temperature of the thermal protection can be selected according to the application requirements, e.g.
from 1A – 10A and from 130°C to 260°C or upon requirement.

	
  

Figure 2: leaded and cemented Wirewound Resistors with integrated
thermal protection
In case of applying a UL certification for a drive-system, a test might
be necessary simulating a permanently open relay because of its
failure mode. If the Wirewound Resistor has an integrated thermal
protection, then it is no need to manage the protection of the drive by
other means.

Fail-Safe Fusing I:
Short-circuit represents 0Ω and cause the resistor to trigger in the	
  
specified way. In this case, no thermal protection is needed and the
	
  
triggering of the resistor is according to the definition of Fail-Safe
Fusing I.

Ty-Ohm provides such Wirewound Resistors in accordance to FailSafe Fusing I and II – classification for leaded, SMD and cement
	
  
resistors.

Fail-Safe Fusing II:
Practical experience shows that electronic components could fail
causing a connection to ground with a few ohms. The root-causes of
such an undefined failure mode are e.g. surge-impulses, temperature,
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
humidity, ageing. All electronic components which are in serial connection to the resistor may fail in this undefined way, e.g.:
• Capacitor, Bridge-Rectifier, Pi-Filter, Voltage Transformer, Switching Transistor, Control Circuit IC.

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

A high impedance failure of these components will not cause any
safety problems to the circuit and will disconnect the circuit from the
mains.

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  

However, a low impedance failure of these components is critical in
the following cases:
• The Wirewound Resistor is used as inrush-current limiter in series
to the load.
• The bypass switching element faces a high-impedance failure but
the device will not be switched off.
In both cases, a low impedance failure of one of the components in
series to the resistor creates a voltage division of the mains voltage
between the resistor and the failed component. Then the voltage
across the resistor will be too low to trigger the resistor in a defined
way according to Fail-Safe Fusing I. The resistance wire will get
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increasingly hot and stabilize at a steady state temperature lower than
the melting temperature of the resistance wire. This temperature can
cause a serious safety problem to the surrounding components, to the
PCB or to the housing of the device.
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Figure 3: Ty-Ohm’s range of Wirewound Resistors: Axial, Radial,
SMD, Cement - all available with or without integrated thermal protection
The realization of highly dynamic and energy efficient electrical drives,
converters and rectifier units with alternatingly quick accelerating and
quick braking processes is supported by power resistors. Ty-Ohm’s
full range of Wirewound Resistors assure inrush-current limiting
charging resistors in a highly precise, quick, robust and safe way.
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DMR 91 - MnZn Ferrite Material
with High Flux Density and Low
Power Loss for Power Applications
Soft ferrite power materials are widely used at high frequency applications as cores for
power supply transformers. After years of small or no progress in the field of high saturation flux density and low power loss ferrite material on the market, this article introduces
DMEGC’s new power material DMR91.
By Xu Zhao, Yang-Zhong Du, Su-Ping Wang and Milivoj Secan,
Hengdian Group DMEGC Magnetics Co., Ltd, Dongyang, Zhejiang 322118, China
Manganese zinc soft ferrite materials are generally divided into two
groups:
•
High-permeability materials that are used at low frequencies
Power ferrite materials that are used at high frequencies and
exhibit low power losses
•
Power ferrite materials are widely used at high frequency applications as cores for pulse transformers, switching mode power
supply transformers etc. Ferrite producers typically provide
following data about power materials to help designers and
developers choose right material:

existing material DMR90, but with further improvements to the Bs and
Power losses. With DMR91 material, DMEGC now has in portfolio
ferrite material that improves Bs value of DMR90, while maintaining
Power losses of DMR44 at high temperatures.

SYMBOL

CONDITIONS

DMR40

DMR44

DMR90

DMR91

Initial

f=10kHz

2300

2400

2200

2000

Permeability

B<0.25mT

±25%

±25%

±25%

±20%

25°C

510

510

540

550

100°C

390

400

450

460

25°C

95

110

220

200

100°C

55

60

110

62

25°C

14

15

21

11

100°C

96

6

13

4

Bs (mT)

µi – Initial permeability is the limiting value of the amplitude permeability when the magnetic field strength is limited to zero. It is
measured on magnetically closed toroidal core at very low magnetic field strength and depends on temperature and frequency.
Bs - Saturation flux density point where magnetization of material
reaches its maximum value. This point is measured at a specific
magnetic field H and specific temperature.
Br - Remanence is residual flux density remaining in material previously magnetized to the saturation when H decreases to zero.
Pv - Specific power loss of material is dependent of the magnetic flux
density and frequency, and is specified in Watts per core volume.
Hc - Magnetic coercivity is the value of magnetic field strength at
which the magnetic flux density of material, which was previously
magnetized to saturation, decreases to zero.

Saturation
Magnetic Flux
Density
Br (mT)
Residual

50Hz

Magnetic Flux

1194A/m

Density
Hc（A/m）
Magnetic
Coercivity

Pv

In the late 80’s of last century, TDK made available power material
PC40 which served as an introduction to the third generation of soft
ferrite power material. This material was a prelude of high Bs and Low
power loss materials for many producers that launched similar materials afterwards.
In September 2004, it was again TDK who introduced a new high
Bs and low power loss material PC90, which once again launched
material development across the industry. However, ten years later,
there has been no progress on this road as power material design still
proves to be quite a difficult task.
DMEGC has taken on the challenge to make further improvements
in power ferrite materials that will allow higher operating flux under
high temperature conditions. As a result DMEGC has developed new
power material, which is called DMR91. This material is based on
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25°C

(mW/cm3)
Power loss

d(g/cm3)
Density

100kHz
200mT

25°C

600

600

750

700

60°C

450

400

465

470

100°C

410

300

370

300

120°C

500

380

450

420

25°C

4.80

4.80

4.90

4.90

Table 1: shows comparison of DMEGC’s power materials

From Table 1, we can see an overall improvement in performance of
DMR91 material, with Bs value at 100°C increased to 460mT, but also
Residual Magnetic Flux Density is maintained at considerable level.
∆B at 100°C (Bs -Br) is above 390mT, so the core anti-saturation
capacity is also enhanced.
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Table 1 also shows how DMR91 has improved power loss value of
DMR90 at almost all temperature points, and actually keeps on the
same level of 300mW/cm3 at 100°C, as DMR44 material.

Figure 2 shows Power loss versus temperature for different power
materials. The lowest point of DMR91 is close to 100°C, making it on
par with DMR44 and especially suitable for applications where high
operating temperature is expected.
At the beginning of development of new material, our first goal was
to further increase Bs value of DMR90. To achieve this, we began
increasing the content of Fe2O3 to the powder mixture. While this
approach improves Bs, it simultaneously increases power losses,
measured at room temperature as well as 120°C. So next step was
taken to flatten the power loss curve and we have achieved this by
adding the correct amount of Co2O3 to the powder mixture.

Figure 1: Bs-T curves for DMR40/DMR44/DMR90/DMR91
Figure 1 shows Bs-T curves for different power materials, the highest
value of DMR91 is seen from this figure.

Figure 3: Power Loss vs. Flux Density for DMR91 with Frequency as
Parameter
Conclusion
With DMR91 power material, DMEGC has made next step in High
Flux Density and Low Power Loss applications, offering designers
chance to reduce footprint of their components where space is an
issue.
One of the goals we kept in mind while developing this material was
cost factor. Although providing better performance, DMEGC is able
to maintain the same material cost level with DMR91 as with DMR90
material.
Figure 2: Power loss T curves for DMR40/DMR44/DMR90/DMR91
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3rd Gen SiC MOSFETs at PCIM

ROHM will present its 1200V and 650V SiC MOSFETs based on
a Trench Gate structure and is also preparing SiC MOSFETs with
breakdown voltage of 1700V. Compared to conventional planar MOSFETs the Trench MOSFETs reach about half of the same on-resistance over the whole temperature range while the stability of the Gate
oxide film and of the Body Diode remains as high as with ROHM’s

2nd Generation SiC MOSFETs. The reverse recovery behaviour has
been drastically reduced. In principle, there is no tail current during
switching, resulting in faster operation and reduced switching loss by
30%. The result is higher reliability and increased current-carrying capacity at reduced cell density and minimum conductivity while keeping
a compact format. ROHM MOSFETs are ideal for use in Switch Mode
Power Supplies, Renewable Energy Inverters/Converters, EV/HV
inverters and chargers.

www.rohm.com/eu

GaN with Topside Cooling for Simpler PCB Design
GaN Systems Inc., a leading developer of gallium nitride power
switching semiconductors, announced topside cooling technology in
its wide range of high-power enhancement-mode devices. Topside
cooling enables engineers to use conventional, well-understood
PCB cooling techniques when incorporating GaN Systems’ marketleading semiconductors into their latest designs for products such as
inverters, UPS, hybrid electric vehicles/electric vehicles, high voltage
DC-DC conversion and consumer products such as TVs.
GaN Systems’ gallium nitride power transistors are based on its
proprietary Island Technology® - the die consist of islands rather than
traditional fingers, which brings significant advantages in terms of better current handling, lower inductance, scaling, isolation and thermal
management, as well as enabling smaller die and lowering cost. GaN
Systems’ enhancement-mode devices with current ratings ranging
from 8A to 250A are delivered in its proprietary GaNPX™ packaging:
the die is embedded within a laminate construction and a series of
galvanic processes replace conventional techniques such as clips,
wire bonds and moulding compounds. These near-chipscale high
power switching transistors are now packaged to be cooled via the
topside of the chip using a heat sink or fan – conventional techniques
that are well-understood and familiar to design engineers who may be
unfamiliar with using GaN devices or using them for the first time.

GaN Systems is the first company to have developed and brought
a comprehensive product range of devices with current ratings from
8A to 250A to the global market – its Island Technology® die design,
combined with its extremely low inductance and thermally efficient
GaNPX™ packaging and Drive Assist technology means the company’s GaN transistors offer a 40-fold improvement in switching and
conduction performance over traditional silicon MOSFETs and IGBTs.
Devices are available now through its worldwide distribution network.

GaN transistors can also be cooled from the bottom surface of the die
through conduction to the PCB.

www.bodospower.com	
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Compact 1200 V/1700 V SCALE-2+ Dual-Driver-Core Family
with More Protection Features
Power Integrations, the leader in IGBT-driver technology, launched
its latest SCALE™-2+ dual IGBT-driver core, the 2SC0435T2G1-17,
which is the most compact product in its power range with a footprint of only 57.2 x 51.6 mm and a height of just 20 mm. The new
SCALE-2+ technology enables Soft Shut Down (SSD) to be imple-

mented in the event of a short circuit without requiring additional
components. This is particularly beneficial in applications with low
stray-inductance where full Advanced Active Clamping (AAC) may not
be required. If desired, the core can also provide full AAC. Designed
to drive all standard 1200 V and 1700 V IGBTs, the 2SC0435T2G1-17
driver core features an embedded paralleling capability to simplify
inverter design at high power ratings. Multi-level topologies are also
supported.
The 2SC0435T2G1-17 combines a complete two-channel driver core
with all components required for driving, such as a galvanic isolated
DC/DC converter, short-circuit protection, AAC or SSD and undervoltage lock out on both the primary and secondary sides. A new
EMC-robust design enables safe and reliable operation in even harsh
industrial environments. Each of the two output channels is electrically
isolated from the primary side and the secondary channel. An output
current of ±35 A peak and 4 W drive power at 85 degC is available per
channel and the turn-on voltage is regulated to maintain a stable +15
V regardless of the output power level.

www.power.com/go/2SC0435T.

First Fully Encapsulated 50A Digital Power Module
Intersil Corporation announced the industry’s first 50A fully encapsulated digital DC/DC PMBus power module. The ISL8272M is a complete step-down power supply that delivers up to 50A of output current
from industry standard 12V or 5V input power rails, and four modules
can be combined to support up to 200A rails. It provides point-of load
conversions for advanced FPGAs, ASICs, processors and memory in
space-constrained and power-dense telecom and datacom applications. The device is also well suited for high-end instrumentation,

The complexity and performance of the latest FPGAs and processors used in wired, wireless and cloud computing systems is driving
up the number of voltage rails. For example, some optical transmission systems have as many as 60 power supplies on a single board.
This complexity requires a higher level of system intelligence and
advanced digital power management, including telemetry and system
monitoring, to ensure 99.999% uptime. There are real economic
impacts when a telecom system or a router goes down. For example,
online purchases from Internet retailers can be lost during transmission, making uptime critical.
The ISL8272M’s digital control technology provides precise sequencing and system monitoring through the PMBus interface. The innovative ChargeMode™ control architecture enables compensation-free
design that keeps the device stable regardless of output capacitor
changes due to temperature, variation or aging. Competitive voltagemode control power modules often require designers to perform
complex calculations, stability analysis and build a compensation network using 4-5 discrete components. The ISL8272M’s ChargeMode
control loop also provides a single clock cycle fast transient response
to output current load steps common in FPGAs and DSPs processing
power bursts.
Intersil‘s PowerNavigator™ GUI software simplifies the ISL8272M’s
setup and configuration, including all device parameters and full
telemetry. The tool makes it easy to change features and functions of
a digital power supply design without writing a single line of code. To
download the PowerNavigator GUI and watch a tutorial video, please
visit: www.intersil.com/powernavigator.

industrial and medical equipment. Used in conjunction with Intersil’s
PowerNavigator™ graphical user interface (GUI), the ISL8272M
simplifies system power conversion and configuration, while speeding
design time.
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Ultra-Compact 100W Baseplate Cooled Power Supply
Stadium Power a leading provider of power
supply solutions announces the availability
of the CBM100S baseplate cooled ultracompact 100W output power supply series.
The industry standard full-brick sized power
module measures just 17mm high and will
deliver a full output without fan cooling. Typical applications include military COTS power
solutions, rugged industrial and instrumentation systems.

The CMB100S series from Stadium Power
has a universal input range from 90~264Vac,
active power factor correction (PFC) meeting
EN61000-3-2, high efficiency up to 91%,
high power density up to 14.8W per cubic
inch and low standby power consumption
of <0.5W. The CMB100S has an operating

temperature range from -20 to +85°C, MTBF
>100,000 h @ 25°C (MIL-HDBK-217F),
meets EN55022 Class B, features over temperature, over voltage protection and over
current protection and has CE, UL, cUL and
TUV safety agency approvals.
Standard output voltages available for the
CBMS100S power supply series are 12, 24,
28, 36 and 48Vdc.
Stadium Power has over 30 years of
expertise in the manufacture of custom,
standard and medical switch mode power
supplies, programmable power supplies and
converters, LED drivers and EMC Filters to
international standards including EN, IEC,
CSA and UL.
The company can offer a complete design
and build custom power supply service
including in-house Design, Engineering,
NPI, PCB assembly and box build services.
Offshore manufacturing for high volume
products can be provided the wholly owned
facility in Asia.

www.stadiumpower.co.uk/

Compact Pluggable Terminal Blocks Can
Reduce Mounting Time
ABB has launched the new pluggable
terminal blocks series which helps industrial
equipment manufacturer reduce installation
efforts and optimize inventory levels. Mounting and testing time is reduced by connecting subassemblies with pluggable terminal
blocks and harnesses. The pluggable terminal blocks enable easy on site configuration
and eliminate the need to stock a vast range
of preconfigured solutions.
“The new SNK pluggable range has been
developed to help customers increase their
productivity by optimizing the factory commissioning and secure their installation onsite”, says Frederic Stuckelberger, Connection Product Group Manager, in ABB´s Low
Voltage Products Division. “Instead of wiring
one terminal at a time, cables can be easily
combined into assembled wiring harnesses
equipped with plugs. Thus all the manufacturing, testing and commissioning operations
are optimized, costs are saved and labor
time is reduced by up to 90%.”
The new range is particularly suited for applications where products can withstand harsh
conditions, such as marine, switchgears,
elevators or railways. It has successfully
passed the most severe vibration, shock,
temperature rise and vibration tests.
ABB pluggable terminal blocks offer a 15%
footprint reduction compared to market aver-

www.bodospower.com	

Do you use the
best tools?

The Vector Network Analyzer
Bode 100 offers great
usability, high accuracy and
unbeatable priceperformance ratio!
Measure from 1 Hz to 40 MHz:
• Power supply stability
• Input & output impedance
• Characteristics of EMI ﬁlters
• Component impedance

Gm

age. The optimized size of the plugs provide
larger marking surfaces for better visibility
and identification of circuits. It is easy to
create female plug assemblies without tooling from 2 to 15 poles by using only 2 plug
variants which will reduce the stock of unitary
plugs by up to 30%. The sub-assemblies of
the industrial equipment can also be easily
disconnected for transportation.
The SNK series pluggable terminal blocks
comprises the PI-Spring technology and the
screw clamp technology. SNK pluggable
terminal blocks combine the benefits of SNK
smart connections with the flexibility and
performances of the plug-in connection The
connecting capacity is going from 0.2 to 6
mm² (26 to 10 AWG).

𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑m

www.abb.com
May 2015
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CeraLink SP and LP Capacitors
Mouser Electronics, Inc. is stocking the newest additions to the
CeraLink™ capacitor series, the CeraLink SP and LP Capacitors from
EPCOS. CeraLink capacitors are unique in that as the voltage across
the capacitor increases, the capacitance of the device increases.
These capacitors also display very low series resistance (ESR) and
very low series inductance (ESL), allowing these capacitors to switch
extremely fast. These capacitors target high frequency applications.
The EPCOS CeraLink™ SP and LP Capacitors, available from

Mouser Electronics, are the latest additions to the EPCOS CeraLink
capacitor family and feature EPCOS’ patented antiferroelectric capacitor technology, which allows the capacitors to exhibit an increase
in capacitance as voltage increases. The CeraLink™ is based on the
ceramic material lead lanthanum zirconate titanate (PLZT). In contrast
to conventional ceramic capacitors, CeraLink has its maximum capacitance at the application voltage, which increases proportionately to
the share of the ripple voltage. Other advantages include high insulation resistance and very low parasitic effects. Moreover, uncontrolled
thermal runaway is not an issue with CeraLink. This makes CeraLink
technology perfect for embedding in IGBT modules to act as snubber
capacitors. These capacitors are very compact and may be placed
very close to the semiconductor with negligible ESL.
The CeraLink LP (Low Profile) series targets fast switching systems
and can handle voltages up to 650V. The LP series features high
ripple current capability and low ESR and ESL, resulting in low power
losses for high frequency systems of up to several MHz.
The CeraLink LP series is RoHS compliant and features copper inner
electrodes and silver outer electrodes with a silver coated copper
lead frame with an epoxy resin adhesive. These capacitors target
industrial power converters as well as DCtoAC inverter applications.
The CeraLink SP (Solder Pin) Series are similar to the CeraLink LP
series except in a leaded package for through-hole applications.
These devices feature silver-coated copper pins and are packaged in
a 33mm x 22.86mm plastic housing.

www.mouser.com/new/ epcos/epcos_ceralink/

Electric Drives Production
Conference and Exhibition
Nuremberg, Germany, 15 – 16 September 2015

entry ticket:
Get your free /tickets
om
edpc-expo.c

Find THE components and services which you will need
for the production of your electric drive and generator.

Scientific Partner:

Take part at E|DPC!
edpc-expo.com

Official Association Partner:

More information at
+49 711 61946-65 or edpc-expo@mesago.com
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Magnetically Shielded Power Inductors Offered
in High Inductance and High Isat Versions
Coilcraft’s XAL15xx Family of rugged,
magnetically-shielded power inductors are offered in two versions – one
providing saturation current ratings
up to 111 Amps and the other offering inductance values as high as 33
µH – delivering the highest levels of
performance in the smallest possible
space.
The XAL1510 Series offers a unique
combination of high inductance values
(up to 33 µH) and current rating as
high as 39.0 Amps, all in a compact
package that measures just 15.4 X
16.4 mm and has a maximum height of 11.0
mm. For even higher current applications,
the XAL1580 Series offers Isat ratings up to
111 Amps, with a 15.2 X 16.2 mm footprint
and maximum height of 8.2 mm.
Both series offer very low DCR – down to
0.70 mOhms for the XAL1580 – and their
soft saturation characteristics make them
ideal for VRM/VRD applications. They fea-

INVERTER
ASSEMBLY
INTERCONNECT
SOLUTIONS
Wire Bondable Frames
Multilayer Busbars
Interconnects
Stackable Integration

ture RoHS compliant tin-silver (96.5/3.5) over
copper terminations and offer a maximum
reflow temperature of 260°C. And like all
Coilcraft XAL/XFL inductors, the XAL1510
and XAL1580 Series feature a proprietary
composite core that is not subject to thermal
aging issues associated with other iron powder core inductors.

www.coilcraft.com

Extended Temperature Mid-Voltage
MOSFETs Rated at 175° C
Fairchild is enabling manufacturers to improve the reliability and performance of their
products with its expanded line of extended
temperature (ET) mid-voltage MOSFETs,

which can operate at 175° C. The higher operating temperatures enable up to 85 percent
greater power density and three times more
reliability than MOSFETs rated to the 150° C
industry standard.
This family of ET MOSFETs aligns with the
IPC-9592 power conversion standard, which

www.bodospower.com	

means the maximum junction temperature
can be up to 150° C, as opposed to 125° C
for standard 150° C MOSFETs, to enable
more design margin. The family includes 19
new devices, available
in both 5mm x 6mm
and 3mm x 3mm
standard packages,
as well as the new
TOLeadless (TO-LL)
package. The devices
are offered in a wide
range of voltage ratings, including 30V,
40V, 60V, 80V, 100V,
120V and 150V.
Their outstanding combination of superior
heat tolerance, greater
power density and
improved reliability
make Fairchild’s ET
MOSFET family ideal
for DC-to-DC power supplies, AC-to-DC
power supplies and motor drives used in a
variety of applications, including avionics,
micro solar inverters, power tools and telecommunications.

THE INTERPLEX
ADVANTAGE
l

High-Force Pluggable
Solder-Free Interconnects

l

High Current, CTE Compliant

l

Engineered Application –
Specific Solutions

l

Reduced Current Paths =
Lower Inductance

l

Thermally Efficient Direct
Connections

l

Integrated, Stackable Ease
of Assembly Solutions

www.fairchild.com
May 2015
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High Performance 16 mm ECH Brushless Slotless Motor
Portescap introduces the newest addition to our Ultra EC™ mini
motor platform - the 16 ECH brushless motor, designed specifically
to provide an economic motor solution for high performance applications. The 16ECH has been developed to be one of the most advanced and highest performing brushless slotless motors in its class,
specifically optimized for high continuous torque at low to medium
speeds, maximizing power between 40 K and 55 K rpm, and rated
speed at approximately 60 K rpm.

The 16ECH provides high performance and is constructed with an enhanced high efficiency magnetic circuit that significantly reduces both
iron and recirculation losses, the primary causes for motor stator heat-
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ing. The new patented EC motor coil also achieves higher available
torque and mechanical power compared to similar brushless motors.
The result is the new 16ECH stays cooler and offers greater power
density than equivalent models within its target operating zone.
The 16ECH offers an effective economic solution for high performance end applications by pairing the right amount of complexity,
minimizing motor size and optimizing cost effective materials in its
design. By optimizing the electro-mechanical motor design and material selection of the 16ECH, Portescap succeeds in providing a high
quality, long lasting, high performance brushless motor that is simple
and efficient to operate.
The advantages of the 16ECH make it a great match for low speed,
high torque end applications, or applications in the medium speed
range (30 K to 55 K rpm). The 16ECH is a good choice for geared
applications because of its minimal speed drop and low motor heating
under load. Additionally, the 16ECH’s efficiency, power density and
long life make it an excellent alternative for a brush DC motor solution. Lastly, the 16ECH’s low inertia design makes it an exceptional
option for applications requiring fast stopping, starting and acceleration.
The 16ECH is available in 36 and 52 mm length versions, with hall
sensors and 3 different coils to match your speed and voltage requirements. Upon request, Portescap can provide options for customization, including gearboxes, encoders, sensorless versions, coil variations, and mechanical interface modifications.

May 2015

www.portescap.com
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Monolithic Gallium Nitride
Power Transistor Half Bridge

EPC announces the EPC2104, 100 V enhancement-mode monolithic
GaN transistor half bridge. By integrating two eGaN® power FETs into
a single device, interconnect inductances and the interstitial space
needed on the PCB are eliminated, resulting in a 50% reduction in
board area occupied by the transistors. This increases both efficiency
(especially at higher frequencies) and power density, while reducing
assembly costs to the end user’s power conversion system.

The EPC2104 comes in a chip-scale package for improved switching
speed and thermal performance, and is only 6.05 mm x 2.3 mm for
increased power density. The EPC2104 is ideal for high frequency
DC-DC conversion and motor drive applications.
Development Board: The EPC9040 is 2” x 2” and contains one
EPC2104 integrated half-bridge component using the Texas Instru-

ments LM5113 gate driver, supply and bypass capacitors. The board
has been laid out for optimal switching performance and there are
various probe points to facilitate simple waveform measurement and
efficiency calculation.

www.epc-co.com

Enhancement Mode and Cascode
Configuration GaN-on-Silicon Platforms
Infineon Technologies AG announced the expansion of its Gallium Nitride (GaN)-on-Silicon technology and product portfolio. The company
now offers both enhancement mode and cascode configuration GaNbased platforms optimized for high performance applications requiring
superior levels of energy efficiency including Switch Mode Power Supplies (SMPS) used in server, telecom, mobile power and consumer
goods such as Class D Audio systems. GaN technology significantly
reduces the size and weight of power supplies which will open up new
opportunities in end-products such as ultra-thin LED TVs.
“Infineon’s GaN-on-Silicon portfolio combined with the acquisition
of IR’s GaN platform together with our partnership with Panasonic
clearly positions Infineon as the technology leader in this promising GaN market,” stated Andreas Urschitz, President of the Power
Management & Multimarket Division of Infineon Technologies AG. “In
line with our ‘Product to System’ approach, our customers can now
choose enhancement mode or cascode configuration technologies
according to their application/system requirements. At the same time,
Infineon is committed to developing Surface Mount Device (SMD)
packages and ICs that will further leverage the superior performance
of GaN in a compact footprint. As a real world example,
using our GaN technology, a laptop charger found on the market
today could be replaced by one that is up to four times smaller and
lighter,” he added.
Infineon’s expanded offering will include dedicated driver and controller ICs which enable the topologies and higher frequencies that
fully leverage the benefits of GaN. The offering is further enhanced

www.bodospower.com	

by a broader patent portfolio, GaN-on-Silicon epitaxy process and
100V-600V technologies resulting from the acquisition of International
Rectifier. Additionally, through a strategic partnership with Panasonic
Corporation, Infineon and Panasonic will jointly introduce devices utilizing Panasonic’s normally-off (enhancement mode) GaN-on-Silicon
transistor structure integrated into Infineon’s Surface Mount Device
(SMD) packages, providing a highly efficient, easy-to-use 600V GaN
power device with the added benefit of dual sourcing.
As a result, Infineon now offers customers complete system knowhow combined with the most comprehensive range of GaN technologies and products in the industry. Additionally, the company holds
best-in-class manufacturing capabilities, volume capacity and second
sourcing for normally-off GaN power devices in an Infineon SMD
package.
GaN-on-Silicon-based technology delivers increased power density and higher energy efficiency in a smaller footprint compared to
Silicon-based solutions, and is, therefore, well suited to a wide range
of applications from consumer goods such as Television power supplies to Class D Audio amplifiers to SMPS used in server and telecom
equipment. According to an IHS market research report, the GaNon-Silicon market for power semiconductors is expected to grow at a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of more than 50 percent, leading to an extension of volume from US$15 million in 2014 to US$800
million by 2023.

May 2015
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500 Watt Eighth Brick DC-DC Converter Achieves 96.7% Efficiency

Efficient Power Conversion Corporation introduces the
EPC9115, a demonstration design for a 12 V, 42 A output
with an input range of 48 V to 60 V. The demonstration
board features enhancement-mode (eGaN®) power transistors – the EPC2020 (60 V) and EPC2021 (80V) – along
with the LM5113 half-bridge driver and UCC27611 low side
driver from Texas Instruments. The power stage is a conventional hard-switched 300 kHz isolated buck converter.
The complete converter fits within a standard eighth-brick
envelope, but the EPC9115 demonstration board is deliberately oversized to allow connections for bench evaluation. The design provides various probe points to facilitate
simple waveform measurement and efficiency calculation.
The EPC9115 uses a full-bridge primary power stage, a 4:1
transformer, and a center-tapped output stage with active
reset snubbers. Control is provided by a Microchip dsPIC®
controller and basic voltage-mode control is implemented.
Operating at 300 kHz, the EPC9115 switching frequency is
50% - 100% higher than similar commercial units.
Alex Lidow, EPC CEO and co-founder, notes, “With the
introduction of the EPC9115, the industry has the performance of a 500 W DC-DC converter in the footprint of an
industry standard eighth brick. This unprecedented power
density is made possible with eGaN FETs.”

www.epc-co.com

Nuremberg: 19-21.05, Booth: 9-301

POWER TO MAKE
LIFE COOLER
With its best-in-class performance enabling heat
loss reduction, the UMOS IX helps to keep you cool.
Our DTMOS family with its compact design delivers
high efficiency and power density. So whatever your
application,Toshiba has the power to make it happen.
•
•
•
•
•

UMOS IX: 40V MOSFETs with RDS(on)
down to 0.85mΩ
DTMOS - low loss performance in 600V,
650V & 800V class
Smallest packaging (SMOS line-up)
SiC Diodes
Automotive MOSFETs -60V ~ +100V

toshiba.semicon-storage.com/eu/power
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The 1st Power Analyzer
... that lets you have it both ways.
Two paths.
One measurement.
In half the time.
Zero compromises.
The LMG670 with its unique DualPath architecture is the longawaited solution to a well known dilemma. When optimizing designs for power applications with high-frequency content, engineers
were forced to choose between analysis on the full power spectrum
or a specific portion only. Simultaneous measurements were impossible. To filter, or not to filter - that was the question.

Up to 7 channels · DC – 10 MHz · Accuracy 0.025 % · 500 µA to 32 A

DualPath is the answer.

3 mV to 1000 V · Touchscreen · Gbit-Ethernet · DVI / VGA interface

Experience the new LMG670 with DualPath live at:
ZES ZIMMER (Headquarter): +49 6171 628750 · sales@zes.com

Motor & Drive Systems 2015 January 21-22 (Orlando, FL, USA)
APEC 2015 March 15-19 (Charlotte, NC, USA)
EMV 2015 March 24-26 (Stuttgart, Germany)

ZES ZIMMER Inc. (US): +1 760 550 9371 · usa@zes.com
www.zes.com

High Sensitivity Current Probes for Accurate Measurements Down to 1 mA/div
Teledyne LeCroy introduced the CP030A
and CP031A high sensitivity current probes.
These probes provide sensitivity down to 1
mA/div allowing users to measure current
from the mA range up to a continuous current
of 30Arms and peak current of 50A all with
the same probe. The probes provide a small
form factor for today’s crowded boards. The
small jaws can probe currents in tight spaces
and still clamp onto conductors up to 5 mm
in diameter. The CP030A and CP031A feature a bandwidth of 50 MHz and 100 MHz,
respectively.
The CP030A and CP031A expand the capabilities of the Teledyne LeCroy current probe
family to a wider range of applications by
providing the ability to measure and analyze
low current waveforms. The sensitivity of
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1 mA/div combined with 1% DC and low
frequency accuracy allows for more precise
and accurate low current measurements
on Teledyne LeCroy oscilloscopes. When
used with HDO high definition oscilloscopes
with HD4096 technology, users will obtain
highly accurate, low current waveforms with
unmatched 12-bit resolution for improved
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debug and analysis.
Many current probes require external power
supplies or amplifiers to display a waveform
on the oscilloscope screen. The CP030A and
CP031A probes connect to the oscilloscope
through the ProBus interface and require no
additional hardware. Along with providing
power, the ProBus connection allows the current probe and oscilloscope to communicate,
resulting in current waveforms automatically
displayed on screen in Amps, and calculated
power traces scaled correctly in Watts. This
full integration also allows for Degauss and
Autozero functions to be done directly from
the oscilloscope’s user interface.

http://teledynelecroy.com
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Medium power modules. Industry icons go quality.

Coming from high-power semiconductors, ABB is regarded as one of the world’s
leading supplier setting world standards in quality and performance. ABB’s unique
knowledge in high-power semiconductors now expands to industry standard
medium-power IGBT and bipolar (thyristor/diode) modules. ABB is launching the
• 62Pak: a 1,700 volt, 300 ampere, dual IGBT in a 62 mm package
• 20Pak, 34Pak, 50Pak and 60Pak: 1,600 - 6,000 volt, 120 - 830
ampere dual thyristor and dual diode modules in 20 - 60 mm packages
Demanding medium-power applications such as low-voltage drives, soft
starters, UPS and renewables benefit from ABB’s well-known experience and
quality.
For more information please contact us or visit our website:
www.abb.com/semiconductors

ABB Switzerland Ltd. / ABB s.r.o.
www.abb.com/semiconductors
abbsem@ch.abb.com
Tel.: +41 58 586 1419

StrongIRFET™ Rugged,
Reliable MOSFETs
Specifications
Package

PQFN 5x6

DirectFET Med.Can

D2-Pak

D2-Pak 7pin
D-Pak

TO-220AB

TO-247

Features:
Qg@
Vgs = 10V
(nC)

• Ultra low RDS(on)

BVDSS
(V)

ID
@25°C
(A)

25

100

0.95

56

IRFH8201TRPbF

25

100

1.05

52

IRFH8202TRPbF

30

100

1.1

58

IRFH8303TRPbF

30

100

1.3

50

IRFH8307TRPbF

40

100

1.4

134

IRFH7004TRPbF

40

85

2.4

92

IRFH7440TRPbF

40

85

3.3

65

IRFH7446TRPbF

• DC Motors
• Inverters

RDS(on) max
@Vgs = 10V
(mΩ)

Part Number

30

192

1.3

51

IRF8301MTRPbF

40

90

1.4

141

IRF7946TRPbF

60

114

3.6

120

IRF7580MTRPBF

40

195

1.8

150

IRFS7437TRLPbF

40

120

2.8

90

IRFS7440TRLPbF

60

120

5.34

86

IRFS7540TRLPbF

40

195

1.5

150

IRFS7437TRL7PP

60

240

1.4

236

IRFS7530-7PP

40

90

2.5

89

IRFR7440TRPbF

60

90

4

86

IRFR7540TRPbF

40

195

1.3

300

IRFB7430PbF

40

195

1.6

216

IRFB7434PbF

40

195

2

150

IRFB7437PbF

40

120

2.5

90

IRFB7440PbF

40

118

3.3

62

IRFB7446PbF

60

195

2.0

274

IRFB7530PbF

40

195

1.3

300

IRFP7430PbF

For more information call +49 (0) 6102 884 311
or visit us at www.irf.com

• High current capability
• Industrial qualified
• Broad portfolio offering

Applications:

• UPS
• Solar Inverter
• ORing or Hotswap
• Battery Packs

